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iOTA is the little efanzine put together by Leigh Edmonds who
can be contacted electronically, and in almost no other way, at
hhandc@hemsleypark.com.au.

This little efanzine is produced as a progress report on my
project to research and write a history of Australian fandom, focusing
on the period between 1956 and 1975.  iOTA is a research tool and
document, containing some of the material and thoughts that will be
used in writing the history.  It is also a place where I publish bits and
pieces of the writing and art from Australia’s fannish past to help
introduce you to the rich vein of material that previous generations
of Australian fans have left us.

iOTA is more or less available from me for ‘the usual’ or
issues of iOTA are put up on efanzines.com fairly soon after I’ve
completed them.

Thisish’s Cover
The habit - not quite a tradition yet - of putting the covers of

old fanzines on the cover of this efanzine had been pushed aside for
this first annish and both the front and back covers come from the
fertile and vivid imagine of Ditmar (Dick Jenssen).  About them he
offers the following comments:

The front cover was inspired by ‘The Death of Malygris’ by

Clark Ashton Smith, a title for it, therefore, could be ‘The World of

Malygris’.

The back cover bubbled up from what is laughingly referred

to as my ‘almost subconscious’ doodling: the only ‘deliberate’ act

was to place an ornithopter into the image. My title for this would

be simply “Paradise”.

Editorial part the first
This is the first annish (annual issue) of iOTA and, as a result,

it has a lot more in it and is a lot fatter than normal issues.  Don’t
expect it to happen again soon.

My deep and sincere thanks to Mervyn, Lee, Dick, Race and
John for allowing me to reprint their articles in the ‘Remembering
Melbourne Fandom’ towards the end of this issue.

Editorial part the second
Fanzines at Monash

An innocuous email turned up in my computer’s inbox a few
months back from Stephen Herrin, the Special Collection Librarian
at the Monash University Library.  He was organizing a little
function and would I mind giving a short talk at it?  ‘With pleasure’,
I responded.  I always enjoy the opportunity to talk about this project
and Stephen has been immensely helpful with it.

Stephen planned an event to promote the science fiction and
fanzine aspect of Monash’s special collection and to acknowledge

the donations of
the Melbourne
S F  C l u b ’ s
f a n z i n e
collection and
John Foyster’s
papers.  My job
was to give a
talk of about
thirty minutes
about what I’m
up to and then
Bruce Gillespie
a n d  S e a n
M c M u l l e n
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would join me for a panel
discussion about aspects of
the collection and the
issues of collecting science
fiction and fanzines.

This event was
planned for 14 December. 
I then learned that Monash
and Warwick Universities
were putting on a joint
three day conference titled
‘(Un)Ethical Futures:
Utopia, Dystopia and
Science Fiction’ in
Melbourne.  I was
particularly interested in
attending part of the
conference, not so much
because I am a devotee of
literary discourse on
fantastic literature, but

because it used to be a strong part of the discussions taking place in
fandom and that aspect of fannish activity had been taken over by
universities.  I wanted to see for myself how that discourse was
conducted these days and the kinds of people taking part in it.

The conference ran for the three days after the 14th and the
program promised a wide range of papers on diverse topics under
that general heading.  That part of the conference was to be held at
Monash University facilities in the center of Melbourne but there
was also some introductory sessions being held in the university

library the day before.  In fact, the session at which I had been asked
to talk and the conference introductory sessions had been co-
ordinated so conference attendees could go to our session after
having been to the earlier sessions.

Moving on, it’s now a week before the event I’m to talk at and
I have a stack of work in front of me.  The big ones are a book
chapter and this issue of iOTA, but I also have to save my SAPS
membership and prepare the talk I’m to give at Monash.  Finally
lurching into activity, I sit down to write the talk and, since Stephen
has asked me to talk about this project, it begins to emerge from my
befuddled brain as part explanation of the reason for undertaking the
project and part progress report.  It turns out to be a bit complex and
takes more time than it should have to write.  Finally I have the talk
finished, nicely structured and polished up to just the right degree of
sophistication, I hope.

Just as I was congratulating myself on my own brilliance I
remembered that Stephen had mentioned ‘powerpoint presentation’,
which meant pictures.  A quick search through my store of images
showed there were few pictures that were suitable for the talk I’d
written.  There was nothing for it but to put together a powerpoint
presentation and then write a talk to go with it.  The talk I’d prepared
was not a total waste, however.  You will find it, in a slightly
modified form, masquerading as the ‘Progress Report’ in this issue.

I was up before dawn on the day of the presentation to be
down at Monash when the Special Collection opened for business. 
I had a couple of memory sticks with the powerpoint on them, my
draft talk that I couldn’t give and my work book in which to make
some notes that I could talk to.  I also had all my usual research
equipment for a day trawling through more boxes of John Foyster’s
papers.  As it often the case, fortune smiles on fools.  The prospect
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The panel about academic publishing
(I carefully wrote the names of the panelists

but carelessly lost the piece of paper)

of the conference the following day
had set me thinking about
Australia’s early sf conventions and
inside the first box I opened was a
lot of material about those early
conventions, including program
books.  (It is not difficult to tell the
difference between those put
together by Paul Stevens and those
designed and produced by John
Bangsund.)

Talking to Stephen a little
later I learned that the conference
had been organized by his two
colleagues in the Special Collection,
Mia and Zac, and he took me down
to be introduced to them while they
were setting up for the day
elsewhere in the library.  They greeted me warmly and invited me to
join the conference for lunch that day, to attend the sessions later in
the afternoon and come to sit in on the conference when I could.  I
felt welcomed and right at home.

Things got out of control after that.  Robin Johnson arrived, he
wanted to talk to Stephen about making a donation to the Special
Collection and then I ended up getting involved in their conversation. 
Next thing I knew, it was time to go and have lunch with some of the
conference attendees.

I could not stay long, but I did enjoy myself.  I didn’t know
anyone there but I did know the environment well, a mixture of
academic conference and stf convention.  The people there were

young and aspiring academics, mostly post-graduates I gathered, but
also readers of fantastic literature and sf, so we had things in
common to talk about and the particular worldview that goes with
reading that stuff.  I remembered the same kind of frisson at those
early conventions, of being among people who shared the same
passions, but now with a discipline and direction given by having the
literature as a subject of academic study rather than simply an
enthusiasm.  The other difference is the way that travel has become
so much easier, so I talked to a young woman who was studying in
Britain and a Russian who had probably come with the Warwick
University contingent.

Time was running out and I had yet to write my speaking notes
so, back in the reading room of the Special Collection, I put John
Foyster’s papers away and started writing, speaking notes in big bold
writing in my work book so I could follow them when I was talking. 
By the time I had done this I missed one of the conference sessions
I wanted to see, but I did make it to the second one which was about
how to submit to academic publishers.

We were in a
sparkling new training
room, seated at round
t ab les  wi th  l ap t o p
computers there for our
use.  There would have
been  th i r ty young,
enthusiastic neoacademics
there to take in new
knowledge, a panel of five
there to dispense it, and
me, by far the oldest
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person there.  Even so, I felt enlivened by proceedings.  It wasn’t that
I learned anything new about academic publishing but it was fun to
sit with a bunch of twenty-somethings who were keen to listen and
learn about something that also interested me.  While I was watching
and listening I remembered the convention program books that I’d
seen earlier in the day and was then reminded of those program items
we’d sat through at those conventions in which published authors
gave us advice on how to also become published writers.  How to
type up our manuscripts, how to select the editor most likely to find
the story acceptable, the roadblock of the slushpile and how to avoid
it, and all the other details of the process of turning our story ideas
into manuscripts and then into published stories.  The process of
doing that has changed almost beyond recognition in the intervening
half century but the desire to write and see that work in print hasn’t.

Had we young and enthusiastic fans at the end of the 1960s
been much different from these young aspiring academics in the late
2010s?  Not really, the two big differences were in the technology
that had become available and the opportunities that were open to
people interested in fantastic literature in the 1960s and in the 2010s. 
In the 1960s science fiction was still despised by the general
community and the academy did little more than sneer at it.  In half
a century science fiction has become respectable, popular even, and
universities offer courses in it, so the opportunities open to the later
generation are much greater.  I’m not envious of this later generation,
they missed out on the excitement of being involved in science
fiction as it evolved rapidly and they have to be more serious than we
were about how they enjoyed their reading.  The academy might be
creating a new generation of sercon readers and critics, but there
seems little room for fannish playfulness in their work.

I didn’t have time to linger when the session concluded, I had

to be talking in half an hour.  In another part of the library a crowd
of over fifty was gathering and enjoying the ‘light refreshments’ on
offer.  I recognized some of them, but not the majority.  I gather that
many were Melbourne SF Club members but there were also others
like Tony Thomas and Bill Wright who had been members of the
Club before I first arrived there.

But where were my memory sticks with the pictures on them,
my bag with the fanzines in it that I was going to wave during my
talk and my workbook with my notes in it?  Eventually all was sorted
out and ready for action as the audience took their seats.

While I was sitting there, waiting, I realized that this was the
second time this year I had done something like this to promote a
university library fanzine collection.  Back in at the beginning of the
year I’d sat, waiting as the audience filed in for the presentation put
on about the fanzine collection of the Murdoch University Library
Special Collection in Perth.

Something is going on here that would have seemed as
unlikely as the conference session I’d just come from.  Science
fiction has become respectable, and a lot has flowed from that. 
Perhaps the main thing about stf’s emergence from the ghetto is that
there is no longer any shame in being a consumer of the genre and
therefore there is little need for some of those reader to huddle
together for self protection in a community they called ‘fandom’.

Stephen welcomed everyone, talked about the collection and
then introduced me.  Standing to talk I suddenly realized that my
notes were still on the table.  There is a disadvantage to being tall,
speaking notes on a table are a long way away and impossible to
read.  So I winged it, but fortunately the power point pictures
dragged me back on-topic when I wandered, and the talk went
alright.  After that the panel session with Sean and Bruce also went 
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An audience for the talk.  Among them I see Sean McMullen, Bruce Barnes,
Robin Johnson, Bill Wright, Carey Handfield, Jenny Bruce, Irwin Hirsh, Tony
Thomas, Bruce Gillespie, Thomas Bull and Cat Sparks.  But don’t ask me to

point them out to just at this moment.

alright, with lots of discussion about material that had been lost,
preservation, digitization and other modern concerns.  It was, I
thought, an interesting and worthwhile session.

I’d love to add some comments about my impressions of the
conference that followed but, sadly, the mundane world intruded
with all its unreasonable demands and I didn’t get to it.  I hope that
Mia and Zac are encouraged enough by this one to hold another
soon, I’m looking forward to it.

What I learned
As I’ve already discovered, the science fiction fandom that I’m

researching and writing about hasn’t disappeared, it has grown and
diversified.  I suppose it is an evolutionary process because the
fragments of what had once been a single fandom now have their

own particular ways of operating and modes of expression.
The evolution of sercon fandom into academic fandom is

probably the most extreme of the fragments because it offers rewards
more enticing than simple egoboo, it offers the possibility of a life
long career in learning and teaching about science fiction and its
related subjects.  Just as Dick Jenssen was seduced by academic life
(as I have been) so are the generations of young people who might
otherwise have joined the ranks of fandom.  And why not, there is
nothing ‘proud and lonely’ about being a science fiction reader these
days and very little reward, perhaps a little egoboo, from floating
along in it.  On the other hand, the rewards offered by the academic
life can be very enticing indeed.  Ask Dick.

Editorial part the third
Another fragment of old fandom

One of the main themes running through genre stf from the
very beginning was space flight.  Often it was just a way of moving
an otherwise mundane story to a distant and exotic location but
sometimes it was also a serious discussion of what it might be like to
travel in outer space and the hazards and benefits of space travel.

In the early years of science fiction this was one of the themes
that led to its ridicule, ‘People will never fly in space or walk on the
moon!  What a stupid idea!’  However, people have now flown in
space and walked on the moon.  It is no longer a stupid idea.  Where
there was once ridicule there is now a space industry and great plans
to send people to Mars and, beyond that, mine the asteroid belt.

Not only is there now a space industry, there is a space
exploitation promotion industry with its own magazines, conventions
and conferences.  If you are attracted to the idea of space travel this
is where your attention now goes.

Recently Robin loaned me the 29th issue of a magazine
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published by this new
industry called adAstra
(‘To the Stars’).  In it
there are articles about
space exploration, space
s a i l s ,  g o i n g  t o ,
c o l o n i z i n g  a n d
terraforming Mars, all
written as extrapolations
on present day plans and
possibilities.  There are
lots of colourful pictures
and a big convention
report with photos of the
big name operators in
this new industry.  There
are artworks showing
what people might see
when they travel in space
that would not have been out of place in the stf magazines a couple
of decades ago and the photo of attendees taken at the National
Space Society’s 36th International Space Development Conference
that could have been taken at any stf convention.

Just as a group of young people who might once have become
fans have been seduced by the academy, there is another group who
have been drawn in by the space industry.  To them space flight is
not science fiction, it is real and offers great opportunities to play an
active part in it, one that pays in more than egoboo.

I was particularly taken by the cover of this issue of adAstra
which is pure science fiction.  Change the current title to Analog and

it would not have been out of place an issue, even recently.  It is, of
course, science fiction, but to the readers of this magazine it is what
they hope (or believe) will become fact.  Is that any different from
the expectation of stf fans a generation or two ago?

Progress Report
After the first year

(As I noted earlier in this issue, this is the talk that I planned
to give at the session at the Monash University library a few days
ago, slightly amended.  Because it was intended for an audience
which might not know about fandom, it ranges a bit wider than you
would normally find in one of my progress reports.)

A History of Australian Science Fiction Fandom
First, why a history of Australian science fiction Fandom?
In the immortal words of Elizabeth Foyster, ‘Why not?’  It’s

the story of interesting people doing interesting things in interesting
times and I intend to make it a story of the experiences of those
people.  There also exists the material, the historical evidence,
available from which to write a good history.

Science Fiction has become an area for academic research in
Australia since the 1980s and Fandom Studies has become a thing
since some time in the 1990s.  There has, however, been little
academic work done on Science Fiction Fandom, certainly not in
Australia.  There have been a few attempts to record the history of
fandom in Australia but these have been attempted by fans, not
historians and while fans have many admirable qualities, having the
intellectual tools to successfully research and write history is, sadly,
not one of them.  So I’m having to do it.

What is fandom?
There are two parts to the title of this project, ‘science fiction’

and ‘fandom’.  I’m going to take as read that we all agree on what
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science fiction is - even though this might not be so - and explain
briefly what fandom was and is because this is not common
knowledge.

The terms ‘fandom’ and ‘fan’ have general meaning in the
wider community but to ‘fans’ they have specific meanings which
are, simply put, ‘fandom’ is the culture in which science fiction fans
operate and ‘fans’ is what people in this culture call themselves. 
‘Fanac’ is a contraction of ‘fan activity’ and describes what fans do
as fans and the word ‘fannish’ is used to describe how fans do things,
in a ‘fannish’ style.

There are complex cultural constructs behind these simple
terms which have much cultural baggage to them and which would
take more time than we have to explore them now.  I’ll try to give
you a feel for some of this by speaking personally.  I know that the
specifics are different for other fans but the basic experience is
common.

I don’t remember a time when I didn’t read science fiction.  It
might not have been called that but it was stories that were not about
the realities of daily life, it was about what could or might be, in the
future or in some imaginary place.  Literature of the real world didn’t
interest me because I lived in it, so why would I want to read about
it too.  Instead, there was something in me that responded to stories
about adventures in space and time and other worlds and people.

There was a social cost to being attracted to and reading
science fiction because it was a literature not approved of by the
wider community.  It led to ridicule and ostracism because science
fiction was ‘escapist’ and ‘stupid Buck Rodgers Stuff’.

In 1965 I was offered a job in the Commonwealth Public
Service and moved from a small country town to Melbourne. 
Science fiction was not easy to find in those days but I soon

discovered the book shops in central Melbourne and what stocks of
science fiction they had.  Best was McGills and one of the books I
bought there had a little slip of paper in it saying that there was a
thing called the Melbourne Science Fiction Club.

In the club I found people who openly read science fiction and
were keen to talk about it.  Not only that, when they talked about
other things they did so with a kind of mental flexibility and freedom
I had not come across before.  I felt that I had discovered a new and
friendly home, a place where I could relax and make friends who
would not judge me just because I read escapist literature.

What I had stumbled upon was an alternative culture hidden
away in the back streets of Melbourne.  A culture with traditions and
customs dating back forty years - more than twice my life at the time. 
It had branches in most of the literate world.  It was not a secret
society but a community that had learned not to advertise itself
widely because of the popular attitude against science fiction.  The
only thing you had to do to gain entry to fandom was to read and
love science fiction enough to look for like minded readers and be
lucky enough to stumble across it.  True, it was a hierarchical
community, but a hierarchy based on merit, not the merit of physical
prowess or religious devotion, it was merit based on intelligence, wit,
writing ability, communication skills and an ability to get along with
some unusual people.

One of the fannish aphorisms - and there are many - it that
‘Fandom is a way of life.’  It was and is a community of like minded
people doing things that give them pleasure and a creative outlet.  I
became a fan.  I guess I still am.  I’m not a member of a fan club any
more, I don’t socialize with many fans and rarely go to conventions,
but I am still currently publishing two fanzine titles and most of the
people I am friends with on Face book are also fans.
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Some characteristics of fandom
Fandom is anarchic.  There is no guiding body, there is no set

of rules and nobody can force fans to do anything in fandom.  There
are cultural norms and values which define what is acceptable to
most fans but these evolve through consensus, not dictate.  (Some of
the lore and traditions of fandom can be found in the Fancyclopedia
III which is available on the www.) There are clubs, associations and
organizations such as, for example, the Melbourne Science Fiction
Club or the Nova Mob discussion group, but they are only parts of
the rich tapestry of fandom.  In general fans come together to form
what might be called ‘task forces’ or ‘working groups’ for specific
purposes, such as the committee that came together to bid for and
hold a World SF Convention in Melbourne in 1975.  For example,
there is a World Science Fiction Society but its only purpose is to
provide a framework and legal structure for holding the annual world
science fiction convention.  There is the Australian Science Fiction
Foundation which serves a similar purpose locally.

Fandom is fundamentally about communication and its
processes are, at their base, the creation and maintenance of
communication channels between and among fans.  These days there
are fans of many types, and a wide variety of fandoms, but when
science fiction fandom came into being in the late 1920s nobody else
was using these terms in this way, so fans adopted them for their own
use.

Most fans tend to drift into areas of fandom that interest them
and use their talents.  Over time some of these specialities have
separated off to become their own fandoms as in, for example,
comics fandom in the 1960s, taking with it some of the practices of
fandom such as fanzines and conventions.  Other groupings in
fandom have remained part of that early fandom; club fandom,

convention fandom and fanzine fandoms in particular.
The origin of fandom
Fandom is a by-product of genre science fiction which began

with the publication of Amazing Stories in the United States in 1926. 
The publication of a letter column in that magazine, and in
subsequent stf magazines, allowed the readers of those magazines
who were suffienciently enthusiastic to contact each other which, by
the beginning of the 1930s, led to the development of a science
fiction fan culture.  There were fan clubs such as the Futurian Society
of New York and the Los Angeles Science Fiction Society, fan
magazines, commonly called ‘fanzines’ from the early 1940s, such
as Forry Ackerman’s ‘Voice of the Imagi-Nation’, Harry Warner’s
‘Spaceways’ and Bob Tucker’s ‘Le Zombie’ and conventions; the
first one is commonly agreed to be the convention held in New York
in 1939, called the ‘World Convention’ because of the World
Exposition held in New York that year.

Through the circulation of American genre science fiction
magazines across the English speaking world some enthusiasts
outside North America also began to participate in this new sub-
culture.  Fandom began to establish itself in Britain from the early
1930s and the first fan club was established in Australia in the mid
1930s.  By 1940 there was a world wide fannish communications
network that included fans in at least North America, Britain and
Australia and New Zealand who were corresponding and exchanging
fanzines. Although the fandoms that formed in those countries took
on national characteristics, they were united in the adoption of a
general fan culture that had an American basis.

Fandom was not only a by-product of genre science fiction and
its enthusiasts, it was also a product of its times and the political,
economic and social changes that took place effected fandom’s
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characteristics.  On the other hand, the technologies of
communication changed little during that time so there was little
change in how fans communicated.  Letter writing, using established
national postal services and the international airmail system that
grew quickly after the war.  Reproduction technologies were labour
intensive and changed little before the innovation of xerox
photocopying that began to take effect from the early 1970s.  Before
the introduction of relatively cheap air travel, following the
introduction of mass air transport in the 1970s, fans rarely traveled
long distances so that personal contact was uncommon, particularly
between continents.  Thus the postal service of letters and fanzines
remained the main mode of communication between fans until at
least the end of the 1970s.

There were Australian readers of genre science fiction since
the time the first issues of Amazing Stories arrived here.  A few
Australians wrote letters that were published in the letter columns of
the magazines but there is no historic record of any attempt to form
clubs or publish fanzines in Australia until 1935 when a chapter of
the Science Fiction League was established in Sydney.  It did not last
long.  Recorded fandom in Australia began when several enthusiasts
at a Sydney school wrote a weekly sheet that was circulated around
the class and early attempts were made to establish clubs and publish
fanzines in Sydney.  However, the knowledge of how to establish a
viable fandom in Australia came from America.  The American fan,
Harry Warner Jnr, sent an issue of his fanzine ‘Spaceways’ to Bert
Castellari, whose address he seen in the letter column of a science
fiction magazine.  This gave Castellari and his friends the model
upon which to base fanzine publishing in Australia.  Advice about
forming a fan club came from fans in New York who took the name
‘Futurian’ from a fan in Britain, adopted it themselves, and suggested

it to fans in Sydney. 
About this project
There will be several outcomes from this project.  The primary

one will be a written history of Australian science fiction fandom in
the period up to 1975.  I will come back to that in a moment.

Other outcomes/products are largely unintended.  One is iOTA,
the little efanzine which I started publishing a year ago to keep
people in touch with how the project is going.  Unintended, it  has
turned into a repository for all kinds of things to do with the history
of fandom in Australia so that it is becoming something like a
documentary history of Australian fandom.  I’m also finding it useful
in helping me develop my ideas about what fandom was and is and
how best to describe it.  The first twelve issues of iOTA have
contained over 148,000 words, perhaps twice as many as the history
itself will comprise.

The next outcome is an annotated chronology.  This is
necessary to set out the dates on which events of significance to
Australian Fandom took place, with a few notes to put them into
context.  This partly helps me get the research information organized
and partly it may be of interest to others because the history will not
mention every event that took place or always be specific about
dates.

Next is the research material itself.  Almost all of this is in
digital form - interviews, photographs, scans of fanzines and other
items, anything that can be stored in digital form.  Copies of this will
be made available to any respectable archive or library that wants it
when the project is completed.  Some of the material is also in
physical form and so far I’ve accumulated about half an archive box
of bits and pieces including quite a number of old fanzines.  When
the project is concluded this will be donated to whichever university
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library has been the nicest to me.
The written history will be the main outcome.  It will be

published in book form of 50,000 to 80,000 words.  There will be
photos, fan art and fanzine covers, whatever helps to tell the story. 
It will be published in traditional paper form if we can afford it or as
a PDF if we can’t.  The history will take the form of a more or less
chronological story and, like all good stories of the pre-postmodern
period, it will have a beginning, a middle and an end.

There will be three themes running through this history.  They
are: the relationship between science fiction and fandom. the
relationship between society and fandom, and the relationships
within fandom.

Science fiction is important because it was the genre that
brought fans together and their taste for it gave them a common
interest and purpose.  The negative popular attitude towards science
fiction and its ghettoization also turned fandom’s gaze inward. 
Another fannish aphorism was ‘It’s a proud and lonely thing to be a
fan.’

Then there is the culture of fandom itself which was created by
several generations of generally intelligent, playful and creative
young men - and a few women.  It developed its own language that
contains many words to describe and give voice to the fannish
culture, customs and practices.  They help create a sense of common
interest and community and they help define the boundary between
science fiction and fandom and what fans called the ‘mundane’
world.

Fans talked about all these things and wrote about them in
their letters and fanzines so, unlike just about any other cultural
group, we have in fandom a source of great cultural richness because
fans of that period wrote so much, and published so much of it.

Fans lived and worked in the wider culture.  It was a world
many struggled to survive in but it had a significant effect on fannish
culture.  There were, for example, the pills that fans took.  The
changes brought about by the arrival of the contraceptive pill in
Australia at the beginning of the 1960s and pills taken for pleasure
when fans had access to benzadrine in the 1950s and LSD in the
1960s.  There was the music they listened to, from jazz, bebop and
trad, rock and roll and the blues.  There was the impact of
government policy including ‘national service’ in the 1950s and the
1960s.

Only a fraction of the material appearing in these fanzines is
about science fiction.  Once fans had established personal links with
each other fans they talked and wrote about everything that interested
them; politics, music, art, the details of their personal lives, sf in all
its forms and, occasionally, even sport.  As fans have said for many
years, ‘All knowledge is contained in fanzines.  What we need is a
good index.’

Fandom was a written oral tradition.  Oral because it passed on
the knowledge and traditions of the group in a way that small groups
have used to communicate and sustain themselves since the
beginning of human existence.  Written because, although oral
tradition is usually passed on verbally, fans were separated from each
other by distance and had to write almost everything they wanted to
communicate to the group.  In this way the records of fandom are a
unique record of Twentieth Century life.

Fans wrote an immense amount.  On my work computer I have
over 750 individual issues of Australian fanzines published between
1939 and 1975, many running to one or two pages, most containing
twenty or thirty pages and a few with as many as 100 pages. 
Recently I photographed around seven thousand pages of Australian
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fanzines in three days in Rare Books in the Fisher Library in Sydney. 
I visited the Special Collection of the Murdoch University Library
earlier in the year which has a much larger collection and the Special
Collection at Monash may have as much material though, thankfully
for me, most of it relates to the period after 1975.

Ending and beginning
This history of Australian fandom will conclude at Aussiecon,

the first Australian World science fiction convention which was held
in Melbourne in 1975.  There are several reasons for this.

The first is that ending the story at this point gives it a positive,
emphatic and uplifting ending.

Another is that ending the story at this date makes the project
manageable.  After Aussiecon science fiction and fandom blossomed
in Australia and became so large and diverse that it would be almost
impossible to tell one story about everything that happened in the
following period

Most important is Ursula Le Guin’s Aussiecon Guest of
Honour Speech (which you can see on You Tube).  In it she talked
about the genre of science fiction that had grown up in the ghetto but,
she declared, the walls of the ghetto were down.  Science fiction had
emerged into the world as the youngest and most potentially
powerful form of writing available to creative artists.  The world did
not suddenly discover science fiction as a result of Le Guin’s speech
or Aussiecon, but it was a sign of the times to come.

The impact of this conclusion will depend, at least in part, on
where the story starts.  At the moment I see two options.

My initial idea was to start at the first science fiction to be held
in Melbourne, in 1956 a few weeks after the Olympic Games had
been held here.  This would make a good starting point because this
history needs to describe the wider Australian culture and 1956 was

a point at time when the old established culture was beginning to
give way to a new one.   The year 1956 saw the beginning of rock
and roll and a significant movie ‘On The Beach’ being filmed in
Melbourne.  Forces of repression were also strong with the
Hungarian uprising, and, locally, the white Australia policy,
censorship, and many other forms of social control.

By 1975 much of that Australia had been swept away. 
Censorship was almost gone, the white Australia policy was behind
us, the war in Vietnam had been fought (in Vietnam and in
Australia), the counter-culture had emerged, Al Grasby had made his
multi-culturalism speech, the Whitlam government had introduced
many social and cultural changes, and much more.

On the other hand, research has uncoverd complexities and
details that lead me to think a little differently.  For example, the war
in the Pacific had a profound effect on how Australians thought
about the world around them and the ban on importing many
products from the United States between 1941 and 1959, including
science fiction magazines and books, had a profound effect on the
development of science fiction, and therefore fandom, in Australia. 
There is also the problematic development of fandom in Sydney
before the first convention in Melbourne in 1956 and conflict over
the role and importance of science fiction and fandom, exaggerated
by conflicting personalities.  In many ways these previous
circumstances are irrelevant to the main story, but they do tell us a
lot about the character of fans and fandom.

More compelling, however, is a simple image I came across in
a fanzine.  It’s 1927, the young George Turner is walking up
Elizabeth Street near where McGills used to be.  George, who will
become a key participant in Australian science fiction and fandom
sees, a copy of the first issue of Amazing Stories on a magazine rack
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and is smitten.  He never escapes the clutches of the genre despite all
his experiences, thinking and writing.  Like Le Guin, he is of the
genre and, like her, struggles to free himself from its pernicious grasp
until the ghetto walls go down.

Who could resist this as the starting point?  I may not.  We will
see.

What have I achieved in the first year of this project?
I’ve read somewhere between a quarter and a third of all the

fanzines I’ve copied.  I’ve done a handful of oral history interviews,
published a dozen issues of iOTA and generated over 3000 cards to
be used in writing the history.  In addition I’ve begun creation of an
annotated chronology and accumulated a great deal of material of
historical interest.

More important, however, is the intangible accumulation. 
From all the reading, thinking and publishing I have done I’ve begun
to form in my mind the ideas around which the history will be
written; the understandings of motivations and forces, internal and
external, acting upon fans as individuals and as groups.  When a
historian begins on a project they start off in almost total ignorance
of the subject they are about to work on, even if, like me, they had a
personal involvement.  However, as the historical evidence begins to
build up and take shape the historian begins to understand the
questions that will leads a more efficient interrogation of the
historical evidence available to them and that enables them to
conduct more effective research.  As a result, I expect that, by the
time I come to publish the second annish of iOTA I will have a much
feller understanding of what the evidence has to say and what the
history will say.  Of course there will be surprises in the historical
evidence I have yet to look at that will change some of my current
thinking, but the more I read, think and listen to fans the less

surprises I’m going to find.  When I find no more surprises and run
out of evidence, it will be time to start writing the history.

To be done
This past month has been one of distractions, partly some

health problems but mainly the distraction of preparing this issue of
iOTA, the talk at Monash and another aspect of this project that I am
not at liberty to discuss at the moment.

I know that I moan on about how tedious trawling the evidence
is but I’m looking forward to putting these distractions behind me
and getting back to it again next month.

1951 - Not Happy, Vol
The desire to publish stf in Australia has always been strong,

but always faced great difficulties.  Two of the most important of
these difficulties has been the relative smallness of the Australian
population so there has been no local market large enough to support
a professional stf industry and the ready availability of overseas
published stf that tended to swamp any attempt to publish locally.

Despite these problems Vol Molesworth bought a small
letterpress printing machine at the beginning of the 1950s and
launched ‘Futurian Press’ with the intention of publish a small
amount of stf locally.  It was a tedious process, setting each letter in
each volume by hand, but it was the only way in which Molesworth
and his helpers could achieve anything like a professional looking
magazine or book, so they worked hard at it.

The first two volumes were a very short novel called Blinded
They Fly and a checklist of Australian stf.  These little publications
were neither cheap to produce or buy and the review of them written
by Steve Gilroy and published in Operation Fantast (New Series),
10, Autumn 1951 makes quite a fuss about this.

In the final paragraph of this review Gilroy says that he hopes 
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‘you are not out to make easy money from sucker-collectors’. 
However, in Molesworth’s A History of Australian Fandom, he says 
this was one of the reasons for going to so much trouble with
Futurian Press.

At that time there was a ban on importing lots of things from
the United States into Australia, including stf, and the authorities
looked very severely on any attempt to send Australian currency
overseas to buy books and magazines.  Consequently, part of the plan
with Futurian Press was to make money overseas that could be spent
there on stf books and magazines so they could legally be imported
to Australia.

OH NO!! A PLEA TO VOL MOLESWORTH

By Steve Gilroy

We now have on hand the first two publications of the

FUTURIAN PRESS, an Australian outfit headed, we believe, by Vol

Molesworth

Now, we quite like Vol, and we love our brethren down

under ...

But we feel that the productions of the Futurian Press are

a blatant effort to cash in on the enthusiasm of the rabid

completist collector.  Honestly, Vol, do you really believe that 31

pages of not very good quality paper sprinkled with something

under 6,000 words, is worth 6/- Australian sterling?  Do you really

feel you are giving value for money received?  Or is your attitude

that of ‘they will pay if they think it is worth it, and we are not

forcing ‘em to buy’?

We realize that you have limited the edition of BLINDED

THEY FLY to 200 copies.  We will gladly recommend the story itself

as excellent.  In WEIRD TALES it would make something of a hit. 

Further, we will say that the production and printing of that

particular pamphlet are both good, a very find job.  But in hard

spot cash, is it worth 6/-? 

We doubt it.  Oh, you’ll

find buyers.  People have

bought the Tower of

London, Sydney Bridge,

gold bricks, and the

Atlantic Ocean before

now.

We don’t know

your production costs, we

admit.  And doubtless you

want something for

writing the yarn.  But

don’t you feel that you

should have given fandom

s o m e t h i n g  m o r e

worthwhile if you had run

a thousand of these, used

less paper (an inch and a half margin certainly gives the thing a

neat appearance, but is hardly economical when the wording only

measures 3in x 5½in) and charged only 6d, or possibly 1/- a copy?

THE CHECKLIST is something different again.  We’ll agree

you could not expect a great sale on that - although we

understand you oversold the 150 copies you printed.  But we

interpret a checklist as a work of reference.  Admittedly, you have

listed (we think) some 89 titles, all of which were published prior

to 1937, and you have given us a little detail on these titles, but is
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that detail sufficient?  Is it what your customers expected?  We

beg to doubt it.  Take this example, which is a fair one:

Fairjeon: Benjamin Leopold

DEVLIN THE BARBER, (Ward & Downey) 1888

A STRANGE ENCHANTMENT (London, F V White) 1889

Could you not have given us more information?  The number

of pages, the size of the book whether it was illustrated; these we

feel to be the minimum requirements.

Frequently we see ’LONDON’ - is that London, England? 

And, if so, would it not have been as well to explain why so many

titles apparently printed and published in England were included

in a checklist of AUSTRALIAN fantasy?

The thing we admire, though, is that you have in many

instances given a short commentary on the subject of the book. 

For that we are very grateful - it was a worthwhile addition.  But

could it not have been extended to cover all the titles?

And one final point; the type you have used!  A very ornate

style, if we may say so.  A beautiful style, in fact.  But much more

suited to a book of verse than a book of reference!  It is our

considered opinion that a normal grey round roman type, Aldus’,

Caslon’s, or the Bodoni you have used in your second publication

would have been far easier on the eye of the student or collector

than the Darwin you have seen fit fo use.

But don’t take us too hardly.  We admire your efforts, and

we look for your assurance that you are not out to make easy

money from sucker-collectors, and that you will give us better

things in future times.

Steve Gilroy

Operation Fantast (New Series), 10, Autumn 1951

1969 - The Moon Landing
A couple of issues ago I printed the reactions of three

Australian fans to the landing of Apollo ll on the Moon in July 1969. 
Here is another reaction, this time from John Foyster for FAPA,
written a few days later

TRANQUILITY BASE

July 1969

published for the August 1969 mailing of the Fantasy Amateur

Press Association by John Foyster, 12 Glengariff Drive, Mulgrave,

Victoria 3170, Australia

oooooooooo

By Universal Time, man first landed on the Moon on July 20

1969.  In Australia it was early in the morning of July 21: not so

early that one had to stay awake all night to be sure of being alert

at the time, but still sufficiently early to ensure that our street was

not lit up at the time.  I wasn’t sure whether I should try to wait up

all night, but decided on setting our dilapidated alarm clock and

giving a special charge to my own mental clock.  The result was

that I woke up six times between 10pm on July 20 and 5am July 21. 

And even then the mechanical alarm failed.

I had spent the previous couple of days trying to force feed

my daughter (25 months) on the subject, so that she would

remember this auspicious day, but now my problem was to

comprehend it myself.  Head clogged with ‘flu I found it

frustrating as the high-gain antenna cut out and was painfully

retrained on Earth: I hardly felt alive, and static cutting in with

such ferocity and so unexpectedly didn’t help.

But at last I heard the words I was waiting for, and I had

been waiting for with all mankind.  The description of the Moon’s
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surface, and the television transmission which followed, no matter

how informative and stimulating, were anti-climactic for me. 

Getting there was what counted.

Of course, I couldn’t help being excited as I watched Neil

Armstrong put his foot on the moon, in the immediate company

of several thousand students at Monash University who were able

to watch one of the many television sets installed for the purpose. 

Some lectures were cancelled, but I really didn’t bother too much

about that.

And as I write they are back on Earth and the first medical

check has failed to reveal any moonbugs, which is a relief, if only

momentarily.  If they brought any viable ones back we are in big

trouble.

In the July issue of AMAZING STORIES Ted White wrote, on

page 4, concerning the flight of Apollo 8: ‘This one was science

fiction.’

Probably the same thing will be said of the flight of Apollo

11: in fact it has already been said a couple of times in Melbourne

Australia.  But it isn’t science fiction, nor was the flight of Apollo

8, or, indeed, any of the space flights since 1957.  Ted is nearer to

the mark with his previous sentence: ‘This one was the one my

generation built its dreams on.’  This is slightly exaggerated, of

course, for only a few of Ted’s generation, or mine, had that sort

of dream, but it was because they had this dream that they read

science fiction.  A class of people does exist who literarily want the

moon, and most of them try to get close to it by reading science

fiction, a literary form which has always presented space flight as

almost the antithesis of the flight of Apollo 11.  Science fiction has

had nothing to do with Apollo 11, but many of the people who

read science fiction started to do so because there was no Apollo

11.

There are many people who believe that the money spent

on getting man to the moon is wasted: some believe that it should

have been spent on Earth-based research, some believe it should

have been spent on improving the conditions of America’s poor,

and some believe that it should have been spent on improving the

lot of those living outside the US, many of whom are far poorer. 

There is some truth in all this.  Of course it would be good to

spend a lot of money and set up a battery of 200+ inch telescopes

around the globe, but this seems to me short-sighted.  We cannot

do much about seeing conditions.

And certainly the people of the world would be much better

off if that vast sum of money were to be spent on improving the

lot of us all: however, as several people have pointed out, there

are plenty of non-essential areas in which many times as much

money is spent which are conveniently forgotten at times like

these.  Furthermore, it hardly seems likely to me that the money

would have been spent on improving food or housing or on

medical research if it had not been spent on NASA: increased

military spending seems a far more likely lot for such an amount

of money.

Ultimately getting men to the moon is worthwhile, because

here at last is something that 20th century man can point to with

pride, though admitting to himself that he does so solely because

this is one of the few things he had done in this century which

have not been either destructive or completely fouled up.

Let’s remember the three who did it, then, and especially

the man who made it possible, Wernher Von Braun.  And let us
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remember those who are not here to see it: Virgin Girssom,

Edward White, Roger Chaffee, Valdimir Kamarov and Yuri Gagarin.

John Foyster

Tranquility Base, August 1969

Fanzine Review
The New Forerunner 4, June 1969, published by Gary Mason,

Warili Road, French’s Forest, NSW 2086 for the Sydney Science
Fiction Foundation.  10¢ per copy plus 5¢ postage.

The title ‘Forerunner’ was first used in the 1950s by Doug
Nicholson for a magazine which he hoped would be the forerunner
of a professional science fiction publishing scene in Australia.  For
a number of reasons this did not succeed but the name ‘Forerunner’
took on special significance to fandom in Sydney.  As a result, when
Gary Mason began publishing a newszine for the recently formed
Sydney Science Fiction Foundation he gave this new fanzine the
title, ‘The New Forerunner’.  Gary’s aims weren’t as lofty as Doug’s
had been, but he still put a lot of effort into it and made a fine job of
it as well.

This fourth issue ran to fourteen pages and included news of
everything that had happened and was due to happen in fandom in
Australia.  The issue begins with a transcript of Peter Darling’s
report to the 1969 sf convention on the activities of the Sydney SF
Foundation, followed by information about Foundation meetings, the
death of one of the founding members, John Danza, and notice of the
coming annual general meeting along with little summaries about the
various members standing for office.  To give you an idea of what
the content of The New Forerunner read like, here is Gary’s
statement about himself:

I’m running for election on a comic fan ticket.  At 19, I’m

studying economics at the University of NSW in what will

hopefully be my final

year.  Although I

probably fit into

most definitions of a

science fiction fan, I

am really a comics

fan.  I first came into

c o n t a c t  w i t h

American comics

fandom early in 1965

through the letters

page of an American

comic-book, and

through that science

fiction fandom - and

ultimately, in 1967,

w it h  A ustra l ia n

s c i e n c e  f i c t i o n

fandom following

upon a request by an American corespondent for copies of

AUSTRALIAN SCIENCE FICTION REVIEW, the address for which he

gave me.  Being on the ASFR mailing list, I was invited to the

Hamilton affair and the inaugural SSFF meeting at the end of 1967

but was unable to attend either because of examinations.  I finally

caught up with the organization in April, 1968, and became a

committee member upon Pat Terry’s retirement later in the year. 

In January, 1969, I was appointed editor of the club magazine and

published the first issue of THE NEW FORERUNNER which, in

gaining some measure of acceptance amongst fans not members
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of the SSFF, has added greatly to the club’s prestige, I believe.  I

would like to see the club hold more functions like the movie and

observatory parties it has held in the past and, along these lines,

promise the fullest support consistent with my final-year studies

for the proposed sin con (sin con? No, Syncon) over New Year. 

Additionally, I would like to see some organized discussion or

something at our fortnightly meetings, and promise to continue

to push in this direction.  I definitely favour the acquisition of a

permanent club room that we can Pay Rent for and call Ours.  In

addition to a collection of some 8000 comics, many fanzines, and

a few (very few) science fiction magazines and books, I am

interested in 2001, The Prisoner, and Star Trek, attended the 1969

Convention in Melbourne (my first) and am a member of two

apas.  I recommend to my supporters that they vote ‘yes’ for all

the constitutional amendments, for Pat Terry as a life member as

their consciences dictate, for a committee of seven, and for all the

candidates listed.

As well as telling us more about Gary Mason in 1969 than we
thought possible, and some of the details of the formation of the
Sydney SF Foundation, this entry shows why Gary became a lawyer
rather than an economist.  His writing was always, as it is here, clear,
concise, correct and courteous and, in addition, detailed.  But enough
about Gary, back to his fanzine.

After the first eight pages of this issue which are devoted to
the business and activities of the Sydney SF Foundation there
follows another six pages of ‘Australian Notebook’.  It is a
comprehensive roundup of news about Australian fandom, science
fiction and comics.  It includes a lot of information about the lack of
progress in Stan Pitt’s Gully Foyle project, Bangsund news,

comments on ANZAPA and, among other notices, a summary of the
business session at the Easter convention.  It ends with a transcript
of proceedings at the first Ditmar Award Ceremony at that
convention (which I’m reprinting after this review).

The New Forerunner is an excellent newszine.  Because of the
detail Gary includes, we learn not only the immediate details of what
happened but also the background information as well, giving
readers a much more comprehensive feeling for what was happening
in Australian fandom in 1969.  In fact, this fanzine is almost certainly
the best fanzine of news and comment on Australian fandom
published locally in decades.  It suffers from two problems.

The first is that producing such a detailed fanzine as this took
energy and Gary ran out of it fairly quickly while he was probably
distracted by his university studies and then real life.  As a result
production suffered and he only produced the 14th issue of The New
Forerunner in 1973.

The other problem is a modern day one, but wasn’t one in
1969 when the issues were printed.  The first five issue were
produced using the Ditto or spirit duplicating process.  At the time it
produced a very attractive looking fanzine on nice shiny paper with
the text in purple and design features in another couple of pleasing
colours.  Over time, however, the dye has faded so that, here in 2017,
some of the pages have faded so badly that they are all but
impossible to read.

To overcome this problem I’m taking the time machine back
to 1969 to get copies, bright and bold right off Gary’s ditto machine. 
Even if that weren’t necessary to save my fading eyesight, I’d
recommend it.  The New Forerunner might have been infuriating at
times to those who did not agree with Gary’s views, but it was good
work well presented and deserves to be well remembered.
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Letters of
Comment

We heard from:
Rob Gerrand, Jessie
Lymn, Bruce Gillespie,
Jocko and John Tipper,
who sent us the following
photo of Graham Stone,
taken in the 1990s.

1962 - The Melbourne SF Club
Mervyn Gets a Little Helper

As you may have gathered from previous instalments of Merv
Binns’ writing about the Melbourne SF Club, he ended up doing
most of the work.  This was particularly the case in the early 1960s
when the club was struggling to make ends meet and keep up
activity, even though a handful of Australian fans were starting to
reestablish contact with overseas fandom after the events of the
1950s.

One of the most enthusiastic and energetic of these new fans
was John Foyster who was already very active in overseas fannish
circles.  So it was John who came to Mervyn’s aid and helped him
produce an issue of the Australian SF Newsletter by writing some of
it.  Unfortunately for Mervyn and the Club, John’s career as a teacher
was only beginning and by the time the next issue was published

John was off teaching.  I don’t think you will have much trouble
finding where John’s contribution ends and Mervyn’s begins.

Together, John and Mervyn paint a picture of a club that didn’t
do much to entertain its members but provided them with the
facilities - a library and a table tennis table - to keep themselves
occupied.

(There is an episode of this story missing at this point, one
Mervyn wrote earlier in 1962.  You can find it on pages 3 and 4 of
the fourth issue of iOTA.  See, there is a point to the index that you’ll
find at the end of this issue.)

July 1962

CLUB NEWS

Interesting perhaps to some members is the reduction in

dues, 5/- down to 4/- a night.  This did not exactly result in an

immediate influx of members, but now, a couple of months later,

it is obvious that the number of members attending each night has

gone up, although the boom figures of late last year have not yet

been reached.  A great source of attraction has been the table-

tennis table, with eight or more people wanting to play each night. 

A small levy is imposed (voluntarily, it turned out) for the upkeep

of equipment.  The Library is also well patronized, the new

additions and new members (not really new of course) have

combined to make the Library a lucrative section of the Club (is

someone muttering, the only lucrative section).  Chess has

generally been on the decline and darts and hooky have not been

patronized lately.

It will surprise some people to learn that occasionally

something happens at these club meetings.  On April 10, a

discussion on Heinlein’s STRANGER IN A STRANGE LAND was held. 
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Jill Dudding and John Foyster playing table tennis at
the Melbourne SF Club in the early 1960s (This

photo was lifted from an issue of John’s eFNAC that
you can find on the www, the photo was probably

taken by Mervyn Barrett.)

E i g h t  o f  t h e

members had read

the book, but since

then a few have

taken the book out. 

G r a h a m  L e a c h

confessed that he

finds it hard to enjoy

Heinlein’s other

books now.  There

are two copies in the

l i b r a r y .   T h e

discussion centered

around the ‘religion’

in the book, despite

the attempts of the Junior Partner to make it a long series of

double-entendre remarks.  Merv Binns announced the decrease in

rent, and a decision to lower dues to 4/- was railroaded by a small

pressure group.  Do not cross us, tendrils fans!  Next night a fair

attendance saw THE INCREDIBLE SHRINKING MAN, supported by

the John Glenn Newsreel and an interesting collation of ...

something.  Attendance was actually poor; let’s have the frank,

honest, naked truth - Bob Smith was evidently recovering from the

previous night, or perhaps the afternoon, but there were enough

other VIPs to create only a small loss.  It seems a pity to lay out a

supper for such a small number - Robin, Rowley and Foyster had

to stuff themselves to get rid of the extra.  Afterwards, Merv

Barrett, Ced Rowley and John Foyster played a form of table-

tennis whose only virtue is ...  However, my copies of Amazing

with the ORIGINAL SKYLARK III were not sold, so the whole

evening was a flop.

The following week, Bert Chandler and the two partners in

this enterprise (used loosely) visited VOYAGE TO THE BOTTOM OF

THE SEA - a review will be found under FILLUM GNUS.  Bert signed

a few ortigrafs, but I didn’t sell my AMAZINGs.  The next three

meetings were pretty dull, since I wasn’t there, but I hear that

Madge and ‘Tales went well from the library, and that Dick

Jenssen brought in an Asian friend who wiped the floor with the

table-tennis playing members of the club.  The secretary has asked

me to express his disappointment at the attendance at club

meetings - he suggest that all club members try to attend at least

once a month.  If more people show up, then the dues can be

lowered even further (the other reduction was planned as the first

of a series), mebbe we’ll even pay you to come in one day. ...er,

my AMAZINGs are still for sale.

Jonem (no relation to ARMAK)

PS FROM THE SP

Well with the assistance of my new junior partner we have

at last produced another Newsletter.  Thanks John!  Full credit to

you for the first two pages at any rate.  Without his help I don’t

know when you would have seen this issue.  What with moving to

a new house among other things my time has been very limited.

We have a few more items to report.  Firstly of interest to

Melbourne Fans in the SF CLUB.  Due to the fact we have been

finding it increasingly difficult to borrow a projector we have

decided to buy one.  We believe it is possible to obtain a

reasonable second hand one for about £100.  To raise the cash it

has been suggested that as many members as possible put up £5
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each and the balance to come out of club funds.  The club being in

a fairly healthy position at the moment.  Each month a ballot

would be held amongst all the members putting up £5 and the

winner would receive his £5 back and drop out of the ballot. 

Please let us know your feelings about this idea as soon as

possible.

Over the next two months a concerted effort is to be made

to check the library to replace all missing items, repair damaged

ones and so forth.  At dates to be announced we will hold special

meetings for this purpose.

John Foyster and Mervyn Binns

Australian SF Newsletter, July 1962

1969 - The First Ditmars
Everything has to start somewhere, and so it is with the

Australian Science Fiction Achievement Awards which are now not
quite fifty years old.  Later in this issue you can read about where the
idea of Australian awards came from and where they got their name,
here I’m reprinting a transcript of the first Ditmar Awards ceremony
hosted, sensibly enough, by Dick Jenssen.

The occasion of this ceremony was the Eighth Australian SF
Convention held in Melbourne over Easter 1969.  The venue was
most likely the Melbourne SF Clubrooms in Somerset Place so the
atmosphere would have been cosy and friendly.  Most of the fans
there knew each other well, particularly the participants in the
ceremony, so there is a certain air of informality to the whole
ceremony, which did not detract from the importance of presenting
the awards.  (You will notice, I hope, that Dick manages to include
part of the term from which the name ‘Ditmar’ is derived into his
comments, though nobody seems to have noticed at the time.)

As was the habit at the time, convention proceedings were tape
recorded and some parts of them were later transcribed for
publication.  This transcript comes to us courtesy of Gary Mason
who published it in the fourth issue of The New Forerunner in June
1969.

The other business was the awarding of the first Australian

science fiction achievement awards, known as ‘Ditmars’.  They

were presented in the following ceremony.

DR DITMAR JENSSEN.  Your attention, please!  (CHEERS OF

DERISION) Quiet, please!  Those of you who have read the

Convention booklet will have noticed that there is a section

entitled ‘Awards’ which will be given for the first time for

excellence in various fields of science fiction. The awards

supposedly have been analyzed ... the voting for this has been

analyzed by a digital integrating and tabulating mechanism - not

a duttegrating (LAUGHTER) - and the voting slips were handed out

and sent back.  The number of people who voted was

unfortunately quite slight – I think we only had about 35 - but I’m

sure that the final allocation of awards wouldn’t’ve been changed

even if the number of votes had been doubled.  I will admit it

would’ve been rather easy for anyone to rig the voting if they

really tried.  They would have had to contend with computer, of

course. (LAUGHTER)

The first award is for the Best Australian Story or Collection. 

On the voting slip, the short list was for Bert Chandler’s SPARTAN

PLANET, John Baxter’s PACIFIC BOOK OF AUSTRALIAN SF, and

Stephen Cook’s story, Final Flower.  The voting, I must admit, was

fairly close in this category - with only something like 12 votes

separating the winner from the runner-up.  (LAUGHTER)  The
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winner, if I can find the award (RUSTLING OF TISSUE PAPER, IN

WHICH THE AWARDS ARE WRAPPED), was A Bertram Chandler ...

(MUCH APPLAUSE AND CHEERING) ... who unfortunately is out,

I have been told, boating.  (LAUGHTER) So, I’ll call upon Peter

Darling to accept the award on behalf of Bert Chandler (TO MR

DARLING) There you are.  Congratulations.

MR PETER DARLING.  Thank you very much.  Captain

Chandler is indeed out boating, as a matter of fact, I believe at the

moment he’s up in Newcastle - or is heading towards Newcastle -

and won’t hear about it.  Mrs Chandler, on the other hand, when

she heard about this said she was certain that Captain Chandler

would be honoured by this award.  Both he and Mrs Chandler put

a lot of work into it, were proud the book was published in

Australia, and are proud to be honoured in this way.  I’m sure I

express their wishes when I say thank you very much from Captain

Chandler.  (EXTENDED APPLAUSE)

DR JENSSEN.  The next award which was the Best

International Story or Collection again had a very, very close

voting, but once again the winner managed to emerge with a fairly

clear lead.  The books, the stories in this collection were Charles

Harness’s RING OF RITORNEL, Disch’s CAMP CONCENTRATION,

and Brian Aldiss’s AN AGE.  The winner in this category was Disch’s

CAMP CONCENTRATION, and to accept this, I call upon Bruce

Gillespie. (TO MR GILLESPIE, GIVING HIM THE AWARD:) It swivels.

MR BRUCE GILLESPIE.  Right; I can’t say anything for Mr

Disch, because I didn’t know that I was to accept this until tonight. 

But I believe my vote was one of those that helped Mr Disch get

in.  I’d say that we were all barracking for him because he was able

to get a story through Australian Customs (LAUGHTER); it was

finally cleared and all the rest of it ... Mr Disch is also the great man

of my favourtie magazine, NEW WORLDS, and I’m very glad he’s

won this.  (APPLAUSE)

DR JENSSEN.  A list of the actual voting will be published at

some stage.  I suppose I might mention here that the runner-up in

this category was Harness’s RING OF RITORNEL, very closely

followed by about one or two votes by Aldiss’s book.  Those of

you who didn’t vote might have quite easily changed the awards

in this category.  Very, very close.

The third award is for the Best Contemporary Author. 

Misspelt, I notice, in the Convention booklet - also misspelt on the

award (LAUGHTER); so I’m afraid the recipient of this will either be

getting a changed award of some more money will have to spent. 

It was possible to write in nominations for any category, by the

way.  Certainly, in the first three categories the write-ins were not

significant.  They were a very small percentage of the final vote. 

In this field, the Best Contemporary Author, we had R A Lafferty,

Brian Aldiss again, Zelazney and Delany.  The voting again was

reasonably close, but once again we had really quite a clear-cut

winner.  And the winner in this field - fortunately enough, since he

lost out on the books award - was Brian Aldiss.  I call upon Peter

Darling to accept this award.

MR JOHN BANGSUND.  Lee Harding.

DR JENSSEN.  I’m sorry!  Lee Harding ...

MR LEE HARDING.  Thank you!  (LAUGHTER)

DR JENSSEN.  Congratulations, Lee.

MR HARDING.  Oh, that’s all right!  I worked hard for this ...

(MORE LAUGHTER, THEN APPLAUSE) I’m very pleased to accept

this on behalf of Brian Aldiss.  I know him as a very warm sort of
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person who’ll get a great kick out of this coming all the way from

Australia.  He has always been very interested in Australian science

fiction writers and Australian science fiction fandom.  He certainly

gave ASFR a lot of help and encouragement in its early days.  I feel

that this may perhaps repay him in some small way, so I’m very

pleased to accept it.  (APPLAUSE)

DR JENSSEN.  I’m sure it’s only a simple matter for Lee to

scrub out ‘Aldiss’ and put his own name there.  (LAUGHTER)

Finally, the last category is Best Australian Fanzine, and here

we had some strange phenomena.  One is that a write-in gained

really a very large number of points and the other is that the

winner scored more than the two runners-up put together.  The

write-in which came second was Bernie Bernhouse’s AUSTRAL

FANTALES.  (APPLAUSE, MIXED WITH CHEERS OF DERISION) One

person voted for it.  (LAUGHTER) I have a group of friendly

graduate students who voted for it also ... (MORE LAUGHTER). 

But the winner ... I’m sure that no one is really in any doubt about

the winner here, which is John Bangsund’s ASFR ... (MUCH

APPLAUSE AND WILD CHEERING) ... which really swamped the

rest of the field.  (TO MR BANGSUND:) Congratulations.

MR BANGSUND.  Thanks very much, Dick.

MR HARDING.  Do you accept that on behalf of Brian Aldiss? 

(LAUGHTER)

MR BANGSUND.  Well, not only on behalf of Brian Aldiss,

but I think on behalf of Lee Harding, John Foyster, Bruce Gillespie,

and everybody who’s ever written in the magazine.  It’s been a

group thing right from the start.  It’s not so much a group thing in

that it’s, well, a Bangsund thing - but we’re trying to get out of

that phase and back to the group thing again.  The main thing

about ASFR is that it is going to go on.  It may just conceivably

have a new name one day, but the magazine and the spirit that

inspired it in the first place will keep it going ... and I’m delighted

to have this (MUCH APPLAUSE)

DR JENSSEN.  Your cheque bounced, by the way.

MR BANGSUND.  Did it?  (GENERAL LAUGHTER AND

CONTINUED APPLAUSE)

Transcript

The New Forerunner 4, June 1969, edited by Gary Mason

The Long and Winding Road to Aussiecon
a forgotten memento

No words
this time, not
many anyhow. 
H e r e ’ s
something that
Robin and I
found whi le
f o s s i c k i n g
through one of
the boxes of
John Foyster
papers.  Neither
o f  u s  c a n
r e m e m b e r
anything about
it, so if you do
please let us
know.
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At the beginning of modern fandom in Melbourne
Top row, left to right, Mervyn Binns & Dick Jenssen

Bottom row, Bob McCubbin, Bert Chandler & Race Mathews
the photograph was taken by Lee Harding

(Bert was not a member of the Group which suggests that this
photograph was taken during one of his visits to Melbourne in

1952 or 1953)

Remembering
Melbourne

Fandom

Warwick Hockley

Marshal McLennan

Bob McCubbin

Mervyn Binns

Lee Harding

Race Mathews

Dick Jenssen

John Bangsund
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Introduction
We are fortunate that some of the key members of early

Melbourne fandom found their early experiences worth writing
about.  While many fans were incorrigible writers, few seem to have
set aside time and energy to make an extended record of their
formative experiences of fandom.  There must have been something
in the water provided by the Melbourne & Metropolitan Board of
Works that encouraged them to do this in Melbourne, and we are the
fortunate beneficiaries.

These articles are set in a particular place but I think that many
of the experiences and emotions they convey were common to all
fans in Australia at that time.  It is also likely that some of these
experiences were shared by fans around the world.  Consequently, I
hope the voices presented here, while they have an Australian accent
and a Melbourne sensibility, will speak to all fans.

All the items presented here have appeared earlier somewhere
else and it is likely that you have read some or all of them before. 
Even so, I thought that it would be worthwhile to gather them
together in one place so that you, and others, perhaps at a later time,
will have access to them all, and in relation to each other.

One of the fascinations of bringing these articles together is
the stories that they tell and the way in which they tell them.  Having
had the opportunity to know and talk with Mervyn, Lee, Race, Dick
and John I am delighted by the way in which their personalities shine
through in their writing.  If you haven’t had the pleasure of meeting
these fine fans I can assure you that they read just as they express
themselves in person.

These pieces are personal memories of their authors’ thoughts
and experiences.  The stories they tell sometimes intertwine,
occasionally seeing the same events and circumstances differently or

giving them a different emphasis.  This is natural for we humans. 
Don’t reject the differences, celebrate the rich diversity of human
experience.

Some brief notes on the pieces.
Warwick Hockley did not write a memoire of his time in

fandom (that we know of).  This is, however, the last fanzine that he
published and marks the end of the first phase of fandom in
Melbourne.

Bob McCubbin published a brief history of Melbourne fandom
in the 12th issue of Etherline, dated 3 March 1953.  Included there is
a short piece by Marshall McLennan about pre war fandom in
Melbourne.

Mervyn Binns piece was written and published in May 2002
as a one-shot with the title I’ve used here.  It also included the
Mclennan and McCubbin pieces that I have published separately
here.

Lee Harding’s ‘I Remember AFPA’ was written in 1964/65
but did not see print until it appeared in the 3rd issue of Boy’s Own
Fanzine, published by John Foyster & Leigh Edmonds in September
1976.  Subsequently John published a scan of that article in eFNAC
Supplement 3 which is available on efanzines,com.

Race Mathews’ ‘Whirlaway to Thrilling Wonder Stories’
began as a talk to the Nova Mob in 1994 and is currently available on
four websites on the www.

Dick Jenssen’s contribution is the merging of two separate
papers printed privately by Dick between 2004 and 2010.

John Bangsund’s contribution comes from entries on Facebook
written in about 2010.
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Warwick Hockley, c.1941

MELBOURNE BULLETIN 30-12-41
Warwick Hockley

Well, well, well!  I bet you didn’t expect to hear from this

end of the magazine world again for a long time!  Nevertheless,

here we are.  Just two pages, but well ... that’s better than

nothing.  You can count yourselves lucky that you’re even seeing

this.

As you know, A-F & M-B are being suspended for some time

- probably six months or so.  I am keeping the best of the material

I have in hand and am distributing the rest around the rest of the

fan mags.  Actually I

intend to keep

enough stuff for one

issue of M-B and one

of A-F, so that if I

suddenly decide I’ve

got the time to put

an ish of one or the

other out I won’t

have to scrabble

a r o u n d  a f t e r

material.  With no mags for exchange, naturally enough I’ll have

to start subscribing to you other faneds.  I ask you to keep sending

your mags, keeping track of how much I owe you.  (Including what

I already owe).  Keep me well informed how much I owe - I don’t

want to let my debts go as far as the amount I owe Roden for

Reporter at the moment.  And to Pong and Michael Rosenblume

... thanks a million!  Your mags continue to arrive regularly in this
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Keith Taylor, c.1941

God-forsaken dump.

Keith Taylor is

in hospital, and has

been for the last

fortnight.  While we

( D H T  &  s e l f )

sweltered in a temp

of 108E on Xmas day,

he ate turkey in an

air-conditioned room

on the third floor of

one of the best hospitals I’ve seen.  He lies on his back and reads

my World’s News & Pix, while I sit on the floor and eat his Minties. 

Don’t feel sorry for him, mugs ... he’s in the best place.

Oooh, I forgot.  A

belated Merry Xmas to all of

you, and a ditto New Year, tho

I’m typing this on the 30th. 

Whither fankind in the Noo

Year?  God only knows.

Most notable event in

this last month of weary old

‘41 (as far as Aussy fandom’s

concerned) was the arrival of

Mickey Mou - pardon Donald

Duck in Melbourne’s fair city. 

Since he’s written up his

version of our - er..meeting I

might as well do the same. 

Biggest and most forbidding shock I got was his elderly and

serious look!  He apparently formed the latter opinion of me, also,

but I think we’ve both been disillusioned.  Keithy & I usually get

quite hilarious when we visit Luna Park, and Don didn’t seem to be

terribly shocked.  Ah, no.  Don, by the way & before I forget, has

shifted.  You can now get in touch with him at 68 Market St, Nth,

Essendon.  This new address is nearer to his work at Maribyrnong.

The very first night he was in Melbourne he aroused my ire

by buying everything in sight.  As you know from Reporter, he

promptly purchased £1 worth.  Since then, by the number of mags

that have arrived at our flat, he must have bought about 3 times

that many.  Probably it’s just as well Bob Geappon may not be able

to come up here, if you get what I mean.  I’d like them to leave

some for me.  I don’t blame Don for going mad, however.  We are

getting Air Wonder’s & 1929

Amazing’s for a bob each.  Not

at McGill’s.

Had another from Harold

Gottliffe recently.  He is still in

hospital in Egypt.  Excerpt

from his letter follows.

‘Your parcels of fan

mags arrived toady (17th

October) and I really can’t

thank you enough; the

separation from fan activities is

probably the worst part of the

war (at least to me). !!!!!  I can’t

help comparing Australian
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Warwick Hockley and Bill Veney, c.1946

fandom with Anglo-American conditions from 1935-1938; the same

multitude of minor publications (I don’t mean that as an insult),

the same juvenile squabbles and the same seeming co-operation. 

I only hope it doesn’t end the same way.

‘As you may know, before the war I was the ‘other half’ of

the LSFL & SFA publications - in fact I still carry a spare title block

of the ‘Futurian’ in my kit with the hope that one of these days I’ll

be able to start the ‘Jester in Exile’. !!!!!  By the way, if any of your

lads are interested in astronautics, ask them to write to me - I’ve

been interested in it for over 7 years.’

-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o

THIS happens to be Melbourne Bulletin, an AustraLuna Pub which

comes to you from 183 Domain Road, Sth Yarra, SE1, Victoria.  This

ish is No 9; and we aint charging for it.  Generous, huh?

-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o

A while ago Marsh MacL told us of another fan whose

whereabouts he knew.  We haven’t seen ML for ages, for he’s

been terrifically busy, so we don’t know whether to get in touch

with the gentleman or not.  However, I yam not worrying.  At the

present stage of Melbourne fandom (see Reporter no 20) another

fan would be rather more of a hindrance than a help.

And this will be the last M-B you’ll see for some time, I’m

afraid.  Maybe I’ll get another ish out someday, but it won’t be

soon.  So ..... Farethewell!  Hasta la Vista!
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SCIENCE FICTION FANDOM IN MELBOURNE
Marshall McLennan and Bob McCubbin

(Etherline 12, 3 September 1953)

PHASE ONE

Marshall McLennan

First, I must acknowledge the assistance given in compiling

this report by Marshall McLennan, and to a lesser degree, Warwick

Hockley.  The first phase is entirely due to Marshall, corroboratory

evidence being supplied by Warwick.  Marshall speaks:-

Early science fiction really started for me when I chanced to

buy, in 1928, a copy of AMAZING STORIES containing ‘Skylark’. 

This was, for me, a milestone, as it has gained for me over the

years a rich experience of stories in both magazines and books. 

Best of all, there has been that warmer interest of friends both in

person and by correspondence.  I recall Walter Gillings of England,

who wrote to me up to the war.  His SCIENTIFICTION, the British

Fantasy Review fan mag, later became TOMORROW.

After subscribing to FANTASY MAGAZINE, SCIENTIFICTION

and other magazines for some time, I wrote to ASTOUNDING in

1935.  This brought many replies, and a few requests for

information.  I was able to supply FANTASY NEWS with half-page

‘fills’ of Melbourne News published on 4/2/38 and 26/2/39.  I still

correspond with Harry Warner Jnr of SPACEWAYS.  Sam

Moskovits had me write a page and a half titled ‘Life of a

Scientifictionist from Down Under’ for his fan mag NEW FANDOM. 

George Gatter, still corresponding, wrote a story for Gernsback’s

last WONDER STORIES, and has not yet been paid for it!  Clint

Cardwell - a very good letter writer to this day - is a negro.  Fans

come in all shapes, colors and sizes!  To many overseas editors,

Melbourne was news, and fan mags poured in.

About this time, contact was made with other fans in

Melbourne, notably Warwick Hockley, Don Tuck & E A Taylor. 

Irregular meetings at homes before and during the war years

maintained the interest in science fiction.  Hockley and Taylor

produced their ‘Melbourne Bulletin’ in September 1940.  It ran to

seven issues, giving news and views, tit bits and jottings.  About

the same time, Don Tuck produced ‘Profan’ which was really

good.  Don and I had many good yarns at odd times.

There were times of dead calm in science fiction, then

Sydney fans would send letters and magazines.  War work meant

long hours of shift-work but every time Don Tuck would hit

Melbourne from Tasmania or Adelaide, I would get a cheery letter

arranging a meeting.  I would reply ‘Come on over between shifts

and wake me up.’  On one occasion, a bunch of fellows from

Sydney made a rowdy entrance talked vociferously for an hour,

then raced off to get the train back to Sydney.

My experience of stf has had some highlights, and mountain

top experiences - the greatest being the formation of a Group in

Melbourne.  Gone are the frantic searches for back numbers (Oh

yeah, say our completist collectors!)  Today we have slick tales

that have made many friends - for stf - and through stf - many

friendships’
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PHASE TWO

Bob McCubbin

On my return from overseas, I commenced to buy such stf

as was available in the Melbourne bookshops.  The amount was

strictly limited, and it’s discovery involved much hunting.  One day,

while I was browsing in McGills News Agency, I saw a young chap

(Race Matthews) looking at a copy of AMAZING.  Having read that

issue, I said to him, ‘Are you interested in that sort of stuff?’  When

he blushingly admitted the fact, we exchanged names, then

moved on to Hanley’s, as Race had heard of s sale of second-hand

magazines.  We purchased so many of the stf magazines, that the

proprietor, who had limited them to eight per person, nearly had

a fit.  This contact led to us exchanging visits to each other’s

homes and cross-lending books.  Casual contacts in various

booksellers let to the addition of Dick Jenssen, Lee Harding,

Marshall McLennan and Gordon Kirby to the group.

For some time, this nucleus used the homes of Race

Mathews, Marshall McLennan and myself for monthly meetings

and some further contacts were made, until the numbers rose to

a dozen.  Bill Veney came over from Sydney, and met the

assembled fans at Race’s home.  Bill suggested a tighter

organization.  That night the Melbourne Science Fiction Group

was born.  Although it was urged by Bill to form an iron-clad

organization, with office-bearers, rules, records and annual subs,

this was not the type of association desired by the assembled

fans, and Bill’s high pressure salesmanship was unavailing.  The

group was formed with five conveners, McCubbin, Mathews,

Jenssen, McLennan and Kirby, with McCubbin as prime mover. 

This was my first meeting with Mervyn Binns, who later, when

weaned from his spiritualistic interests, became a valued member

of the Group, due firstly to his professional side of book selling,

and later to his keen interest in AFPA.  The home-and-home

meetings continued, but, after arrangements had been made with

McGills to insert advertising material in all stf material sold over

their counter, the membership grew rapidly, and, after some

search, a new venue was found, and the meetings were held

fortnightly.

On August 14th, 1952, we held our first meeting in Val’s

Coffee Lounge.  Five turned up, one table.  By November, we had

spread over the whole west end of the Lounge, as many as twenty

nine fans being present at one time.  However, though sex can be

ignored when it raises its ugly head on a cover, the odd characters

frequenting Val’s soon made it imperative that we move to a more

healthy position.  Introverts and extroverts we may be, but

perverts never.

Keith McLelland located a room at the Oddfellows Hall, 30

Latrobe Street, Melbourne, and late in November, we moved in. 

In the new location, we had the room to ourselves, and could lay

out sale and swap material in different sections.  Dan Bicknell

brought his movie projector along and entertained us with trade

and classroom films of interest on various occasions.  We obtained

permission to keep the library on the premises, and this soon

became a feature of the meetings.  At various times, visits from A

Bertram Chandler, Don Tuck, Douglas Nicholson Mike McGuiness,

Bill Veney, & Rex Meyer.  May I extend a hearty-welcome to all

country, interstate and overseas fans?

In February, 1953, we decided to meet weekly, and have met

every Thursday night since.  Various sub-groups have begun
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publishing fanmags, & this will be dealt with in a later paragraph. 

At present, I am acting as Chairman to conduct a brief formal

session, delivering news of general interest, introducing guests

and new members, keeping an attendance record, and collecting

the cash to pay the rent.  We now have 58 names on the roll, all of

them resident in Melbourne, but the usual attendance is about 15. 

Roughly 10 of these are regulars and are serving the Group on the

various committees.

The Library consists of novels, pocket books and magazines,

donated by Melbourne, country & interstate fans, to whom we

again give many thanks.  Under the able control of Mervyn Binns,

the Library is going very smoothly.  At the present time, all the

regular members have exhausted its possibilities, but new

members find it of great interest.  A new supply of material is due

soon from England.  The Sydney Futurian Society also deserves

our thanks for its assistance.

For many of the Group, the major interest is publishing. 

Merv Binns, Dick Jenssen, Race Mathews, Lee Harding and Ian

Crozier formed Amateur Fantasy Publications of Australia

(hereinafter referred to as AFPA), and by pooling resources,

purchased a duplicator and supplies.  One of AFPA’s first good

deeds was to relieve me of my News-letter which, although a

labor of love, was becoming a temporal and financial burden.  It

was completely remodeled, reconstituted and published by Ian

Crozier under the title of ETHERLINE.  It is now published

fortnightly at 6d per copy.  It is a financially sound venture,

containing news & notes from local and global sources.  Believe

me, Ian got quite a shock when my news-letter was dumped in his

lap, but, to date, the 11 issues have shown an increasing coverage

and improvement in technique.  Lee Harding and Dick Jenssen are

responsible for PERHAPS, of which Nos 1 & 2 have appeared.  No

1 appeared in February, 1953, and was of 26 pages,

mimeographed, and with a Jenssen photo-lith cover.  It showed

distinct evidence of its amateur origin, and was criticized rather

severely in certain quarters.  No 2 appeared in May, 1953, and

showed that many lessons had been learned.  Spelling and stencil

cutting were both much better, the issue contained 48 pages, and

was photo-lithoed on front and back covers.  The contents were

mainly science fiction.  Meanwhile, Race Mathews was busy with

his brain-child, christened BACCHANALIA and this was identical in

format with PERHAPS but was devoted to fantasy.  This ran to 30

unnumbered pages, mimeographed on yellow paper, and No 1

appeared on April 26th, 1953.  No 2 is due shortly.  Both PERHAPS

and BACCHANALIA are bi-monthly.  Appearing on alternate

months, they are intended to be complementary.  Lee Harding on

June 30th came to light with WASTEBASKET.  The editorial slogan

is ‘We print what others throw away’, and, in the first two issues,

he has certainly succeeded in living down to his slogan.  Bruce

Heron and Kevin Wheelahan are associate editors of the new

publication, QUESTION MARK, which has just appeared.  This will

bring the total of AFPA mags to 5.  Since the formation of the

organization, Kevin Wheelahan has become a full member, and

Keith McLelland has been made a honorary member.  Whatever

you send to AFPA, it will be published.

This account is fairly concise and comprehensive, and, for

the benefit of the man who will be asked to write the next

chapter, is complete to July 31st, 1953.
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Mervyn Binns standing outside the entrance to the
Melbourne SF Club in the McGill’s warehouse at

19 Somerset Lane in the 1960s

SCIENCE FICTION FANDOM IN MELBOURNE
AS I REMEMBER IT

Mervyn Binns

Introduction

I have made a number of attempts to record my memories

of the Melbourne Science Fiction Club since its beginning but my

memory let me down and I put it off. The sequence of events and

the details I may have talked about previously in print and in

interviews, such as at the Aussiecon 3 FanHistoricon panels, were

i n  m a n y  c a s e s

inaccurate and, in

fact, some things on

reflection I think my

mind may have

d r e a m e d  u p .

However I started

going through my

bound volumes of

the original club

magazine, Etherline,

in which the club

c h a i r m a n  B o b

McCubbin gave a

report in each issue

of the club meetings

and other events,

and other sources

such as fanzines and convention booklets. I also found a copy of

Sydney fan Shayne McCormack's fanzine Something Else 4, in

which in 1974 I gave her an interview and consequently a verbal

history of the MSFC. Being 27 years ago my memory was fresher

and using that as a base I have been able to supplement my

memories.

In one issue of Etherline I found an article in two parts by

 Marsh McLennan and Bob McCubbin about Melbourne fandom

before the MSF Club or ‘Group’ as we called it then, and the very

early period of its operation. That has not only helped me a lot to

put that time into perspective, but I have decided to include this

article at the beginning of this publication. The editor, Ian Crozier,

ceased producing Etherine in 1959 and finding further details of

club activities from then on proved difficult. I have done the best

I could, but remember this is just how I recall things. If somebody

like historian Leigh Edmonds wants to do an oral history of

Melbourne, even Australian SF fandom, sometime in the future,

perhaps a fuller story may be told.

I have asked other fans who were involved with the

resurgence of Australian fandom which began in Melbourne in the

mid 1960s, to briefly tell their side of it, and club members to tell

me what happened to the club after leaving Space Age Books

premises in the 1970s. I want to talk about the people, the

conventions, the fanzines, the artists etc., and chronicle as much
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as possible of the history of Melbourne fandom, not just the club,

in this publication or in future columns in my personal zine The

Rubbish Bin(ns) or in Thyme. So let's get on with it and celebrate

the 50th Anniversary of the Melbourne Science Fiction Club, and

this missive I hope will be a souvenir of that event and the record

of a social phenomenon called science fiction fandom.

++++++++++

Bob McCubbin, in his 1953 invitation for ‘the next man’ to

continue the memoirs of the early days of the MSFC, no doubt was

expecting someone to take up the challenge in a subsequent issue

of ETHERLINE, not 49 years later as I am attempting to do now

with the less than flawless clarity of hindsight

In my first job, employed by booksellers McGills

Newsagency, I had actually discovered the name of the literature

that had commandeered my imagination. It was SCIENCE FICTION!

I was reading magazines such as Astounding which I had never

seen before and discovering a whole a new world. Then one day

one of my customers, Bob McCubbin, came into McGill’s and

asked me if I would like to meet some other SF readers who were

forming a club. Wow! To actually talk to people who also

appreciated what I was reading was an irresistible idea, which

despite my shy and introverted attitude I could not resist. (What

Bob was referring to in my ‘spiritualistic interests’ I have no idea).

In fact it was to be an event that would influence me profoundly

for the rest of my life. I did not have any friends and my whole

social life revolved around going to the movies, or visiting relatives

with my parents, so meeting other people who shared my

interests was great and many of the people I met then have

remained my friends ever since. It is too long ago for me to

remember the exact details, and I will just cover whatever my old

mind can dredge up of the following years. It may not be 100%

correct but I hope friends reading this will fill in some gaps and

correct my errors.

First of all I think I went to Race Mathews’ home in

Hampton, a southern Melbourne suburb, where I met for Race for

the first time, Dick Jenssen, Leo (Lee) Harding, Bob McCubbin and

a fellow who I believe was a librarian, Gordon Kirby, and others in

this group. That was apparently not the first meeting of the

interested fans I realize now after reading Bob McCubbin's article. 

I don't recall attending any following meetings in any detail apart

from a couple at Bob's home. I vaguely remember the meetings

at Val's coffee lounge in Swanston Street, Melbourne and to ‘an

innocent young man’, the rather different customers we saw

there. (Incidentally our early member Val Morton was not the

proprietor of the establishment!) Those very early meetings

obviously took place in 1952. The move to the Oddfellows Hall, in

Latrobe Street, Melbourne, at the back of the Russell Street Police

Headquarters, came in 1953 and it was welcome. Rather an

appropriate place, some wag was wont to mention. We met in a

small room in the basement and Bob brought in an aluminum

trunk that was made for him when he was in Japan with the

occupation forces there after the war, in which we put the library

books.

I was very interested to learn in Bob's article that the

original founders of the group said that they did not want to make

it a formal organization, which explains why we were referred to

as a group rather than club. When everything fell into my lap in

later years l continued to call the ‘group’ the club, as that is what
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it always was to me and that has stuck, but it was never formally

organized in my time, partly because it was pointless and I and the

few regular members were not into such formalities. Although

some attempts were made to bring limited organization into it

with an agenda and discussions and such, little if anything came of

that. We came to putting our efforts into the club magazine and

providing books for members to borrow from the library. In the

1960s however attempts were made to try and formalize things

again, but all that fell in a heap, as some people apparently did not

like the rather grotty atmosphere of the room above McGill's

store, and started meeting elsewhere. The NOVA MOB, an

informal association of SF writers and readers which regularly

discusses SF topics to this day, came into existence in 1970, and as

far as I know they were never officially organized either. Reading

reports on the rowdy Sydney SF club, The Futurian Society,

meetings and the conventions in the 1950s in ETHERLINE, indicate

to me that they were a bit too organized and perhaps in those

early days Bob McCubbin and all of us did not want to see that

happen here.

Amongst the members of the group whom I do remember

well is of course Ian Crozier.  We became close friends at the time

working on the club zine ETHERLINE and I visited his home in

Caulfield often.  In due course I attended his wedding to his wife,

Judy, along with other club members.  Helena and I spent a few

days with Ian and Judy in 1999, in Bright, where they now live. 

Tony Santos I found out later was the son of a commercial flower

grower whom my florist and nurseryman father met when buying

stock in the Victoria Market.  Tony used to borrow his father’s big

old truck and thought nothing of taking people home from movie

shows, usually way out of his way.  I remember one night the gear

stick came right out of the box and we drove home all the way in

low gear.  Tony loved playing chess.  Don Latimer, a tall fair

personable guy, we found out was a bookbinder and he was soon

getting lots of business from members and the club library.  His

work will be found still in sf collections throughout fandom.

Race Mathews I had thought was not seen much in the club

after the very early days, but Bob’s reports in Etherline tell me

otherwise.  Race attended many club meetings in 1953, sometimes

accompanied by his lady friend Geraldine McKeown, and

meanwhile he was working on his fanzine BACCHANALIA.  The

couple did according to one report, also attend the meetings we

had with interstate fans in Albury and Canberra.  He did a stint in

National Service in 1954, as did Dick Jenssen and I (in 1953).  Race

became Gunner R Mathews, in the 14th National Service Battalion

at Puckapunyal in January 1954.  We did not see much of Race

when he went bush as a fledgling school teacher. Dick Jenssen

was a university physics graduate who became involved with the

setting up of CSIRAC, one of the first computers here, eventually

finding himself in the Meteorology Department at Melbourne

University.

Keith (Rhoderic) McLelland was an artist and designer and

he started supplying Ian Crozier with illustrations for ETHERLINE

and continued doing artwork for me and other people for years to

come. We regretfully lost him to a spinal cancer in October 1990.

It seems that lots of people did tum up at early meetings of

the club in the Oddfellows Hall in the first year and later, but in

many cases did not become regular members and some may not

have ever been seen there again. There was little room and if you
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did not play chess that was it, just the. library and auctions of

books and magazines. Many visitors in the very early days of the

group, such as those from clubs interstate, I have completely

forgotten, but I could not forget the visit of British author A

Bertram Chandler, whose photo with some of the founding

members of the then MSFG appears on the cover of this Special

Issue.

I had a lot to do with Don Tuck over the years, buying and

selling books to or from him. He was then living in Tasmania and

he was working on his Encyclopedia of Science Fiction and Fantasy

for which he was awarded a Hugo in 1975. We have met a few

times over the years. Don now lives in Lilydale, Victoria. I know

Doug Nicholson, having sold him books and we have met a few

times at conventions and such over the years. But the other guys

Bob mentions I regret are only familiar names.  I always had a

good mailing list for club circulars and such even though a lot of

these people did not attend club meetings.

Many SF readers came to club meetings. Some continued to

attend but many did not, including some potential fem fans, but

none stuck until the 1960s when some were regular borrowers of

books from the library, which incidentally did become almost the

major reason for the club's existence for some years. A few

women fans such as Betty Garbett turned up at meetings over the

first year or two, according to Bob's reports, but I have forgotten

most of them, though a few continued to buy and borrow books

from the Library for years to come. One fem fan who did stick was

Margaret Duce (Helena Roberts Binns) who first heard about the

MSFC as a teenager, in a roundabout way through

correspondence with New Zealand fan Mervyn Barrett. The first

club member she met was Ian Crozier, who visited her in the fifties

on a trip to the Victorian country town Alexandra, where she lived.

She started sending Ian illustrations for ETHERLINE even before

she came down to the big smoke. She did come to the club

meetings when she came down to study in Melbourne in 1958, and

became a worthy chess opponent for Tony Santos and others,

when chess was a very popular part of club activities. While

studying art at RM1T she found other interests in due course, but

meanwhile she developed friendship with other club members

such as John Foyster, Keith McLelland, Chris Bennie and New

Zealander Merv Barrett, that endured.

Reading Bob's article in ETHERLINE tells me things that I had

entirely forgotten, and the same for his meeting reports in

following issues. He mentions the names of people that are

familiar yet I cannot bring their faces to mind such as Neil

Merilees, Eric LaMotte, Bruce Heron, Joan Day, Dick Davies and

Larry Jones. Many people Bob mentions I remember by name

only, or only vaguely, such as Eric La Motte and John Eyre, but

others such as Harry Williams (who appeared in our OLYMPICON

convention play) and petrol head Remo Parlanti who went up to

a meeting we had with interstate fans in Albury and Canberra and

then off to the car races at Bathurst, I do remember. Film

screenings were held at Harry Williams' home but I have no

recollections of those and I have not seen him since those early

days. Larry Jones who was another actor in our convention play,

was an avid game player and regularly had friends he had met at

the club to his home to play cards and chess.

Dan Bicknell though, who Bob reports put on movie shows

for us in the room at the Oddfellows hall and at his and other
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Merv at the handle of the AFPA Roneo duplicator

members homes, including Val Morton's and mine I do remember

well. I do not remember meeting Dan again in over forty years, but

then again I have known so many people through the club or as

customers in my shop Space Age Books, many of whom may have

had some association with the club. Val has remained a long time

friend. He did some professional work as a projectionist, be

reminded me recently, and also ran the projector for us. We did

buy our own projector in due course. So screening movies for

members was a regular occurrence over the next twenty years or

so. Besides the movie screening at members homes including

mine, Harry Williams, Jack Keating and others we also had some

at bookbinder Don Latimer's home in Strathmore. Don offered his

services to the club library and members at a cut rate and be did

a superb job, with many of his volumes still turning up in

collections. We had social gatherings at other members homes

including Ian Crozier's, where sometimes it was just chess,

conversation and supper, and at other times movies.

The club magazine ETHERLINE was born when Lee (Leo)

Harding, Ian Crozier, Dick Jenssen and I formed AMATEUR

FANTASY PUBLICATIONS to publish our fanzines. Bob bad been

sending out a club circular to members early on, but Etherline

took on that responsibility and included Bob's reports. Lee I think

started out to be the editor of ETHERLINE but Lee and Ian could

not see eye to eye and when I came home after army service in

1953, Lee had pulled out and concentrated on his zine PERHAPS.

He was at that stage running a photographic service in the

Dandenongs and I do not recall seeing him at many meetings after

the early days. So Ian finished up as editor for the next six years or

more, while I did all the printing at my home, learning to use a

second hand Roneo

duplicator that we

p u r c h a s e d  a n d

getting ink all over

the place in the

process. Then again

literacy was not my

strong point nor

typing, so I was the

ob v io u s  handle

turner. Meanwhile

L e e  a n d  D i c k

Jenssen produced a

typical fanzine of the time called PERHAPS under the AFPA

heading. They in fact did three issues over the following year or

two. That is when we first saw the potential artistic talent of

‘Ditmar’ (Dick). Race Mathews in the meantime was working on

his classy fanzine titled BACCHANALIA and our resident artist,

Keith (Roderick) McLelland. who was already doing artwork for

ETHERLINE, did some wonderful fineline illustrations, including a

great cover illustration. Other fans such as Margaret Duce (Helena

Roberts), Dick Jenssen, Don Latimer and even I provided cover

illustrations  for ETHERLINE.

Bob McCubbin did the club reports for each issue of

ETHERLINE, while other people did artwork, reviews and articles.

Ian contacted various interstate fans such as Roger Dard, Don

Tuck (whose Author Story Listing was a feature collectors

appreciated), Bill Veney and others in due course, and had reports

from other clubs and both originals and reprints of articles and
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news from people such as Robert Bloch, Bob  Silvberberg, Forry

Ackerman, Ken Slater (Operation Fantast), William FTemple and

other overseas fans. We had lists of all the SF&F books released in

Melbourne, mainly what I came across as a bookseller at McGills.

Ian often published  material referring to Arthur C Clarke, with

reprints from American zines, reports of his visit to Melbourne and

numerous reports from Frank Bryning in Brisbane about Clarke's

time there and at the Barrier Reef. I remember radio technician

Kevin Wheelahan who produced the zine QUESTION MARK under

the AFPA banner, which received good loCs from all over. I have

not seen Kevin ever since, although I believe he became a solicitor.

AFPA by the way stood for Amateur Fantasy Publications and Ian

even had the name registered, which we dreamed up quite early

in the piece. I think Lee and Dick dropped out, but Kevin

Wheelahan and Bruce Heron, according to the reports, became

members later.

Ian in fact had a good rapport with American fanzine

publishers, was able to reprint some great stuff from American

zines and carried on a tradition of our Australian contact with

American fandom that had gone on for many years. My late

business partner in Space Age Books, Sydney fan Ron Graham, I

discovered in later years had written to one of the pulp magzines

in the 1930s, as had Melbourne fan Marsh McLennan, which

entitled them to be members of an elite fan group called First

Fandom. Other Australian fans such as Bill Veney and Roger Dard,

who I must admit are not that well known to me, I believe had

contact with American fandom long before the MSFC and perhaps

even before Sydney Fandom and the Futurian Society became

organized. So our American connection had not started in the

1960s, leading to our first world convention in 1975, but long

before. Don Tuck in Tasmania had long been corresponding with

fans in the USA while working on his Science Fiction & Fantasy

Encyclopedia.

Ian Crozier attended the Second National Australian SF

Convention in Sydney in 1953. He came back and told us all about

it and we wanted to hold one also. We met some of the Sydney

fans at a get-together in Albury which Ian called the Riverina

Conference, in August 1953. People who attended included

Graham Stone, Mike McGuinness, Brian Finch, Nick Solnsteff,

Loralie Giles, Lyall Crane, Race Mathews, Geraldine McKeown, Bob

McCubbin, Ian Crozier and me, and Albury fan John O'Shaugnessy,

who looked after us while we were there. At any rate the Albury

affair was a nice opportunity for Sydney and Melbourne fandom

to meet for the first time and get to know each other.

Sydney fans we learned had already been organized since

the late 1940s, they had run two sf conventions and another one

was coming up in 1954, but I was unaware that fans from Sydney

and other parts of Australia, including Brisbane, South Australia

and Canberra had visited the Melbourne SF Group in our early

days, or as with most things, I have just forgotten. I made my first

plane trip, with Bob McCubbin, in a DC-4 I think, (our friend, and

historian who is knowledgeable about such things, Leigh Edmonds

would probably know what planes were in use on the interstate

flights then), to Sydney to attend that convention in 1954. Again

my memory escapes me and I cannot remember anything about

the con program, but I do know that bookseller Dave Cohen was

at odds with the organizers and was not allowed to sell books in

the con area itself. I remember that it was great seeing Sydney for
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the first time and meeting fans from all over, but I remember very

little about the con itself at all. I guess there was just too much for

my adolescent mind to absorb. I went on a pub crawl with Doug

Nicholson and others, and I remember very little else apart from

drinking terrible Sydney beer in a smoke filled-room while Bob and

Graham Stone had an earnest discussion. I also remember that I

got lost after leaving a meeting of a Sydney sf club, but a taxi took

me back to my hotel room in Potts Point. My parents came up by

Pioneer tourist bus and I went back with them to home in

Melbourne around the coast road, after visiting the Blue

Mountains and Jenolan Caves.

The Melbourne SF Group members then agreed that we

should run a convention but in between times we made a trip to

Albury and Canberra, where we met fans from Sydney, Brisbane

and South Australia. Ian Crozier and Bob then went up to Sydney

and put in a bid to run the National Australian SF Convention in

1956. By now Sydney fandom I believe was experiencing some

bitter rivalry, later to break up almost completely, and many

Sydney fans were apparently very happy that we wanted to run a

Natcon. Perhaps just to get it away from the conflict going on

there, and obviously because of that rivalry and their absolute

disgust with SF fandom in general, only a few in due course gave

us the real support by attending our con. So the members of the

3rd Australian National SF Convention in Sydney in 1954 voted to

let us run the 5th in Melbourne in 1956, but the 4th in 1955 was the

last in Sydney until 1970, indicating how long it took for the

wounds to heal and the skeletons to be buried.

As a prelude to the first Melbourne SF con and as a chance

for more Sydney and Melbourne fans to get to know each other,

we got together in Canberra. Jack Keating from the MSFC drove

bookbinder fan Don Latimer and me up to the capital city. We

joined Pat Burke, Kevin Dillon, Vol and Laura Molesworth, Fred

Frederikson, Mike Baldwin, Doug Nicholson, Bill Hubble and Lloyd

Fisher from Sydney and from Melbourne Barry Salgram, Graham

Lyell, Bob and Molly McCubbin, Val Morton, and Keith McLelland. 

We also met Canberra fans Geoff Bennett, Ken Jones and Arthur

Porter. I personally remained friends with Kevin Dillon in

particular, I met him at numerous conventions in later years and

he even helped me close down my bookshop Space Age Books in

1985. I had little contact with any of the other Sydney fans at that

conference if at all, apart from Doug Nicholson who became a

customer and I sent my zines to him until we lost contact years

back. By the way, has anybody seen Kevin Dillon recently?

As it was Melbourne's Olympic Games year in 1956, we

called our convention OLYMPICON. It was held at the Richmond

Town Hall, due largely to the fact that school teacher Bob

McCubbin was teaching in the Richmond area, was known to the

council and was thus able to secure its use. Our Guest of Honor

was author Frank Bryning, who was born in Melbourne but by

then living in Queensland. He brought along Melbourne man

Bernard Cronin, better known as Eric North, the author of the SF

novel THE ANT MEN. About 80 people attended over the two-day

weekend. We staged a play written by Sydney fan and author

Norma Hemming, who also acted in the play. Other actors

included Jack Keating, Graham Lyell, Larry Jones, Harry Williams,

Barry Salgram, Brig Young and John McKerchner, the last two of

whom I think were actors rather than sf fans who were roped in.

Other members helped behind the scenes. Jack Keating and I did
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At the Olympicon auction. From left to Right: Barry
Salgram, Jack Keating, Ian Crozier and Tony Santos

the sound effects

on a record player

given to me by Lee

Harding, which later

turned np in Space

Age Books. Some of

the timber used to

build the set was

later partly used to

build bookshelves

f o r  t h e  M S F C

library. I arranged a

lot of displays

depicting SF books, movies, authors and art, with a lot of original

sketches and paintings from the British magazine New Worlds,

sent to us by the editor Ted Carnell. Most were auctioned and

caused spirited bidding.

The  movie  programme included The Five Thousand Fingers

of Dr T and Five. Speakers included Guest of Honor Frank Bryning,

author Wynne Whiteford and journalist Harvey Blanks. There were

actually 147 memberships paid, including non-attending, from

almost every Australian State, the United States, including Jack

Williamson and Forrest J Ackerman (numbers l and 2 members on

the list), United Kingdom, New Zealand and Canada. Though a

number of Sydney fans took supporting memberships, it was a

shame that more did not attend, with Norma Hemming being one

that did, and another I think was Brian Finch. But all in all our first

and modest little SF convention went quite well.

Bob bad been corresponding with Science Fiction author A

Bertram Chandler in England and when Bert, as a merchant ship's

officer, visited Australia be made contact with fans in Sydney, Don

Tuck in Tasmania and with us in Melbourne. He apparently liked

the place so much he decided to emigrate and settled in Sydney,

where be eventually did the bulk of his writing. Fans in Australia

enjoyed his company and humor for some years to come. I think

he may have been responsible for putting Bob in touch with

Arthur C Clarke although Bob may have also been corresponding

with him direct. When Clarke visited Melbourne in December 1954,

on the way to the Great Barrier Reef, (a trip which resulted in a

couple of books), the MSFC members had the pleasure of meeting

him and having dinner with him, (and getting him to sign our

books of course), before farewelling him on the cruise ship the

Oriana. Frank Bryning sent Ian Crozier reports of Clarke’s meeting

with the Brisbane fans during his stay in Queensland, which were

included in Etherline. Our association with Clarke has endured, in

that I published reports from him in my zine AUSTRALIAN SF

NEWS in the 1970s. Russell Blackford and Nova Mob friends

organized an sf discussion and telephone link with Clarke last year

(appropriately, 2001).

The early club members who in due course became pros

themselves in the sf writing field included Damien Broderick,

writer and literary critic, Lee Barding, and Wynne Whiteford. Of

course Melbourne fandom has fostered others since. John

Bangsund while working for Cassells publishers, in the 1960s

‘discovered’ award-winning mainstream novelist George Turner.

He found that George was an sf fan and induced him to write

about sf and eventually write the stuff himself, and he became

one of our most revered SF authors and critics. Not that George
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was ever actually a member of the MSFC though I guess that I like

to look upon all Melbourne science fiction people as ‘members of

Melbourne sf fandom’. John Foyster's sf novel Ossian’s Ride was

published in the 1960s. Paul Collins’ writing and publishing

ventures encouraged other authors such as  Jack Wodhams and

David Lake from Queensland, Russell Blackford, Keith Taylor and

not to forget Bert Chandler and local author and artist Rowena

Cory, who has had great success lately under the name of Corey

Daniels. Lucy Sussex and Sean McMullen being a great examples

of most recent success by Melbourne fans. Today authors all over

Australia have broken into the field with their SF and in particular

fantasy.

Getting back to the early days of the MSFC, or Group as it

was still called, the meetings developed more into a social club,

with people playing cards, chess and even darts. Any discussions

of sf, books we had read and fan activities were conducted on a

very informal basis. We had to leave the Oddfellows Hall in 1955

and we had started looking for more permanent premises, I

suggested having meetings at my home and we did have some

get-togethers there in our large garage, which I had turned into an

office-come-workroom, but we agreed that it was too far for

people to come. On July 8th, 1955, I turned 21 and I invited all the

club members to my party which my parents bad organized in a

hall in Preston, near where we lived. I was given a tape recorder

as a present by my parents and at a get-together later at my home

I remember a lot of drunken singing being recorded on it by Tony,

myself and others. The Club gave me a watch suitably inscribed

which is still in going order, and I bring it out occasionally when my

more up-to-date timepiece runs out of batteries, though needless

to say it does not keep good time now.

Ian Crozier arranged for us to meet in an upstairs room of

his customs agent employer’s office building in Lennox Street,

Richmond. It was rather cramped, but after all, what else was

new, though we managed to put in some book shelves and card

tables for the chess playing. Occasionally informal discussions

took place such as to who was the best writer of short sf stories,

Ray Bradbury or Theodore Sturgeon, and of course we talked to

one another about what we were reading, but not in any

organized fashion. On reflection I think that was a pity but as far

as I can remember the members did not want or expect it. Books

were reviewed of course in the club zine. The convention

organizing was also in full swing at that time.

A group of a dozen or more of us attended a attended a

screening of the great sf movie FORBIDDEN PLANET at the then

Metro Malvern when it was first released, but I do not recall any

other such excursions in the early days, although a whole team of

us went to see 2001: A SPACE ODYSSEY when it was released in

later years.

However in the early days we were screening 16mm movies

ourselves at members’ homes. Then we became established

above McGill’s Newsagency’s store, showing movies became a

major part of the clubs activities. In the 1950s groups of members

attended the Melbourne Astronomical Observatory, which was

another of our activities. An sf club was formed by Jack Bristowe

based at Upwey in the Dandenong Mountains area and a group of

us made a trip there and we discovered that the meetings in Jack's

lounge room were more or less parallel to our own, with games

and discussion on the agenda. Wynne Whiteford took off to
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America early in 1957 and we did not see him again for quite a long

time, and we were planning another convention.

It appears that were still having meetings in Lennox Street

Richmond prior to our second convention, MELCON in 1958. The

advent of Sputnik seemed to be creating a new interest in SF. Bob

Smith was stationed at Puckapunyal and we saw him at the club

meetings occasionally. Author Nigel Jackson was providing stories

and poems for ETHERLINE with gusto. On January 8th 1958

Margaret Duce made her first visit to the club with a friend.

Sergeant Dick Jenssen was doing his National Service. The second

Melbourne SF Convention, the Sixth National Australian, MELCON

kicked off over Easter 1958. The first day's proceedings took place

again in the Richmond Town Hall and the second day took the

form of a barbecue sponsored by the Mountain Science Fiction

Group, at Jack Bristowe's home. There was a total membership of

98, with 45 the most attending at a given time. MELCON was the

then fresh-faced 16-year-old John Foyster's first convention.

By this time Ian Crozier was becoming more tied up with

business and was obviously becoming tired of producing

ETHERLINE. So issue number 100 in October 1958 was almost the

last, but after a few months we saw Ian’s last issue, Number 101,

undated, in I think early 1959. Bob McCubbin was posted to a

country school and he did not take much interest in the club after

that . The interest in the MSFC was beginning to deteriorate but

I was determined to keep things going. It is hard for me to

remember just what exactly did happen from this period. There

were no club adverts in the later issues of E, so I do not know

where we were still meeting, but there was a period at my place

after we left Ian Crozier's office building, when he changed jobs.

People came and borrowed books from the library at 4 Myrtle

Grove, and we had a few film shows there. Following that, we

used an upstairs room in St. James' Building in Little Collins Street.

It was pretty small and somebody had to run downstairs

periodically when the bell rang and let a member in. It was very

cramped and you had to be careful coming into the room because

the dartboard was on the back of the door.  I tried to keep in

touch with people with my book lists and club circulars, and

ETHERLINE did not appear again until Leigh Edmonds helped me

put out some issues in 1967 and 1968. One hundred issues of a

fanzine, newszine or otherwise, in those days was quite an

achievement. Leigh went on to do four issues before he got stuck

into his own numerous zines. I did produce the AUSTRALIAN SF

NEWSLETTER after IJC’s ETHERLINE's demise, and I was glad to

have Leigh Edmonds do some Es, but by then the club was

changing dramatically and a whole new fandom in Melbourne was

being born.

I am a little confused over the sequence of the moves and

events from 1958 until we moved into the top floor of McGill’s

store. We spent a relatively short time in the small office in the St

James’ Building, but again I was determined to keep the club

going, somehow. I found another office in McKillop Street in the

city where we had a few meetings and kept the duplicator. I

remember turning up there one lunch time to find John Foyster

using the old Roneo to print one of his fanzines. There appeared

to be more ink on John and the wall of the room, than on the

stencils. He later inherited that old machine when John Bangsund

gave us another Roneo of slightly younger vintage, which

incidentally may still work, but getting stencils, ink and in
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Dick Jenssen and Don Latimer playing table tennis
in the Melbourne SF Club room at Somerset Place

particular suitable paper for it has curtailed my use of it for some

years now. Having no room for it either, I will have to let it go. I

don't just want to send it to the tip. It would be nice if someone

could give it a good home, if only for sentimental reasons. It has

seen a lot of service to Melbourne fandom in general and the

MSFC in particular.

I must admit at this stage that I have been jumping all over

the place with this narrative, mainly because my memory simply

is letting me down and l just drop things in as I think of them. The

fact is there were not many spectacular things happening

between MELCON in 1958 and in the early 1960s, although

friendships were most definitely forged, and members were

socializing away from the club.

After leaving the room in McKillop Street, Melbourne,

around late 1959 or early 1960, we moved to Somerset Place,

following my request to my employees, McGill’s Newsagency, to

allow me to use the top floor of their storeroom building for the

club. Not wanting to knock back a little rent, they agreed and we

got stuck into painting the place and putting up shelves and such.

Various people helped but I can't remember who apart from John

Breden, who was definitely one of the painters.

Tony Santos, who was still around then, but later

succumbed to his chronic asthma problems, donated a large

sideboard in which we could store stuff and a large dining room

table, which we put masonite on and used to play a table tennis.

We later added a refrigerator and small oven. I built more rough

bookshelves and really got stuck into enlarging the library. A guy

who was good with wood working, but whose name I have no

idea of now, built some very solid shelving for us, which I reckon

the club is still using

now. Some of the

old members such

as Don Latimer and

Dick Jenssen came

along and played

table tennis (Dick

becoming our club

champion), and a

small revival of the

club was taking

place. Bill Wright - a

prolific producer of

fanzines then and

n o w ,  B r u n o

Kautzner - a keen

table tennis player, Noel Kerr - a movie buff and comics fan who

I believe was introduced by John Breden and came to edit the club

magazine The Somerset Gazette, Cedric Rowley - the legendary

fixer of anything electronic, John Straede, Peter Bouse, Leigh

Edmonds, John Litchen, Dave Sofar and Peter Kemp, an old friend

of Race Mathews who had first turned up with him in the early

'50s, just to mention a few - and the man who became my right

band man, Paul Stevens, all became regular attendees of the club

meetings and film shows during the first half of the 1960s. We

started showing movies again with Kiwi Merv Barrett doing some

of the projection work. It was probably my efforts to get new

members by putting slips in the SF at McGill’s, that more people

were making enquiries about the club.
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Paul Stevens at work in the club room

Somehow I missed out on attending Helena's (Margaret

Duce) 21st birthday party in 1962, but club attendees Keith

McLelland, Merv Barrett, his friend Jill Dudding, Chris Bennie and

John Foyster all didn't. This makes me aware however that people

were meeting each other if not at the MSFC itself, but had come

in contact with one another because of SF fandom's existence.

Leigh Edmonds became friends with Paul Stevens and they shared

a flat for a while, then with John Bangsund and his then wife

Diane. John having been told of the club's existance by Lee

Harding. I know now that John Foyster was an active fan in that he

was in contact with lots of other fans interstate and overseas and

he was a catalyst, somewbody who was making things happen

that I was not aware. Bruce Gillespie I believe became aware of

the club in the mid ‘60s. Somerset Place ushered in a new era for

the club, but meanwhile I will talk about....

The library! While in Japan with the occupation forces after

the 1939/45 war, Bob McCubbin had an aluminium luggage trunk

made. He lent it to the club while we were in Latrobe Street, to

store the few books and  magazines that members had donated.

When we moved to Richmond, we built some shelves and who

else would have become librarian but the resident bookseller, me.

The library steadily grew over the years as I added donations,

review books and books I purchased mainly from overseas. I

wrote to Fantast Medway in England, which was run by another

ex-army occupation man, Ken Slater. He had I believe made

friends with American fans while in Gennany and so built up a

means of getting American books and magazines that British fans

and the few Aussie fans that knew about the service, could not

buy normally. The club or service he started called Fantast

Medway is  not

operating under

that banner now,

but I believe Ken

and bis family are

still selling books

through the mail.

An advert in

the Fantast zine

gave me contacts in

the USA and I

obtained a lot of

hard-cover books

from a guy in

P h i l a d e l p h i a ,

Remsen T Schenck,

who was an industrial chemist and had worked on the Manhattan

Project. So by the time my employers, McGill’s, agreed to let us

move in, the library had grown quite a lot and was still growing. A

contact in Canada sold me about twenty years of American

ASTOUNDINGS and I had purchased a lot of second-hand pulps

that were brought into McGill’s very early in the piece. The library

eventually became virtually the ‘whole club. Many members who

were attending meetings early in the 60s went off in other

directions. Some members just came in, grabbed some books and

went. But we bad so few members by then, as we moved on into

the 1960s, it was a battle to get enough attendance donations in

to pay the rent. Despite Paul Stevens and my efforts the regular

meetings of the club were falling off, the rent was becoming
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difficult to pay and something had to be done. So I started getting

books in, from the USA mainly, for people to purchase. Doing lists

and taking orders, to provide funds to keep the club in existence,

but it was the movie screenings that in due course kept the club

going. So for what seemed like an eternity I spent many years

doing that and just being the ‘head cook and bottle washer’. My

endeavours to keep the club afloat took up most of my time and

I had little or no social life. As I have noted elsewhere, other

members developed associations with members of the opposite

sex, but it took forty years for me to eventually team up with my

wife Helena, who I initially met in the club in 1958. Meanwhile a

new fan population was growing in the 1960s. People who did not

see much point in attending the club as it was then, were meeting

elsewhere, producing fanzines and in contact with fans interstate

and overseas. But I was there every week and I was still working

for McGill’s, so I guess I was in the position of being able to pass

on information and people could contact one another through

me.  This situation of course continued right through my whole

career as a boobeller and fan but to the largest degree during the

lead-up to AUSSIECON ONE World SF Convention.

SF fandom was growing but the MSFC was going off in

another direction. Some fans I knew were quite adamant that

screening movies had nothing to do with sf fandom, but don't

forget that the era of 2001: A SPACE ODDYSEY, STAR TREK and

other visual sf had dawned, and STAR WARS was to make an even

bigger impact. They were to create a whole new interest in sf in

general, which eventually led to a new generation becoming

interested in sf books and forming clubs. Movies, as you may have

noted, had always been a part of the MSFC and became even a

bigger part right through the 1960s years in McGill’s store. Many

of the early members of the club were not around the club by the

early sixties and many people came and went during that period

and I certainly cannot remember them all. Ian Crozier and Bob

McCubbin, the power houses of the early days of the club, had

gafiated, although I believe Bob McCubbin kept in contact with

fan friends via the mails until be passed on in the mid 1970s. Dave

Sofar, who joined the club in the 1960s and who usually managed

to turn up on Thursday nights at the clubroom in Somerset Place,

passed on due to cancer related illness, rather ironically as he

worked for the medical radio isotope laboratory, which produced

material to treat cancer. My now wife, Margaret Duce (Helena

Roberts Binns), attended meetings and many social gatherings

with club members such as Keith McLelland and Merv Barrett in

the late fifties and early sixties, but after that she did not attend

the club meetings again until later in the sixties, when she turned

up with her husband Kelvin Roberts. Later she changed her name

to Helena. I might add that we did not have many woman

members and the ones we did see were usually library borrowers

only, bought books from the club and some remained as

customers of mine during the Space Age years and later.

However things changed to some degree when we started

having regular movies shows in the clubrooms. We had bought a

movie projector in the 1950s which our inimitable handyman

Cedric Rowly operated and often had to repair, until we purchased

a better one. We continued the habit of borrowing films from the

State Film Centre which we began in the 1950s. Movies made by

the innovative Canadian Film Board, NASA, cartoons,

documentaries and many classic films from the silent era, plus
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more recent features from the film distributors’ libraries. We

constructed a permanent screen of masonite and by the late

1960s we even had 35mm projectors, which eventually led to the

closure of the clubrooms and the lowest ebb of the club itself.

Though fandom had never been more alive in Melbourne and

indeed Australia by this time.

But I have got a bit ahead of myself. The infamous Paul J

Stevens turned up about 1963 and helped me with the film

screenings and generally running the club. We did our best to

keep the club alive with the movie screenings. These movie shows

became very popular, with up to fifty people turning up some

nights, most not even sf club members; some were members’

wives and girl friends, others just movie fans. Only half a dozen

people or less were turning up to regular sf club meetings.

Consequently Paul and I decided to form as an adjunct to the

MSFC, the Fantasy Film Society and we induced people to join it

and membership of the MS FC was kept separate. The Film Society

paid its way and it did what Paul and I had intended and that was

help cover the rent of the room. It carried on right into the 1970s,

when we were able to promote it via Space Age Books.

But as I have already pointed out, fandom away from the

club was rapidly growing and people such as John Foyster I

believe wanted to help the club become more active and get more

members. Incidentally I only discovered by reading a booklet that

John handed out at the FanHistoricon Panels at AUSSIECON 3,

covering a brief bit of Australian fan history, that he had been

active in the field since the late 1950s. He had been in contact with

Sydney fans and attended a convention there very early in the

piece. By the mid 1960s he was involved with other active fans,

not connected to the MSFC in Melbourne, and other places for

that matter and I believe that we can largely thank John and

people whom he brought into and back into the fandom fold, for

the renewed interest in getting the club organised in the mid

sixties. John Bangsund, Leigh Edmonds and our old friend Lee

Harding and friends such as John Bangsund’s then wife Dianne,

Tony Thomas, Paul Stevens and others were roped into

endeavouring to get the club going properly.

In 1966 John Foyster, assisted by John Bangsund, Lee

Harding and quite a few others including me, organised the first

Australian sf convention to be held since 1958, the 7th Australian

Science Fiction Convention and it was to mark the rebirth of

science fiction fandom in Australia. It was held in the clubroom

itself and was a great success. Up to 100 people attended over the

two days, which was a lot more than we should have had in the

room. Attendees included  John Baxter home from England,

Charles Highams, Robin Johnson, Ron Graham and Bob Smith,

among others. Bob helped with the auction. My patience with the

club was wearing thin and we can thank John for initiating this

burst of activity that not only started fandom rolling in Melbourne

but Australia also. It was followed by two more, in 1968 and 1969,

all of which led to the first in Sydney for fifteen years in 1970 and

our bid for the World Con in 1975.

The 1968 one was referred to as a ‘conference’ rather than

convention as it was intended to be on a pretty small scale, but

what’s in a name and it was still a convention to me. It was

organised by John Bangsund and Diane, with help from Bill

Wright, Dick Jenssen, John Breden, Tony Thomas, Paul Stevens

and myself. It started off in the Somerset Place clubroom on the 
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Outside the Capri theater in Murrumbeena during the 9th Australian national SF
Convention in 1969.  From the left: John Breden, Dimitri Razuvaev,

Gerald Carr, Merv Binns, Paul Stevens, Kevin Dillon and John Brosnan

first and second days, a small hall in Boronia on the Sunday and

back to the club for movies on Monday. Quite a few fans from

interstate attended, including an ailing Pat Terry.  Queensland Jack

Wodhams was the GoH.  They bave me an award for ‘Outstanding

Services to the Melbourne SF Club’, whish was a big surprise to be

but certainly helped a lot receiving it asn acknowledgement of the

tiem and effort I had put in.  Our movie program included the

French film La Jete, which was remade more recently as Twelve

Monkeys.  Leigh Edmonds’ Etherline II #5 gave a good con report,

with pieces by Bernie Bernhouse, Paul Stevens, Diane Bangsund,

Leigh Edmonds and myself.

In 1969 we held the 8th Australian Natcon. On the first two

days, Friday and Saturday, the con was held in the old clubroom

again, but on the Sunday we held the movie program at the Capri

Theatre in Murrumbeena. Some of the con committee again

thought we had been concentrating too much on movies, but Paul

Stevens and I insisted on a movie program. Lee Harding, who was

beginning to make a big impression as an author, was the Guest

of Honour.

John Breden arranged a display of comic art including the

work of Gerald Carr and a new strip by leading Sydney comic and

sf artist Stanley Pitt, based on American author Alfred Bester's

story The Stars My Destination. As great as Pitt's art was, including

his strip Silver Starr, which was a tribute to Alex Raymond's Flash

Gordon, and his wonderful cover illustrations for the  small

Australian sf magazine published by Malian Press, the Gully Foyle

strip was not picked up by a publisher. Ditmar Awards were first

given. As to how they got to be called the Ditmars I was a little

confused until I recently spoke to Dick Jenssen about it on the

phone. Apparently what happened was Dick, Lee Harding, John

Foyster, myself and possibly other people were sitting in the club

on a hot afternoon trying to think of a name to give the awards to

be given at the upcoming convention. We were all getting bot and
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Mervyn Barrett and friends emerging
from the MSFC’s hydraulic life

bothered and when Dick suggested ‘Ditmars’ it sounded good and

we all said ‘that will do’. He said that he had an explanation

worked out, but none of us actually asked him about it, which was

that he was working on a computer dubbedl ‘Digital Integrating

and Tabulating Mechanism for the Advancement of Research’.

And you can believe that if you like, but I do believe him when he

says he only suggested it as a joke and fools that we were we took

it seriously. The last word on this con was that Leigh Edmonds was

commissioned at. the business session to follow up on the

possibilities of a bid

for the World SF

Convention for 1975.

A l t h o u g h

these conventions

were successful in

b r i n g i n g  f a n s

together they did

not help attendances

at the club a great

deal - apart , again,

for the film shows.

Maybe I myself was

the reason for the failure of the club to attract members, with my

insistence of keeping the club at 19 Somerset Place. People told

me that they did not like the atmosphere of the room above

McGill’s store and I could not come up with a better alternative.

Yes, it was a grotty old building up on the second floor, early

in the piece accessed by a ricketty old hydraulic lift, but when the

lift became one of the last two or three such contraptions still

operating in the Melbourne city boundaries, the city council

turned off the water. Cheryl Straede, who was unable to negotiate

the stairs was carried up by her father and later club member John

Straede. John and Cheryl eventually married and moved up to

New South Wales, but we kept in touch ever since. Other fans met

in the club, such as Myfanwy (then Foyster, John's sister), and

Tony Thomas and later married, But I digress. The people who

wanted to talk about and produce fanzines and such, met

elsewhere and the Nova Mob came into being in 1970 and it still

meets: The fanzine producing people got together with ANZAPA

and ·1 even had a few very brief issues of my zine RUBBISH

BIN(NS) included. The great Bangsund fanzine producing era was

in full swing, AUSTRALIANSF REVIEW and all, with other fans such

as Leigh Edmonds and Bruce. Gillespie also very active. in this field.

Leigh is now a historian, produces a little zine for SAPS, while

Bruce has become the champion fanzine producer of Australia in

both quality and quantity. Foyster, John Bangsund and friends

endeavoured to work with Paul Stevens and me to get the club

going in the mid ‘60s, but quite simply people did not like the

‘place’.

However the Fantasy Film Society continued on. We got

hold of some theatre seats courtesy of our projectionist Graham

Shannon, who also borrowed some old 35mm projectors from his

film collector and ‘picture show man’ associate Harry Davidson.

And we had some terrific nights. But all good things come to an

end. One of the members was a professional projectionist, Len

Jensen (NOT Dick) and when he saw us screening old nitrate films,

which are very dangerous, especially screening them in a place like

the clubroom, because they are highly inflamable, he had no
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Merv & Helena Binns after Merv
was given the Big Heart Award in

2010

choice but to get us closed down. Ironically there was a fire in

McGill’s store about five years or so later, and I was very pleased

we were not there as we would have probably got the blame.

So in 1969 the club was forced to vacate 19 Somerset Place

and we moved all the library and other junk out to Paul Stevens’

and John Breden’s flat, above a chemist shop, in Toorak Road,

South Yarra. (Not far from Race Mathews’ current abode.) We

were there for about a year or more and people used turn up to

borrow books, play games and so forth; As I was not on hand all

the time the library books started to disappear, but at least the

club was still ‘alive’. SF fandom in general was very much alive and

Space Age Books was on the way, which with all the new interest

in sf rapidly growing, university clubs starting, conventions being

held here and in other states, was a very good time for a new SF

bookshop to open. It was only in a small shop at first, but the back

entrance led to a relatively spacious room and we started holding

MSFC meetings there. They were pretty well a dead loss. As usual

all the Melboume fan activity was elsewhere and there was lots of

it. Because I was running Space Age Book Shop I had no time now

to run the club although I had tried to get more people to come to

meetings above the little shop. When we moved up the street to

the bigger premises three years later, we established the club

library in the lunch room and slowly more people started going up

there on Friday nights, when the shop was open. Over the next

few years the membership grew and the members decided they

needed their own bigger premises and my direct association with

the club, which had been my whole life almost for twenty years or

more, was decidedly reduced.

Since the club meets now in Brunswick, which is on the far

opposite side of Melbourne from where I live with my wife Helena

in Carnegie, it is not practical for us to get to club meetings, even

though Space Age Boob closed down just over fifteen years ago.

We did get to the club’s 40th anniversary get together though, as

well as one or two other special event meetings, and were

fortunate also to be able to be there for the MSFC's 50th

anniversary on the 10th of May this year. It does give me great

satisfaction that the Melbourne SF Club has continued all these

years and although it more or less caused me a lot of heartache

and ruled my life for many years, it also gave me a lot of pleasure

because of the friends I have made and the conventions and

events that I have taken part in over the years, due to my

association with science fiction and the MSFC.

Merv Binns)
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Lee and Erik Harding, c. mid 1960s

I REMEMBER AFPA
Lee Harding

(with additional comments by Dick Jenssen and John Foyster)

From 1939 to 1959 no SF magazines or paperbacks were

imported into Australia in any quantity. The few local fans who

were around in those drought days were of two kinds: those

carried over from pre-war days and those who somehow

stumbled upon the numerous fan-groups in the major cities.

Sydney boasted the oldest and most organizes: the Futurian

Society of Sydney. It was also the headquarters for the Australian

Science Fiction Society, a ‘postal register’ begun by FSS leader

Graham Stone as a means of keeping the more distant fans

informed and in contact with the headquarters.  In the beginning

Stone performed this task admirably, although there were those

who declared that, in later years, the Society has exceeded the

authority which the FSS had originally invested in it, and had

become instead a personal plaything of Mr Stone - but I don’t

know about that.1

For those long years the Australian reader had to survive on

an irregular diet of the BRE Astounding, the occasional BREs of the

Thrilling Group, and the few British paperbacks which found their

way into local bookshops - more often than not of abysmal quality. 

One was left to search for the ‘unusual’ and the ‘off-trail’ amongst

the available hardcover books in order to supplement the meager

ration.  (Ah, the junk we read in those days!  I remember Ian

Crozier’s library ...

Dennis  Wheat ley,

H a r r y  E d m o n d s ,

Michael  Harr ison,

Rider Haggard!)

And I can recall

many a Saturday

afternoon spent in

s c r o u n g i n g  t h e

suburbs, searching for

the occasional BRE

Astounding in one

secondhand bookshop

or another. The chance

of coming across a

genuine American pulp

of the SF variety was remote - one could but drool over the few

battered copies of G8 And His Battle Aces and become frustrated

and annoyed by the duplication of so many copies of Dime

Detective and Thrilling Mystery.  Did GIs really have such appalling

tastes?

(This was a situation similar to an earlier period of the

Harding life: the desperate schoolboy search for the glittering

American all-colour comics during the war years. In those days the

words ‘Printed in the United States of America’ possessed a
1  John  - When the Australian Science Fiction Association was set

up by Graham Stone in 1965, the Association incorporated the FSS.
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wondrous magic.  Our own poverty-stricken publications could

never match those fabulous products - but that’s another time and

another tale ..)2

We did eventually get our own local SF magazine - Thrills

Incorporated first appeared in 1950 - and it was a bloody awful

thing.  The nearest comparison I can think of is the short-lived

American ‘slick’ Fantastic Science Fiction (‘juv in a content and

generally not recom’ DH Tuck) which saw two issued during the

boom of 1952.  The material in Thrills was on a comicbook level. 

The writers were inexperienced and illiterate - although one of

them did bring a breath of notoriety to the magazine when he

filched some stories from Planet and Thrilling Wonder and

presented them under his own bylines - most notably Bradbury’s

‘Marionettes Inc’.  Somehow the publishers managed to survive

this and many other minor catastrophes, and even published the

first works of local authoress Norma Hemming and in the last year

or so seemed to be making a sincere effort to improve the quality

of the stories in the magazine.  In all it saw 23 issues, the last in

June 1952.

A dismal picture for the aficionado.  Those fortunate enough

to have ‘discovered’ the ASFS could avail themselves of such

international services as Ken Slater’s OPERATION FANTAST and

wallow in as much imported SF and fantasy as they could afford -

or shell out even more and move up into the tempting bracket

offered by such British book dealers as Ted Carnell and Ken

Chapman.  And for non-fans there existed, in Melbourne, still

another source of supply ...

2  Dick  - It was the ubiquitous Race Thorson Mathews who first

seduced me into the delights of the nevernever world of science fiction,

just as earlier, much earlier, he had corrupted my mind with the garish, and

much-sought-after publications known as (hush) American comics.  Race, I

recall, had a large collection of English penny dreadfuls - the Nelson Lee

Library - and I had a father in Shanghai, and then in Hong Kong, who

supplied me with American comics.  We arranged a swap, and matters

progressed satisfactorily until the Customs began to clamp down on the

dreadful influx of corrupting litereature threatening to engulf our youth in

a decadent tide of Nyokas and Captain Marvels, and Batmen, and Sheenas,

the Heapa, and Airboys, and Stu Taylors, and Dr Silvanas, and Mr Mxyzptlk,

and etc.  Nelson Lees dwindled as did the heady wonders of Buck Rogers

in Fulcolor.

Trust Race, though.  Before you could say SHAZAM! twice he had

discovered a tiny place, quite near school and the St Kilda Junction, which

had a supply, small it is true, but a supply nonetheless, of the forbidden

fruits.  Life was again liveable.  Well, Race was in the class below me ats

school, and I soon had to leave Grimwade to enter the ‘Big School’.  St

Kilda Junction was out of bounds for a boarder, and I no longer had the

pocket money I had been accustomed to, so I stopped frequenting the

shop.  But not Race.

About 18 months later I was taken away from school on a whim of

my father’s and whirled around the world to the East and to England for a

year, to absorb God knows what, and when I returned Race and I were in

some classes together.  He introduced me to the little shop, this time not

for comics, but a far more insidious poison, one which still courses through

my veins - science fiction.  Astounding, Planet, Super Science ... ah!  Even

the British titles were hued with wonder, drenched in the promise of

interplanetary orgies.  Life was again worth living.  I remember distinctly

the first true SF magazine I ever read - a present from Race - Galaxy for

May 1951, with ‘The Wind Between The Worlds’ by Lester Del Ray, ‘Tyrann’

by Asimov, ‘Goodnight Mr James’ by Simak, plus many others.  I have

never been the same since.
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Old Man Franklin kept a booming paperback and

marriage-manual business at the tall end of Bourke Street, where

the Southern Cross (site of the 1975 World Science Fiction

Convention) now squats in its sugary splendor.  At the rear of his

shop, in what used to be the Western Market, he also ran the

largest lending library in the city.  Some time prior to 1952 he

bought up a lot of pre-war pulps from somewhere and had them

all individually bound, and opened a special SF section of the said

library.  The joining fee was a whopper, and indicated the

importance placed upon ‘American Magazines’ in those days:

£2/10/0, as against 10/6 for regular library membership.  In those

dry days before the 1959 deluge (when most publishers must have

dumped in Australia the accumulated backlog of five years

publishing), dozens and dozens of eager fans must have found

their way to Franklin’s and cavorted happily amongst the

hundreds of volumes to be had.  By some method available only

to a crafty bookseller, Mr Franklin took out subscriptions to

Astounding, Amazing, Fantastic Adventures, Thrilling Wonder, and

Startling Stories (apparently he had never heard of Galaxy - or the

others), and had each issue bound and placed in the library - and

THIS at a time when there was no way fo an individual to place a

subscription for an American fiction magazine.  Later we found

that there were ways ... such as arranging a sub thought Chapman

or Carnell in England.

For a fifteen-year-old fan (such as I) this was indeed treasure

trove unearthed.  I can recall weekends - and WHAT weekends! -

struggling home on a tram loaded with five or six hardcover

Startlings or Thrilling Wonders.  (Even in those days the very

mention of the words ‘Ziff-Davis’ was offensive to my ears.  ASF

was all right, but it didn’t have the letter-columns ...)3

Did I hear someone mention letter-columns?  Migod - but

they were marvelous!  I thought at first that they were some sort

of personal joke on the part of the editor - but I soon found out

otherwise.  After that, the SF world seemed even more

remarkable.

It was maddening to read the letters out of sequence,

back-tracking and side-tracking the various feuds in progress, but

I waded through those pages - sixteen, sometimes twenty, never

less than ten - with as much interest as I devoted to the stories

preceding them.

A tentative letter to Ken Slater, prompted by a mention in

Sam Merwin’s fan column in Startling Stories, and I had Arrived. 

I became yet another Australian Member of OPERATION FANTAST

3  John - By the time I discovered Franklin’s (1957) this SF library was

being slowly sold.  Or so I surmise.  After I’d been going to Franklin’s for

about six months I discovered some uninteresting old magazines (such as

1932 editions of Wonder Stories) selling for 3/6.  After buying all of these I

was told that there were some ‘out the back’.  Here I found what remained

of the famous library.  Again, I bought what I could of these.  In about 1961

Franklin’s moved to its present location, and slowly the SF section has

declined.  In the middle sixties I bought five years supply (without any

breaks) of Galaxy, ASF, If and F&SF, at 20¢ each, within a month. 

Nowadays the SF sells for 35¢, and more for the more expensive

paperbacks: there are hardly any magazines these days.  I should, perhaps,

correct Mr Harding on a small point: Franklin’s did have copies of Planet,

Galaxy, and Famous Fantastic Mysteries, amongst others, hardbound.  I

suppose that the best purchase I ever made at Franklin’s was of the first

six issued of FFM, in good condition, for 15¢ each.
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Dick Jenssen, Etherline 30, undated

and settled down to await my

first parcel of American mags.

Even now I can clearly

visualize the contents of that

historic posting: an issue of

Thrilling Wonder featuring

‘Abercrombie Station’ by Jack

Vance (psued for Henry

Kuttner), issue no 13 of New

Worlds and no 3 of Science

F a n t a s y  ( t w o  B r i t i s h

magazines not seen in

Melbourne at that time), a

copy of the very first Wonder

Story Annual, and two Avon paperbacks - Wylie’s Gladiator and

Merritt’s Ship of Ishtar.  Hardly an impressive lot - but then I was

rather low on cash in those early days.  But before they arrived

another interesting event had occurred ...

I received a letter from Rog Dard in Perth, welcoming me to

OF, as Aussie rep.  He gave me the address of Melbourne’s big,

big, BIG contact point: a Mr Race Mathews, of 8 Barnett Street,

Hampton.  So, after exchanging a few short letters with Race and

receiving an invitation to visit him, I cleaned myself up on Sunday

and went - in suit and collar and tie on an exceedingly warm

summer’s day, to meet Mr Mathews.  Race was sitting out on the

front lawn when I arrived, engrossed in ‘The Onslaught From

Rigel’ in Wonder Story Annual, and after a rather uncertain

handshake was exchanged, he took off his dark glasses and

escorted me inside.  He was a remarkably baby-faced youth of

eighteen, long and lean and lanky, with legs that sprawled out

upon carpets like a tarantula.  We chatted of things SFictional for

a few hours, and I left with a vague promise that I would attend a

fannish gathering he had planned at his home in a few weeks time

- this was to be the unofficial inaugural meeting of what become

known as the Melbourne Science Fiction Group.4

As a result of my enrolment with OF, I eventually became a

member of the ASFS (No 151, I think), and looked forward to

Stone’s monthly mailings with interest.  They usually contained: a

copy of Stopgap - a letter, circular, or publication; produced by

Stone, it was a semi-foolscap affair, intensely sercon, and confined

itself to prozine and book reviews and reports of Sydney

happenings - but chose to ignore any of the more controversial

topics of fan politics.  There would also be: publicity handouts

from FANTASY and GNOME PRESSes and other publishers, as well

as an occasional copy of Vertical Horizons, a fanzine published by

a Sydney femme group, and Science Fiction Review.  SFR, an

4  Dick - The fen of Melbourne began to meet in each other’s houses

sometime in 1951, I believe, and the first I attended was at Race’s.  That

‘bus trip from the station, Middle Brighton, was focal point of space-time,

for on my journey I met Bob McCubbin.  We were, as I recall, the only two

on the vehicle and, somehow as these things happen, began to talk and

discuss our common passion.  I soon discovered, however, that Bob had

many another passion, and by the time we had reached Race’s I had

learned that Japanese women had beautiful (the word conveys most

inadequately Bob’s look of remembered joy) purple nipples, firm and

delightful to touch, hold, and squeeze.  My mind had opened up to whole

new worlds, for Bob had been most loquacious on subjects whose delicacy

forbids my mentioning them here ...
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excellently conceived and produced publication, was published by

Rex Meyer.  It mostly ran to twelve quarto pages and appeared

irregularly but at least every few months.  A battery of literate

reviewers dissected recent prozines and hardcovers - the average

review running to 250 words - and was generally well-received by

the local fans.5

(An indented word here on the general policies and

appearance of Australian fanzines at this time.  Those mentioned

above typify the general approach: semi-foolscap and quarto size,

the former averaging eight to twelve pages, without illustrations

of headings - typescript throughout.  The general atmosphere was

serious and restrained and, for the most part, devoted to the

discussion and furtherance of the SF Image Glorious.  This was a

pattern which had earned for Australian fans a generally stuffy

and unapproachable personality.  Rog Dard, who was

geographically removed from all this, remained an exception and,

by consistently writing for American fmz and participation in

American fandom, often seemed like one apart from the rest of

Australian fandom.

Past history was only vaguely different from this picture

upon my entrance into the national scene.  The ‘Futurian Press’

has published a few absurdly pretentious short-story booklets

(Blinded They Fly by Vol Molesworth and Zero Equals Nothing by G

B Stone and Royce Williams) on their hand-operated press, as well

as a few lightweight fanzines (?) - Nick Solntsef’s Woomera and

Arthur Haddon’s Telepath.  There had also been the first

installment of Vol Moselworth’s ‘Outline History of Australian

fandom’ and possibly a few more titles I’ve forgotten for the

moment ...)6

My enthusiastic correspondence with Rog Dard revealed

two important things: the relentless war being waged upon him

by the Perth Customs Department, and the mystifying structure

of Australian Fan Politics.  From what I could gather there had

been a schism within the Sydney group at some time or another,

leaving a sharply-divided fandom.  On the one side were

Haddon-Veney-Cohen plus Dard, and on the other the all-powerful

Stone-Molesworth junta.  A while later a guy named Lyell Crane

came along and tried the role of peacemaker but only succeeded

in complicating the situation further.  But this is as far as I can go

with this misinformation.

I first met Dick Jenssen on a Brighton ‘bus en route to Race

Mathews’ get-together.  I can’t for the life of me remember how

we spotted each other as SF fans - but I do recall that we waxed

enthusiastic over our favorite stories for many miles.  As it

happened, he was also a member of Old Man Frnaklin’s ‘special’

5  John - A strange forecast!  Eighteen months after writing this

article Lee Harding was involved in the editing of the Australian Science

Fiction Review, a publication not unlike the earlier one.  The greater

amount of available [?] made the latter publication rather more

presentable, but the aims seem to have been very much the same.  Rex

Meyer is now A BNF in Education Fandom.

6  John - Ron and Sue Clarke have commenced publication of Vol

Molesworth’s ‘History’ in full, in Ark, and I hope the long task will not

prove to be too much for them.  Kevin Dillon has plans for publishing other

stuff from the period, and BOF may do its own bit.
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Don Latimer, Etherline 60 undated

library, and was

s u r p r i s e d  t o

discover that it

was I who was

given to scribbling

r a v e  n o t i c e s

alongside various

stories I found

overwhelming.7

I  bel ieve

D ic k  w a s  m y

senior by two

years.  Even now

you wouldn’t know it.

Race’s function was a great success.  Many of the oldtimers

turned up: Bob McCubbin was there, and I’m pretty sure Marshal

McLennan and Wog Hockley were there, too.  From then on the

group held monthly meetings at member’s houses in rotation -

those members who had decent homes and whose wifes/parents

et al were tolerant enough to allow the onslaught of eighteen to

twenty fans plus supper afterwards.

And who was responsible for the founding of the

Melbourne Science Fiction Group?  Can’t rightly say - I missed out

on the formative meeting - but Jenssen was there, maybe he can

enlighten us.  As I recall the original idea was a sort of

collaboration between Bob McCubbin and Race Mathews, but

apart from that the picture blurs a little.8

When the group had grown out of all commonsense size we

decided that ‘official’ quarters were necessary, and we finally

settled on Val’s Coffee Lounge, a convivial spot in the very heart

of busy Melbourne.

It had a reputation, too.  At first we thought it was rather

exciting holding club meetings in what appeared to be a front for

a bordello, but as time went by other truths became apparent, and

we didn’t feel quite the same amongst the numerous consorting

lesbians whirling around our tables.  One night I forced down a

late meal of ham and eggs swimming around in some godawful

liquid that could have been jissom - and swore that this was the

7  Dick - It would also have been Race who introduced me to

Franklin’s library - I doubt I would have found it myself - and I know he put

me on to Slater, Chapman, and the other big sellers of the stuff.

8  Dick - Race, I’m sure, was the guiding light in the foundation of

the Melbourne Science Fiction Group, for it was he who brought together

those who would constitute its nucleus.  (If it seems remarkable that a

16-year-old could accomplis this - that is, the formation of the club, not the

seduction to science fiction of a youth of but 15 tender years (me) - it must

be remembered that Race was a boy of remarkable precocity.  He always

seemed old to me - an Olympian of wisdom.  Baby-faced he was, Lee, but

rather in the manner I’ve always imagined Odd John would be.  I

remember my mother saying, sighing really, once to me after Race had just

left: ‘He’s very handsome, dear.  He’ll break many, many girls’ hearts.’  I

couldn’t see it, but then ... Anyway Race was married quite young - he was

nineteen, I believe - and any hearts broken would have been through sheer

frustration at his unattainable status.)  The Melbourne Science Fiction

group, if I can trust my failing memory, was formed around 1952/53 after a

round table discussion in Val’s Coffee Lounge.
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Keith McLelland, Etherline 75, undated

last time I would ever etc, etc.9

But Bill Veney visited the group while it was still resident at

Val’s.  He stopped by from Tasmania on route for sunny

Queensland.  I’ve only met Bill that once, and it was a very long

time ago, yet I find that I can recall his face with alarming

accuracy.  Don’t know why.  There must have been something

terribly important about the man - perhaps it was because he gave

up so much of this time to me.  Or was it the fact that we

discussed Bradbury so keenly?  Anyway, Bill left me with the

promise that I would join a Group Letter circulating between

himself, Rog Dard in Perth and Lyell Crane in Sydney.  I looked

forward to its arrive uncertainly.

The bulky envelop finally turned up - and there they were,

three happy clowns disporting themselves over pages and pages

of typescript.  I was appalled to discover therein not one mention

of the literature I loved, but quite a lot on local fan politics and the

world situation in general.  Faced with such awe-inspiring

supremacy, I felt that there was little I could do but append a 

humble apology for my ignorance of the subjects discussed, and

forward it to Roger.

After this initial shock had dissipated, I found that I looked

forward with increasing interest to each new installment of the

GL.  It circulated for about nine months and then petered out.  I’m

not sure why, but I think there was some dissension in the ranks. 

Crane was playing at peacemaker with the Stone/Molesworth

junta and Roger wasn’t having any.  Something like that.

Meanwhile, my little mind was busy with other things.

Shortly after becoming a member of OF I established a few

overseas contacts, and then the very first fanzines began to arrive:

9  Dick - Our landlady heard that I was going to Val’s for the

meetings, drew me aside one day and whispered conspiritorially, ‘Be

careful Dick, They’re a bunch of queens’.  I didn’t know what a queen was,

but if she had said ‘poofters’ I should have caught her meaning instantly. 

Luckily I didn’t and gulit feelings about going to science fiction meetings in

a house of inverts never troubled.  But at that first discussion were

Marshal McLennan, Ian Crozier*, Bob McCubbin, Don Tuck (perhaps, but

he was no founding member), myself, and some others, whom I cannot

remember ... perhaps it was Race ... yes, I think so.

(* John - Lee Harding forcefully denies this.)
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Hyphen, Slant (the very last issue), Spaceship, Peon, Star Lanes.  I

was flabbergasted - and inspired.

‘We must put out a fanzine,’ I told Dick, and he agreed. 

Being the junior members of the Group it seemed natural that we

should plan this venture together.  And later on, when Mervyn

Binns joined us, that seemed equally logical.  Almost cosmic, you

might say.10

By now the Group had moved into more or less permanent

quarters at the Oddfellows’ Hall at the top of Latrobe Street.  We

had the basement room and the use of a cupboard for the library

in the hall outside.  Hardly convivial, but in those days we weren’t

particularly interested in the comforts of home.11

Despite the endeavors of the more veracious fans - myself

included - the Group staunchly resisted any attempt to ‘organize’

itself in any way, and still manages to do so until this very day.  Bob

McCubbin was the self-elected Chairman at all times, but there

were no organized evenings and no minutes were kept.  We were

just a bunch of guys getting together and swapping yarns - and

trading a few magazines at the same time.  Since then we’ve

acquired a duplicator, a movie projector, a table-tennis table,

three toilets, an hydraulic lift, and instant coffee machine (Mervyn

Binns) and a taste for such refinements as ‘The Cabinet of Doctor

Caligari’ and ‘Siegfried’ and Norman McLaren, but things proceed

pretty much the same as they did in the Old Days.12

While Dick, Mervyn and I were still mulling over the prospect

of our fanzine and where we should get some material for the first

issue, the first issue of Forerunner arrived from Sydney.

Doug Nicholson’s effort has since become one of the

landmarks in Australian fan publishing - but at the time we weren’t

particularly impressed.  For one thing, you couldn’t rightly call it a

fanzine - and it didn’t fit into the FSS and ASFS scheme of things

either.  Doug’s confessed aim was to ‘pave the way for an

eventual Australian professional magazine’.  I don’t think that he

10  Dick - Let me say that I think that Lee is being a trifle modest

(here and later) about his role in the Perhaps aetiology.  I know that this is

hard to believe, and I had to fight my own incredulity, but modest he is.  If

it hasn’t been for Leo, for so he was known then, not only Perhaps but

Etherline would never have been born.  I’m one of those who always have

grandiose ideas (100 pages, stories by Kuttner, van Vogt, Miller, etc,

artwork by Paul, Bergey, Rogers, Obran - in seven color prints - glossy

paper, SatEvePost size, selling for 15¢.  I’ll have an office, of course, in a

70-storey building) but who never do anything about them until they’re

pushed.  And then they discover that the dreams are just that - useless

fictions.  Well, Leo not only provided the push, but he did most of the

work.  He wrote letters, contacted people, suggested story ideas, cover

illustrations, solved layout problems, told Mervyn when to turn the

duplicator handle, and in short was the driving force (spiritual) behind

Perhaps.  Mervyn Binns was the driving force (material): he found us a

duplicator, fixed it when it went wrong, forced it into action and was, in

short, thoroughly indefatigable on the production side.  I?  I obeyed

orders, and produced all the little fillers designed to round out those big

blank spaces between the highpowered stories and articles.  Anyway,

most of my stuff was rejected.

11  John - However, members now went for supper to Mirka’s, a

convivial spot in the very heart of busy Melbourne.

12John - Well, that was true back in the Good Old days of the middle

sixties.
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did - but the experiment was

worthwhile.

Forerunner 1 was an

e ig h t y - p a g e  dupl icat e d

magazine bound with a clasp

and w ith  an o ve r s ize

cardboard lithoed cover.  The

stencils were well cut but

poorly duplicated.  It was

Doug’s fault - his inexperience

with handling a duplicator, he

said.  Later on we were to

appreciate those words.  The

magazine printed STORIES. 

Fiction.  Almost exclusively - there was one article.  Part One of a

serial by Vol Molesworth, himself a professional writer of

textbooks and pulp pocketbooks and longtime guiding light of the

FSS, and shorter fiction by Norma Hemming and others. 

Precedent was set with the introduction of artwork in the discreet

story headings and illustrations throughout the magazine.

I have no idea how well Forerunner was received overseas,

but I can imagine it bolstered the familiar sercon image of

Australian fan publishing.

An image we were destined to shatter.

Perhaps, as our-brainchild was called, would turn out to be

a strange hybrid.  Bound by a pretentious photo-lith cover and

subtitled ‘The International Magazine of Fantasy and Science

Fiction’ was material which, quite frankly, looked like one of those

poverty-stricken UK fanmags.

The fault was mine.  You see, the little Harding had delusions

of grandeur and that explains to some extent why Perhaps was

such a dismal failure.  But I’m jumping ahead a little.  Back to

basics.

I had bought a typewriter with the intention of trying my

luck with the promags.  Having met poor response to my first

story, I decided that I might as well turn to fanzine publishing as

a sort of second string ...

We planned nothing quite as elaborate as Forerunner.  And

neither did we have the services of two excellent typistes.  We

only had me, a guy so inexperienced with stencils that he had

never heard of correcting fluid.  When I made a mistake I either

struck it out ... or crossed it out IN INK on the finished copy.  Yike!

In the original planning stage, Perhaps was to be in the

conventional semi-foolscap size (‘It’s like digest-size’ said Dick -

smiling), with typed headings and a few illustrations from Jenssen.

We didn’t intend to much about too long.  We were KEEN,

you understand.  And my fingers were itching to get to that

typewriter.

At about the same time, word circulated that Race Mathews

was also planning a fanzine - and that was to be a Big Deal.  I had

seen copies of the fabled Nekromantikon of Banister’s at Race’s

home and had an idea of the sort of magazine Race envisaged.  He

even had a title (Xanadu) and a cover design and interior

illustrations by Keith McLelland, a Group member who was also a

commercial artist.  I was stuck with Jenssen - and it was on Dick’s

well-reasoned advice that I chose not to pay too much attention

to Race’s much-touted magazine, and concentrated on updating

Perhaps.
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Once I realized the difficulties I would encounter typing

foolscap stencils on a portable Remington (they would have to be

cut in half and joined together again) I decided to abandon the

‘traditional’ format in favor of the quarto size.  This move would

allow a more generous use of artwork throughout the magazine

- a fact received with enthusiasm by Morton Kruss, Martin James,

de la Faye, T L Martin, Dick Jenssen and Harding.  The contents

were roughly laid out in mid-November.  There would be an article

promised by Roger Dard and another by Bill Veney.  Ken Slater

also had an article in the offing.  The issued would be filled out

with an editorial by Harding, the first part of a serial by Martin

James, some odd poems and assorted artwork by the fannish Ed

Emshwiller (Jenssen) and an article titled ‘What’s happened to

ASF?’  This much decided, I felt that it was time to prepare the

local fans for our initial publishing venture.  I stenciled a

two-foolscap-page Preview, wherein I outlined our aims and

ambitions, and promised Great and Wondrous things to come

from Melbourne in the next year or so.  So armed, we three

ventured to McGill’s one afternoon and did do battle royal with

Rex-Rotary.

An infernal machine if ever there was one.  From the very

first turn of the handle it did its best to thwart our noble designs. 

Not one of us had ever used a duplicator before - and we couldn’t

figure out why each sheet came through with a three-inch wide

ink smear on the back.

‘There’s ink on the rollers,’ Dick announced after peering

and poking around underneath the machine.  Mervyn just grunted

sourly and set about removing and cleaning the said rollers.

This took quite some time.  And when they were replaced

and the machine began thumping over again the very same ink

smears were on the back of every copy.

We just couldn’t figure it out.  ‘The hell with it!’ I said,

disgusted and tired and fed up with the whole business, ‘Let’s run

page two off on a separate sheet.’

And we did.  And the two ink-smeared sheets were stapled

together and sent out to roughly a hundred fans listed in the ASFS

directory.  A separate bundle was mailed to Dave Cohen in Sydney,

who dished them out to the locals at the weekly meetings.

The response to all this effort was an empty-sounding nil. 

Not that any of us were surprised.  There was enough

inexperience in that Preview to frighten off even the most tolerant

Aussiefen.

A few weeks later, just prior to the editorial board

embarking upon their Christmas holidays, Mervyn happily

informed us that the reason we had been getting the ink smears

was that the stencils I had been using were exactly one inch too

short for the duplicator.  This, on each revolution of the duper,

that much ink was deposited on the rollers.  Ugh!

Now Bill Veney had arrived in Queensland late in 1952 and

wasted no time in contacting the local fans and ‘organizing’ them

into a loose body of monthly meeters.  A few names to remember:

local journalist Frank Bryning, author of several ‘space’ stories in

local slicks and soon to cover himself with glory by submitting a

steady string of acceptances to Fantastic Universe and, later, New

Worlds; John Gregor, the Tafes ... .  After a few months had gone

by Bill launched his fanzine Ugh!, a quarto-sized effort averaging

four to six pages and issued at intervals of approximately two

months.  The general tone was parodistic, and Bill’s warmly
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ingratiating style contrasted

strongly with the sercon

bibliographers of Sydney, and

it was obvious that his

intention was to have at his

old rivals in a most modest

and amusing fashion.  Ugh! 

continued as a thorn in the

side of Stone and company for

some time.  Material was

generally slanted towards fan

politics and mostly was

written by Veney himself.  A

little later Harry Brook was

roped in as assistant editor

and together they forged a strong alliance against the FSS

dictatorship.

While we were wrestling with the problem of the first issue

of Perhaps, and all this was going on in Queensland, Graham Stone

in Sydney was already setting up Science Fiction News, his entry

into the you-too-can-publish-like-Taurasi stakes.  It would be a

four-page lithographed newssheet along the lines of SF Times, and

would tentatively be distributed through the ASFS mailings and

later on through the personal efforts of Mr Stone himself.

But perhaps you are more interested in the contents of OUR

first issue.  Well, it looked roughly like this now: a scraper board

cover by Dick Jenssen (already deposited with the lithographers). 

It was originally intended to illustrate a serial by Dick that

somehow never got beyond the planning stage - we overcame

that by labeling the cover ‘First Contact’ and left it at that.  I had

the articles by Roger Dard and Ken Slater which both came out as

autobiographies of a sort, Bill Veney contributed an article on the

early Australian SF writers (‘The Forerunners’) and Bob Silverberg

of New York had been kind enough to send an airletter with all

sorts of portentous things about the forthcoming ‘world fandom’

typed thereon, and the indefatigable Jenssen had written what I

thought was an impressive short story - but there was still a lot of

space to fill up.13

It was about this time that Bert Campbell began running

fanzine reviews in Authentic, and I was emboldened to write him

a begging letter in the hope that he would turn round and write a

little something for our first issue (nothing like having a PRO name

on the masthead!).  Sure enough, two weeks later came a letter

from Bert, and the first installment of what was to be a regular

column.  This made us all rather drunk with power so, that line-up

completed, I began stenciling.

I had just received a copy of Silverberg’s Spaceship

duplicated on a nice, shiny, semi-slick paper, and I was so

13  Dick - The cover story of Perhaps 1 was to be a serial, as I recall,

because it was intended to be about 10,000 words, or thereabouts, in

length.  I remember writing the first 2,000 or so and then for some reason

fading out.  Here I think Lee’s memory is somewhat at fault in respect to

(a) the cover and (b) the date at which Ian Crozier made the fan scene.  For

it was I C who was responsible for the lettering on the scraperboard cover

- neatness being one of my many non-realized virtues.  This would mean

that Ian would have been associated with AFPA some two or three months

earlier than Lee remembers. In every other respect, though, he has what

Oscar Levant terms ‘total recall’.
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impressed with this radical departure from the customary

American blotting paper stock that I scoured around paper houses

until I found something similar.  It cost more than twice as much

as the regular Roneo paper, but the way I figured it would be the

least of our expenses.  There was only one catch: our duplicator

ink was somehow incompatible with this particular paper.  I have

seen copies of that first issue of Perhaps with the ink still wet

three years after publication.

And we were stuck with four reams of the damned stuff. 

We couldn’t bring ourselves to just throw it away - so we

slip-sheeted as best we could, but to no avail.

First mistake, but there were more to follow.  As the pages

reeled off our expectations sank lower and lower.  Was this to be

the much-touted ‘International Magazine of Science Fiction and

Fantasy’?  But the worst was yet to come: our regular paper was

a good quarter of an inch smaller than the slick stock - ah, how

well we learned to stick to one brand of paper and no other. 

Nobody seems to have agreed on a standard quarto size over

here.

With only a few pages to go, the Rex-Rotary finally gave up

the unequal battle and collapsed into a sullen ruin.  And it refused

to budge.  Crestfallen, we packed up our stuff and slunk out of

McGill’s leaving the busted machine to be fixed by The Firm.

After a hurried consultation we decided to ask Bob

McCubbin for a helping hand.  We knew that Bob had an

old-fashioned flatbed duplicator which he used to run off the

occasional MSFG ‘newsletter’ and we rang him up and said that

we were wondering.

So one night I took over a couple of reams of paper, some

stencils, and Dick Jenssen to Bob’s place in Hawthorn, and there

we stood and watched Bob wield that mighty roller for a couple

of hours.  With somewhat limited success.  For one thing, we

discovered that a flatbed delivers roughly fifty to sixty copies

before the stencil starts to crease and go to pieces - and we had

been running off an optimistic hundred and twenty copies of

Perhaps.  Still, we had to be thankful for small things.14

A few weeks later the Rex-Rotary had concluded its

convalescence.  I retyped the butchered stencils and we ran off

the remainder of the first issue - and then sat about waiting for the

covers.

And what about the finished product?  Frankly, it looked

awful.  Years later, and many, many fanzines later, I was inclined

to think more kindly of that first disastrous issue (after all, there 

14  John - This was by no means the last Australian fanzine produced

on a flatbed duper.  Mike Baldwin produced three issues of Extant on his

(middle 1950s).  I must remark that a fourth issue was stencilled and partly

run off - I have seen the stencils and the run off pages.  I even offered to

finish the job, in a weak moment.  Fortunately this came to nothing, like

my offer to print/publish Forerunner 3.  If Dillon and/or Nicholson don’t nail

me quickly on that one it’ll be too late.  Then, one grim Sunday many years

ago John Baxter and I assaulted the home of Baldwin, and amongst the

booty we hauled off was Baldwin’s duper.  That week we ran off what was

(I think) the last Aussie fanzine to be published on a flatbed, Bob Smith’s

Sui! No 2, which went through SAPS a couple of years later.  I think John

returned the duper to Baldwin, in which case it probably vanished while

Mike was on holiday.  We found the experience of using this kind of

machine, ah, a challenge, and not an experience to be repeated hastily. 

We didn’t publish enough copies to have the stencils crease, but I think we

both developed Baldwin’s Cramp.
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is Emanation to compare).  But at that time I was dismally

disappointed.  Nothing had turned out the way I’d hoped - and the

blame was on me and my ignorance of the stenciling process.  I

suppose I was wallowing in the traditional first issue blues.  After

I had done what little I could to hand trim the pages into a

semblance of unity, I mailed out copies with a heavy hears.  I sent
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a few dozen copied to Dave Cohen in Sydney to hand out to the

locals.  Nominal charge was 1/- a copy with the proviso of ‘no

charge’ if the buyer felt it was unwarranted.  A few of the more

tolerant fans tossed in a bob, but most opted out.

I also sent a bundle to my Stateside contact, Charles

Anderson in Phoenix, Arizona, and apart from commenting in a

rather embarrassed manner that ‘the locals aren’t much

interested in foreign fanzines,’ I heard nothing and, under the

circumstances, was rather pleased that I didn’t.  I figured that it

was better to concentrate on a better and less messy Perhaps 2.

But I had other plans as well.  As was the custom in those

dry Australian years, I devoted some space in Perhaps 1 to news

from overseas.  Under the heading ‘Etherline’ I printed what little

gossip was to hand at press time, knowing full well that this would

be out of date by the time the issue appeared.  Anyway, I had

talked this over with Mervyn and Dick, and we had decided to go

ahead with a sort of Victorian Newsletter to compete with the

Sydney fanzines, and we had hopes of issuing it on a firm

fortnightly schedule.  More of this later.

And, just prior to finishing off Perhaps 1, in a moment of

tension, another ball started rolling.  That was when I received a

frantic ‘phone call from Dick informing me that Race Mathews had

decided to go all-out with his own project and would have it

lithoed in the microscopic Fanscient size and all sorts of great and

incredible things.  I was momentarily stricken.  To be overtaken at

this stage of the game ...

I had to do some quick thinking.

‘Dick,’ I said, ‘We’ve got to join forces’.

By thus combining with the rival I might well manage to

secure some of the promised thunder, so the following evening

we both went over to Race’s home and explained our proposition.

Rather surprisingly, Race thought the idea was a good one,

and agreed in principle to our plans, namely, a pooling of cash and

material for Perhaps and his own Bacchanalia (nee Xanadu), the

whole being lumped under the general name of Amateur Fantasy

Publications of Australia.  I just had time to find space at the end

of Bob Silverberg’s page to type ‘THIS IS A PUBLICATION OF THE

AMATEUR FANTASY PUBLICATIONS OF AUSTRALIA, WITH WHICH

IS AFFILIATED BACCHANALIA, THE FANTASY MAGAZINE’, and was

able to sit back and relax again.  In the meantime Race made

impressive growling noises and continued preparing his first issue. 

At the same time I was determined to have a photolith Perhaps 2. 

The question was: how?

A thirty page octavo fanzine would cost in the vicinity of

$120-160.  Where on earth would we get money like that?

But we had promised Race support for his first venture,

alternating with Perhaps.  Oh, we were wild and impassioned in

those days, my friends, our heads in the clouds and most

unrealistic.

Gradually the letters of comment trundled in on the wake of

Perhaps.  Surprisingly, they were for the most part generous and

affirmative.  They Sydney fans were staunch in their ‘no official

comment’, although it wasn’t difficult to ascertain that the general

reaction was that our product was ‘juvenile and childish’ in the

extreme.  Rog Dard was mos conciliatory and Don Tuck in

Tasmania was enthusiastic.  I guess most of them figured ‘what

the hell, it is a first issue and it is a radical departure from the usual

Aussie fanmag, so ...’
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Graham Stone’s review of Perhaps 1
in Science Fiction News 2

Better to give us

the benefit of the doubt. 

I don’t mind admitting

that it helped - a little.  I

still thought that our

brainchild had aborted,

but I was thankful that a

few people thought that

t h e  e f f o r t  w a s

worthwhile.

And about this

time the first issue of

Stone’s Science Fiction

News appeared.  We

were impressed, but

doubted his ability to

keep such an expensive

product going.  The

layout was faultless and

the photographs well taken and distributed.  In all, a remarkable,

if predictable, Australian fanzine.

Editor Stone found space to say some clever and very

tasteless things about Perhaps and, indeed, began what was to be

a personal vendetta against those childish and immature

Melbourne fans who dared publish fanzines in violation of the

Approved Manner.

I never, at any time during my stay in fandom, exchanged a

letter with Graham Stone, or felt inclined to.  I thought that most

of his vitriolic reviews were tasteless and prompted by a fear of

healthy and

s u c c e s s f u l

competit ion,

rather than by

the genuine

pursuit of good

j o u r n a l i s m . 

And I suppose

that  I  w as

marked from

t h e  v e r y

beginning by my association with Dard and Cohen, but ... I

managed to keep myself out of the fan politics for as long as I

published, for I could see little sense in this teacup wrangling and

intercity jealousy.

Because Race seemed to be undergoing an unduly long

period of gestation with Bacchanalia, it was decided that Perhaps

could have first crack at the photoligh business.  Most of the

material was already in: an excellent eye-witness account of an

army A-bomb test supplied by Hal Shapiro via Rog Dard, an article

by Dard on censorship (an extension of his piece in Perhaps 1),

some poems from Orma McCormick (again contributed by Dart)

the second of Bert Camptell’s columns, and a story or to by Dick

Jenssen, depending on the amount of space available.

On one thing we were determined, that the layout and

artwork in this issue would be genuinely presentable and

unmarred by the inexperienced stylus-wielding of the first issue. 

We already had a fine scraperboard cover by David Rose, a

compatriot of Jenssen’s and, in this case, NOT one of his
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pseudonyms, and a general layout in readiness, we had all of us

chosen to forget the fiasco of the previous issue and go all out for

a redemption.  There was also the matter of the ‘newsletter’, for

which I was already collating material with hopes of an early issue. 

It would be semi-foolscap in size, and average eight to twelve

pages per issue and sell to the local fans for sixpence.

But as for the problem of finances!.  It worked out

something like this: if each of us contributed $20 towards the cost

then we would manage the $120 necessary for a thirty-page issue

of Perhaps 2.  This was agreed upon by Dick, Mervyn, Race and

myself.  Informing Rog Dard of our plans was but the work of a

moment, and I was astonished to receive twenty bucks in the next

mail as Roger’s contribution towards the costs.  Somewhat taken

aback, I realized that it was about time for an official recognition

of Rog’s material assistance to the publication of Perhaps - after

all, he had supplied most of the material for the first two issues,

and I felt that our acceptance of his generous offer made him a

full member of AFPA.  And so it did, and for some time thereafter

Rog remained a remote and silent partner to all the hectic ups and

doens of the AFPA organization.

He also sent me something else: the address of the newest

Melbourne member of Operation Fantast, one Ian J Crozier.

With the appearance of Ian Crozier AFPA was very soon

transformed from a casual group of fanzine publishers into a firm

group devoted to somewhat different principles - the production

of semi-professional magazines to be marketed through various

fan outlets throughout Australia and by direct retail sales.  This

was Australian fan publishing with a vengeance.

A week or so later Ian Crozier was formally introduced to

the MSFG.  I remember a passing handshake and a vague

impression of smiling, youthful vigor that shone undimmed amidst

the customary indifference of the Oddfellows’ basement.  Dick

and I retired to our usual corner to discuss our plans, Dick

commenting later in the evening that, as Ian worked as Customs

Agent he must be, in Dart terminology, no less than on OGPU spy

in the pay of the Government, and we had best tread warily lest

our nefarious activities by discovered and reported.  We had only

a vague idea of what a Customs Agent actually did, but we were

sure that it wasn’t a governmental department and, besides, he

WAS in contact with Roger and presumably our friend was aware

of his activities.

From the beginning, Ian’s influence on the Club could be

felt.  We were a lethargic bunch will little or no inclination to

become organizes.  Dick, Merv and I deplored this situation but

hadn’t the gumption to do anything about it.  This commodity was

soon supplied by Mr Crozier.  He was smooth and affable:

excellent executive and leadership material.  Also, he was our

senior by a number of years and we were soon awed by his talent

for organization.

It must have been the following week, when Dick and I had

Bert Chandler sweating in a corner of the room while we enticed

him with Perhaps 2 artwork in order to get a promise of a

contribution, that Ian boldly entered our sphere of activities. 

While Bert breathed a sigh of relief and slunk out of range, Ian

evinced an interest in our proposed photo-lithoed issue, and

eventually asked if we had ever considered using electronic

stencils?

Frankly, we had never heard of them.  It was a new process,
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he explained, only just released.  Reproduction of line work

without resort to a clumsy stylus.  The possibility of printing

half-tone and photographs as well.  If we liked, he could get us

some samples ...

And he did.  And we were astonished at the flexibility of the

system.  Not only was it cheaper but it would also allow us to print

a much larger magazine than we had envisioned, and without the

cramped logo of the photolith format.  Even Race, who had been

working all the time on his projected Fanscient-sized Bacchanalia,

was won over by the process.

There was only one catch.  Extant duplicators could not

handle electronic stencils.  We would have to buy one ourselves,

with TWO ink drums so that we could fool around with two-color

printing.  And all this would cost a cool $300!

Quite a sum - beyond what we had originally intended to

outlay.

Still, the way Ian put it, it would be to our advantage in the

long run.  We could buy the machine on the never-never, and with

the meager profits we hoped to make from Perhaps and Etherline

(!) and our own enthusiastic pockets, manage to pay for the

machine in three years.  In the meantime, we could an awful lot of

publishing.

I believe I have mentioned our blissful optimism already?

We were all of us much impressed by Ian’s drive and

enthusiasm.  Indeed, such seniority was sorely needed to channel

our own enthusiasm.  I don’t think that any of us, then, felt like the

pawns we would eventually become.  In no time at all I was

‘President’ of AFPA, a paid-up member, and plans surged ahead.

Now the original idea was for each AFPA member to

contribute $20 to the cost of photolithing Perhaps 2.  This was

rearranged so that these monies went towards the purchase of a

Roneo 500.  Roger was in agreement - although I don’t to this day

know whether or not his contribution was ever reimbursed, or if

he ever received any thanks other than my own for all the money,

many months he provided a steady stream of news for Perhaps

and Etherline.

The first issue of Etherline, as the newsletter had been

called, was run off on the resurgent McGill’s duplicator.  It was

semi-foolscap, about eight pages, and sold for five cents.  I

dummied up the copy and Ian cut the stencils and Mervyn cranked

the handle.  I wasn’t too happy about cutting the severed stencils

on my old machine and hadn’t bought a new one.  Ian offered to

do the job and I thankfully handed the task over to him.

The first issue appeared in April 1953 and thus began a

regular fortnightly appearance until 1958, when Etherline moved

to three-weekly and then faded away.

The front page read ‘Edited and arranged for AFPA by Ian J

Crozier’.  This was the first indication I had of Ian’s plans for

Etherline.  He wanted it for his baby while I was free to

concentrate on Perhaps.  I must admit to a slight pique at the

outset.  I mean, after all, Etherline was my idea, and I felt that

there were a number of things on which Ian and I did not see eye

to eye - his generally derogatory opinion of fanzines, for example,

and his appalling sloppiness in regard to presentation and

headings.

But after we talked the matter over in innumerable coffee

shops and cafes, it was generally agreed that it would be best if

Ian took over Etherline while I concentrated on the big plans I had 
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Graham Stone’s review of Etherline 1
in Science Fiction News 3

for Perhaps.  This I agreed to.  There was no point in being greedy. 

Ian WAS enthusiastic and he WAS keen to get cracking and I

WOULD work better if I could concentrate on one magazine. 

Besides, even I had doubts of my ability to stick to the fortnightly

schedule.  Ian had none, and was to prove his ability time and

again.  So I relinquished my editorship of Etherline and thereafter

supplied Ian with the news material I received from overseas.  This

he combined with a few fillers and snippets of his own and turned

out Etherline steadily week after week.

But this vague

irr itation persisted. 

There was something not

quite RIGHT about the

whole set-up.  I couldn’t

understand, for instance,

why Ian continued to run

the names of the

overseas correspondents

on a front-page block but

avoided my own name in

any editorial connection. 

I assumed this was

because he wished to

disown himself from the

activ it ies  of  those

responsible for perpetrating Perhaps 1, but if this was the case

then it was a damned funny way to carry on.  There were a

number of things we never suspected about Ian in those early

days: his ability to make friends and manipulate people, and a

ruthless attitude towards publishing fanzines which was matched

only by my own.

Etherline was received with enthusiasm throughout
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Australia.  Regular parcels were forwarded to Dave Cohen in

Sydney and John Gregor in Brisbane, where they were dished out

at the weekly or fortnightly meetings, and a drive to establish the

fanzine as a selling proposition over the McGill’s counter was

begun.

Any unwise fan careless enough to bend near the piles of SF

at Mervyn’s pad was soon surrounded and threatened with dire

unhappiness unless he subscribed to Etherline.  Gradually the

circulation increased and, despite the snide attacks from Graham

Stone, the magazine continued to grow.

With Etherline firmly in the control of the great octopus, I

began work on the second issue of Perhaps.  For this issue we had

now added a story by Ian Crozier’s country cousin which

eventually had to be re-written to clear up some inconsistencies,

and was inadvertently labeled ‘by Rick Conroy’ instead of ‘by Rick

Jordan’.  (Conroy had just had a novel in Authentic.)  Harding did

some book and magazine surveys under the byline John Ditmar -

a sort of house-name for Dick and me.  Our issue had grown to

forty pages, in two colors.

We went a bit haywire with the electrostencils, scattering

red and black illos throughout the magazine.  The editor’s

inexperience was made rather obvious in his pleading editorial,

while Crozier took a smarting crack at Sydney fandom in his

‘Viewpoint’ page - fated to become a feature of the growing

Etherline.  The reproduction throughout was in improvement,

though spoiled by a half-hearted attempt to justify the right-hand

margins.  But the magazine was very successful with the local

fans.  Overseas reception was again dismal - with the exception of

a long letter from Walt Willis taking exception to certain things

Rog Dard had said in his article.  This was printed in full, together

with Rog’s rejoinder, in Perhaps 3.  The general impression was of
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an overcrowded layout - but with so much terrific artwork on hand

from Dick and Keith McLelland we wanted to squeeze in as much

as possible.

I suppose AFPA’s greatest folly was in the misguided idea

that one could produce magazines which would make a profit. 

For this Crozier must accept the blame because the idea was his

originally.  As I never had access to the subscription list of

Etherline I have no way of knowing whether this actually

happened, or exactly how much was donated by the MSFG

towards the cost of Etherline.  The whole financial side was Top

Secret.  Although we were all part of a Publishing Company, we

never really had any idea of our financial commitments.

Perhaps 2 cost a lot of money.  So did Race’s Bacchanalia

when it appeared soon after Perhaps.  And the duper cost a great

deal.  Does anyone have a possible explanation of our survival?

My part in the scheme of things was to edit Perhaps and that

was that.  It is still a mystery to me how we managed to absorb

the losses entailed in the production of the two major magazines. 

If this was the case (a considerable loss) then perhaps some sense

can be made out of the peculiar events which were to follow.

Our ‘production’ side took six months leave of absence:

Mervyn had to serve out his national service in the Air Force.  This

left only Ian and I active on the publishing side, as Race had now

only a vague interest.  He kept talking about Bacchanalia 2, but I

didn’t think that even he believed it would ever see the light of dy. 

It was about this time that I began to notice some strange

behavior on Ian’s part.  Nothing drastic - just that he didn’t speak

to me.  He did his best to avoid me.  Maybe I had bad breath, or

perhaps he thought I had homosexual tendencies.  At any rate, he

soon fell to coddling Race and talking of ‘our’ forthcoming

Bacchanalia 2.

I was understandably concerned.  I couldn’t for the life of

me think of anything I had done to upset the Big Chief.  I was now

clear that he wanted me OUT, but the reason or reasons were far

from apparent.  Did he want AFPA all to himself, or was it just that

he wanted to finish Perhaps and save some money?  I’d like to

think that it was the latter, but later events made this seem rather

unlikely.

Matters began to come to a head when I decided to dry up

Etherline’s main source of news (Anderson’s column) and produce

a more fannish magazine while I readied the next issue of Perhaps.

This was Wastebasket.  My original idea was for a FANzine,

something at the opposite pole from the loftily-intentioned

Etherline.  The ill-fated first issue of Wastebasket was a parody of

the American fanzine with sly dig at Sydney personalities and a

labored attempt at Goon-type humour.  The major item was

withdrawn on the advice of the sercon Doug Nicholson, who said

that ‘This sort of thing just wasn’t proper for Australian fans’.

I was weak.  I apologized for departing from the Way and

ordered Dave Cohen to destroy all copies he had received for

distribution.  Instead he sent them back, and asked why.

Suitably chastened, I immediately stenciled another issue 1,

and had it mailed off within a week.  For material I filched from

Oopsla and Star Lanes, and added some material by myself and

other locals.  The magazine was well-received, and the convention

report by Bill Veney was perhaps the best article to appear in

fanzines (Aussie) for a year or so.

Several new Sydney fanzines began to appear, but they kept
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to the tried and true format - terribly uninspiring.  On the other

hand, Etherline went on from strength to strength.  There were

vague rumors going around concerning Crozier’s NEW magazine. 

Though I was a member of AFPA I hadn’t the faintest idea of what

they were talking about.  And I was more interested in the lineup

I was assembling for Perhaps 3 and the surprising overseas

response I had received to the monthly Wastebasket.

Crozier became more direct in his effrontery as time went

by.  Kevin Wheelahan, a new MSFG member, was often seen in

earnest consultation with the Great One, and I began to sense

how the wind was blowing.

Mervyn returned - and almost immediately Crozier convened

an AFPA Court of Enquiry.  Bob McCubbin mediated.  I was

charged with producing a magazine in direct competition with an

AFPA publication!  Presumably this was Wastebasket 3, wherein I

ran a few pages of news along with the usual goonery, as well as

switching from quarto to semi-foolscap.  With a smug sort of

satisfaction Ian displayed a copy of Etherline in one hand and the

despicable Wastebasket in the other for all to see.  The verdict was

obvious - and besides, after the water-torture of the previous few

months, I wanted out.

So I was excommunicated.  Quite nicely, of course - one

mustn’t forget that.  Poor Mervyn, he had been away from things

so long he didn’t know what to believe, and I think we were all

glad to get things into the open and over with.

Crozier hadn’t exactly been sitting still.  He had loads of illos

from the British Fantasy Art Society and Keith McLelland was

turning out a goodly number of fillers and cover drawings for

Etherline.

Crozier began receiving Fantasy Times and mainly derived his

‘news’ from that.  He must have made some US contacts, for very

soon reprints from Rhodomagnetic Digest began to appear.

I was left to carry the burden of my own publishing.  But
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they were kind.  So I would not forfeit my original $20 ‘entrance

fee’ I could work it off by having my duping taken off as credit: at

$3 a ream.

Perhaps 3 took care of that: it was a farewell issue, and the

best.  The reproduction was, by now, quite respectable and the

layout impeccable.  A talented Sydney non-fan named Bruce King

contributed some fine artwork (Jenssen having now deserted

fandom for a

u n i v e r s i t y

c a r e e r ,  a s

reported in

Wastebasket 3

and Satura 12)

a n d  L y e l l

C r a n e

contributed a

s m o o t h l y

professional

story that was

to have been

continued in

the next issue. 

Bert Campbell

had a lengthy

piece on the

paperbacks,

Bert Chandler

a short piece

of his own and

one of George O Smith’s concerning the problems of TIFF, and

there were reprint poems by Bob Stewart and Philip Jose Farmer

as well as the ‘discussion’ between Willis and Dard.  Tom Cockcroft

provided a bibliographical article on Robert E Howard and Kevin

Wheelahan an article on the more improbable weapons of SF, ably

illustrated by Bruce King.  Scriptwriter Bruce Heron authored an

emotional story - and this time there were no book reviews, and

a page and a half by me announcing that thereafter printed covers

would cease, so far as Perhaps was concerned, and that the

magazine would be leaning more heavily on good quality fiction

and articles.  Ah, what noble dreams ...

Crozier’s Top Secret magazine finally appeared, and the

threat of pseudo-professionalism reached full flower.  Apparently

the original idea was to produce a magazine devoted to local

fiction, and with the devastating advertising gimmick of having no

title on the cover - only a whopping big ‘?’.

Instead, when the magazine finally appeared, as well as the

question mark there was a runner along top and bottom

announcing that this was Issue 1, that it cost such and such and

etc.  I wonder how many copies were sold, and what sort of

reception this effort received?

From the second issue, Question Mark consisted mostly of

reprints from Rhodomagnetic Digest, but I guess Ian felt good

being able to use names like Paul Anderson on his covers.  There

was also things like a series of Dianetics articles by a local auditor,

which originally had been appearing in Etherline but which were

moved over to Big Brother.

Kevin Wheelahan was listed as editor - for the first issue -

but Crozier actually did the work.  It folded after four or five
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Editorial header for Perhaps 3,
by either King, Roberts or McLelland

issues.

I wound up with 30 extra copies of Perhaps 3 which were

inadvertently burned a few years later.  The response had again

been minimal - in contrast with the mail I had received on

Wastebasket.  I was almost ready to call it a day - except for one

last plunge.

And that was Tomorrow.  The culmination of the Australian

Dream: a semi-pro magazine of quality like Inside or Fantastic

Worlds.  I had stationary printed and circulars circulated.  I wrote

stacks of letters to authors.  Ted Tubb said that 10/- a thousand

wasn’t much, but I was perfectly welcome to reprint any of his

yarns.  Ken Bulmer said, ‘Geee, I’ll send you along something and

see what I can dig up from the locals’.  Bob Bloch sent a very long

poem which was very funny, and just as things were ready to get

under way, gafia struck.15

LEE HARDING

15  John - Lee doesn’t tell the whole story - for example, there’s no
mention of Antipodes, which was published after Perhaps.  Since 1970 the
AFPA Roneo 500 has been in my possession.
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The modern Race Mathews
(borrowed from his home page)

WHIRLAWAY TO THRILLING WONDER STORIES:
Boyhood reading in wartime and postwar Melbourne

Race Mathews
(Paper on the origins of the Melbourne Science Fiction Group

presented for the Nova Mob by Race Mathews, 7 September 1994.)

First encounters

Any account of the origins of the Melbourne Science Fiction

Group, which later became the Melbourne Science Fiction Club,

must in the nature of things be as much about biography as

history.  In order to understand how the MSFG (Melbourne

Science Fiction Group) was established, it is necessary also to

understand how in the first place the Group’s founders acquired

tastes for science fiction which were tantamount to an addiction,

and what it was that led them on further to the point where an

organization was required.  In as much as what follows sets out

the development of my own reading habits to the point of my

discovery of science fiction and membership of the MSFG, it is

offered as a paradigm from which the experiences of others may

differ in detail, but which in a broad sense reflects the group as a

whole.

By definition, there are as many accounts of first encounters

with science fiction as there are readers of science fiction.  The

English novelist Kingsley Amis has described how, at the age of

‘twelve or so’, he discovered science fiction while rummaging

through a display bin in a neighborhood Woolworth’s store.  The

bin was labeled ‘Yank Magazines: Interesting Reading’. Frederik

Pohl - a prominent American science fiction writer - has described

coming across his first copy of Science Wonder Stories Quarterly

when he was nine.  Predictably, a scaly green monster dominated

its cover.  As Pohl recalls, ‘I opened it up. The irremediable virus

entered my veins.’

There is a common

thread that links these

episodes and the pre-war

science fiction experience

more generally.  Science

fiction, once discovered, was

a b u n d a nt  a n d  r e a d i l y

accessible.  As Pohl has

pointed out: ‘Magazines were

a Depression business. If you

couldn’t afford fifty cents to

take the family to the movies,

you could probably scrape up

a dime or twenty cents to buy

a magazine, and then pass the

magazine back and forth to

multiply the investment.’  For

Amis, in Britain, the price
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would have been even lower.  The ‘Yank Magazines’ from his

Woolworth’s bin would almost certainly have been unsold copies

returned to the publishers from newsstands across America. 

‘Returns’ were shipped out of the country by weight to England

and Australia, and resold by department stores at a price

marginally higher than their value as scrap paper.

A further common thread exists in the relative ease with

which pre-war science fiction readers were able to make contact

with one another.  Pohl belonged in quick succession to the

Brooklyn Science Fiction League, the East New York Science

Fiction League, the Independent League, the International

Cosmos Fiction Club and the Futurians.  To quote him for the last

time: ‘We changed clubs the way Detroit changes tail fins, every

year had a new one and last year’s was junk.’  In the unlikely event

that Kingsley Amis had wanted to join a fan club, the choice open

to him in pre-war Britain would have included various chapters of

Hugo Gernsback’s Science Fiction Association and the British

Interplanetary Society. Pre-war Australian readers had a Futurian

Society of Melbourne and a Futurian Society of Sydney.

The situation in immediately postwar Melbourne was

different.  There is a passage in Arthur Clarke’s short story ‘The

Sentinel’ which, even today, those of us who were growing up at

the time cannot read without emotion.  Clarke wrote:

Nearly a hundred thousand million stars are turning in the

circle of the Milky Way, and long ago races in the worlds of other

suns must have scaled and passed the heights that we have reached. 

Think of such civilizations, far back in time against the fading

afterglow of Creation, masters of a universe so young that life as yet

had come to only a handful of worlds.  Theirs must have been a

loneliness we cannot imagine, the loneliness of gods looking out

across infinity and finding none to share their thoughts.

Science fiction seemed to us in Melbourne in the late

nineteen-forties and early nineteen-fifties to be truly ‘a universe

so young that life as yet had come to only a few worlds’.  Being a

science fiction fan at the time was still mostly a solitary pursuit,

involving something akin truly to ‘the loneliness of gods looking

out across infinity and finding none to share their thoughts’. 

Books and magazines were few and far between.  Those which

turned up through painstaking searching and scrounging had to

be savored, eked out and repeatedly re-read.  Often a point was

reached where a favorite  story was known virtually by heart.  We

had reason to understand better than most the much-quoted

paraphrase of a famous 1949 Astounding Science Fiction punchline:

‘It is a proud and lonely thing to be a fan’.

Proto-fan

It was my good luck to be born into a household where

science fiction was accepted and appreciated, at a time when

reading was not yet in the process of being supplanted for

entertainment purpose by the electronic media.  My father before

me had been an avid reader of H G Wells, Jules Verne, Sir Arthur

Conan Doyle and Sir Henry Rider Haggard, and a keen collector of

the early American science fiction magazine Amazing Stories.  The

sale of his collection to meet mid-Depression household expenses

around the time of my birth was in a sense a metaphor for a life

which was largely given over to sacrifice of his and my mother’s

interests to those of their children.

As a small child, I was walked up and down in my father’s

arms while he recited over and over again from memory poems
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such as ‘Horatius’ and ‘The Battle of Lake Regulus’ from

Macaulay’s Lays of Ancient Rome; Tennyson’s ‘Ulysses’; Blake’s

‘The Tiger’; Byron’s ‘The Destruction of Sennacherib’; Coleridge’s

‘Khubla Khan’ and ‘The Ancient Mariner’; Cowper’s ‘Boadicea’; and

‘The Ballad of East and West’ and ‘Gunga Din’ from Kipling’s

Barrack Room Ballads. In time, the recitations became

participative. He might select for example a passage from

Macaulay reading:

But when the face of Sextus was seen among the foe

A yell that rent the firmament from all the town arose.

On the housetops were no woman but spat towards him and

hissed,

No child but screamed out curses and . . .

At that point there would be a pause, and I would be expected to

complete the line with the missing words ‘shook his little fist’. A

passage from Tennyson might read:

That which we are, we are - 

One equal temper of heroic hearts

Made weak by time and fate

But strong in will to strive, to seek, to find and . . .

I would supply the missing words ‘not to yield’ with - as my father

later reported it - the lisping approximation ‘’oo mustn’t ‘ield’.

My father also took turns with my mother at satisfying my

insistent demand to have books and stories read to me.  The

books mostly were borrowed from the children’s shelves of the

Melbourne Public Lending Library in Latrobe Street, now long

since closed.  At the age of five or six I began reading for myself,

but the reading aloud by my parents continued.  It was their habit

to periodically take a break for a cup of tea or - in my father’s case

- a smoke.  I very much resented the interruptions, and responded

by hiding - and on notable occasions destroying - the cigarettes. 

In the longer term, my frustration immunized me permanently

against ever becoming either a tea-drinker or a smoker.  It is open

to conjecture what consequences might have followed if the

breaks had been - and I had known them to be - for sex.

The books I

most liked to have

read to me - and

ultimately re-read

for myself - included

H C F Morant’s

neglected classic

Australian fantasy

Whirlaway; Hugh

Lofting’s Dr Doolittle

stories; The Midnight

Folk and The Box of

Delights by the poet

l a u r e a t e ,  J o h n

Masefield; Kathleen

T ozer’s  M u m f ie

s t o r i e s ;  A n

Experiment with St

G e o r g e  b y  t h e

mathematician J W Dunne, who also wrote the much better

known An Experiment With Time; and the geneticist J B S.

Haldane’s My Friend Mr Leakey. Other favourites were T H White’s

The Sword in the Stone; Walter De La Mare’s The Three
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Mulla-Mulgas; A E Coppard’s Pink Furniture; Norman Hunter’s The

Incredible Adventures of Professor Branestawm with the inspired

illustrations by Heath Robinson; and C S Forester’s Poo-Poo and

the Dragons.

Whirlaway featured an eleven-year-old heroine, Helen, who

set out on her adventures in the company of her pet koala, Tirri,

and Whirlaway himself, who was a friendly sunbeam.  A hidden lift

in the cellar of her newly occupied family home carried them

downwards through successive geological strata and backwards

in time, to the dawn of life in the Archaeozoic Era or ‘Age of

Oldest Things’.  The return journey took place by a series of doors,

each opening into a new geological epoch, which the party was

able to explore.  At each stage, new inventories of exotic

creatures - trilobites and sea-lilies in the Cambrian sea, dinosaurs

in the Jurassic and Cretaceous swamps and forests and

dawn-horses and sabre-toothed tigers on the grassy plains of the

Pliocene - unfolded for them.  Like Helen and her companions, I

was captivated.  Dinosaurs preoccupied me, to the exclusion

virtually of all else.  Helen’s home - ‘Lyell Lodge’ - was described as

having been named after the great geologist, Sir Charles Lyell. 

Lyell instantly became my hero.  A geologist was what I wanted to

be.  My tongue began finding its way around perplexingly

polysyllabic words such as ‘archeopteryx’ and ‘paleozoic’.  When

I was six, and the birth of my first brother was imminent, my

parents consulted widely about a suitable name.  My contribution

was ‘Lyell’.  Other claims had to be accommodated, but William

Alwyn Lyell Mathews he duly became.  All this was to go for

nothing.  My enthusiasm for rocks turned out to have been

premature.  A year or so later, I discovered my father’s copy of

Leonard C Woolley’s Ur of the Chaldees. It was plain immediately

that geology was a second-best.  What I really wanted was to be

an archaeologist.

Whirlaway was a World War II casualty.  Its appearance from

the English publisher Hutchinson in the late 1930s coincided with

the lead-up to hostilities.  Under wartime conditions, few copies

ever reached Australia, and the London stocks were destroyed in

the Blitz.  All but a tiny minority of Australian children - in which by

good luck I was included - missed out on what otherwise would

undoubtedly have become an enduring favorite to rival

Snugglepot and Cuddlepie, The Adventures of Blinky Bill and The

Magic Pudding. In the absence of a proven market for Morant’s

unique way of introducing children to science, his sequel - The

Ether Chariot, which was to have done for astronomy what

Whirlaway was intended to do for geology and paleontology - was

never completed.  An exhibition of Jean Elder’s superb

illustrations at the Gould Gallery in 1987 prompted hopes that a

new edition of Whirlaway might be produced, but no action was

taken.  A further opportunity was lost in 1993, when a re-release

could have been coincided with the marketing of Steven

Spielberg’s ‘Jurassic Park’. It remains for some enlightened

publisher to give back to Australian children the classic which they

have so long and needlessly been denied.

Upwey - where we went to live in 1941 - had a small library

attached to its post office, where I learned for the first time to

choose books for myself and how they were borrowed.  It was

there that I came across the Budge and Betty books, with their

stories about elves and fairies, and toy ships and cars which could

be increased to life size at the touch of a magic ring and traveled
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in to remote and exotic places.  The syllabus at the Upwey Higher

Elementary School included a smattering of myths and legends of

Greece, Rome and Scandinavia, which whetted my appetite for

adventures involving gods and

heroes.  J R R Tolkein’s The

Hobbit was brought home for

me by my father one night

from the Public Lending

Library in Melbourne.  I and

later my brothers asked to

have it back so repeatedly

that it must have seemed to

other would-be borrowers to

have been permanently

unavailable.  At some stage

we sent a letter to Tolkien,

asking him the sort of

questions about Moria,

Gondolin and the Necromancer which are now known to have

reached him in all but overwhelming numbers.  There was no

reply, but the effort was not wasted.  Our names must have been

filed for future reference by the publishers, Allen & Unwin.  In

1953, when I was eighteen, they sent me the prospectus for a

further story about hobbits, which was to be issued in three

volumes as The Lord of the Rings.  As a result, I was able to savour

the exquisite suspense of waiting months after The Fellowship of

the Ring reached me for The Two Towers to be published, and

months again for The Return of the King.

The war reduced the availability of new books for children

to a trickle.  In as much as I acquired books as opposed to

borrowing them, it was mostly at impatiently waited-for birthdays

and Christmases.  These were usually secondhand copies - or

‘wartime austerity editions’ - of books my parents had read in their

childhoods.  Long before I heard of Edith Nesbit as a founder

member of the Fabian Society - a body to which I later belonged -

her name was familiar to me as the author of The Magic World and

The Railway Children which were presents given to me at Upwey,

as well as They Would-Be-Goods, Five Children and It, The Phoenix

and the Carpet and The Story of the Amulet which came my way

later.

Somebody’s chance recommendation of Richmal

Crompton’s ‘William’ books to a generous grandmother caused all

the titles then in print to be included in the pillow case which

served as my Christmas stocking in 1943.  My parents regarded

Crompton’s work as trash, but I doted on it.  Reading and thinking

about William and his friends Ginger, Douglas and Henry - known

collectively as ‘the Outlaws’ - preoccupied me for months. At

night, I dreamed about them.  The humour of the stories was

largely lost on me.  What mattered was that, whatever William’s

faults may have been, he thought big.  His flights of imagination

and freedom from inhibition might repeatedly land him in trouble,

but they were very much what I wanted for myself.

Christmas 1943 also brought me the first of a number of

volumes of the boys’ weekly Chums which for years figured among

my most highly valued possessions, and prompted me to interest

myself increasingly in history.  Chums - dedicated on its title page

‘To the Boys of the Empire on which the Sun Never Sets’ - had had

a lifespan from 1892 to 1941, which coincided roughly with the high
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tide of the British Empire.  The contents reflected the full range of

topics in which the Empire’s future citizens were expected to

interest themselves.  School stories by masters of the genre such

as P G Wodehouse, L C Douthwaite and Gunby Hadath alternated

with adventure stories from the pens of Frank H Shaw, Charles

Gilson and John Hunter.

Most of all there were serials on historical themes by S

Walkey Walkey - by trade a staff controller in a bank - was

introduced to Chums in 1895 by Sir Arthur Quiller-Couch, and was

writing for it as late as 1940.  He was a master of suspense and

colour, who specialized in settings such as the Crusades, the

Spanish Armada, the English Civil War, the Monmouth Rebellion

and the French Revolution.  His plots were carried forward at

breakneck speed, and lifted by a flair for dialogue.  Typical titles

were ‘Rogues of the Fiery Cross’, ‘Hurrah for Merry Sherwood’,

‘Under Nelson’s Flag’ and ‘The Sword of Tallifer Trueblade’. 

Illustrations were by Paul Hardy.  Hardy - a frequent exhibitor of

water colours at the Royal Academy - used live models, period

costumes and authentic artifacts such as muskets and cutlasses to

achieve the meticulous and etching-like precision of the work in

Chums for which he was so much more widely known.  It was

years before I was finally able to see past his snarling sans-culottes

and brutal Roundheads to the realities of history which he and

Walkey largely disregarded.

The war also drastically reduced the availability of comics. 

What comics meant to me initially was mostly Chicks’ Own,

Rainbow and other picture papers from Britain.  There were also

intermittently - courtesy of the department store trade in ‘returns’

- comics from the American ‘Famous Funnies’ stable such as

Oakey-Doakes, Alley-Oop, Buck Rogers and - a special favourite of

mine - The Search for the Long Lost Swink Treasure.  I graduated in

time to Knockout, Radio Fun, Film Fun and Beano.  Later again,

there were Champion, Wizard, Rover, Hotspur and Adventure.  The

paper shortage meant that the size of comics was drastically

reduced.  Supplies had to run the gauntlet of submarines and

other wartime hazards before appearing for sale on Wednesdays

at the local newsagency.  Keeping up with the serials which their

contents largely comprised acquired a special quality of

heightened expectancy.  It was never certain, from one

Wednesday to the next, whether the latest installments about my

favourite characters - the Iron Teacher, Wilson the superhuman

athlete, Rockfist Rogan RAF and the Lost Commandos - might not

already be lying somewhere on the bottom of the sea.

The gaps were filled for me in part by a store of annuals and

boys’ weeklies from the 1920s which had belonged to my father

and uncles.  These had survived in the garden shed of my

grandparents’ home at 120 Brighton Road, Elsternwick, where we

moved from Upwey in 1943, so that I could enter the Melbourne

Grammar preparatory school at Grimwade House in Caulfield the

following year.  Further fragments of Chums apart, the item which

initially most attracted me was a battered copy of the Greyfriars

Holiday Annual for 1929. The contents - school stories over the

names of Frank Richards, Martin Clifford and Owen Conquest -

were in reality all written by the master school story writer Charles

Hamilton.  Hamilton’s major creations and the weekly papers in

which they featured - Harry Wharton and Co. and Billy Bunter of

Greyfriars in the Magnet, Tom Merry and Co. and Arthur Augustus

D’Arcy of St Jim’s in the Gem and Jimmy Silver and Co. in the
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Popular - were household words throughout most of the British

Empire for the first half of the twentieth century.  The subject of

Hamilton’s lead story for my 1929 Holiday Annual - ‘When Billy

Bunter Forgot’ - was Bunter losing his memory and becoming a

reformed character after diving headfirst into an empty swimming

pool.  Hamilton’s second contribution - ‘Tom Merry’s Minor’ - was

about mishaps and mis-understandings at St Jim’s following the

rescue of a monkey from a cruel owner who turned out to have

taught it to steal for him.  A third Hamilton story - ‘A Rift at

Rookwood’ - described a falling-out and reconciliation within the

‘Fiscal Four’ as Jimmy Silver and his three closest friends were

known to their schoolmates.  ‘The mental world of the Gem and

the Magnet’ - as some have seen it - was attacked later on grounds

ranging from snobbery and cheap patriotism to having shyed off

references to sex, by critics as far removed ideologically from one

another as George Orwell and Noel Coward.  For me at the time,

Hamilton’s work was unalloyed delight.  Unhappily my exposure

to it was short-lived.  The Holiday Annual, as I to my abiding

disappointment now learned, had been discontinued in 1940,

along with the Magnet and the Gem.  Secondhand copies had for

practical purposes similarly vanished from sale.  It was not until

well into the postwar era that facsimile editions of the ‘companion

papers’ as I had by then learned to call them were re-issued, to

widespread acclaim, by the Howard Baker Press.

None of this meant that, as a nine or ten year old, my

appetite for school stories was frustrated.  Denied Magnets and

Gems, I revisited in the shed at Elsternwick copies of another boys’

weekly - the Nelson Lee Library - whose crudely illustrated covers

and small print had previously been off-putting.  The stock

consisted of about 200 or so issues, dated roughly between 1924,

when my father was fourteen years old, and his nineteenth

birthday in 1929.  The author, Edwy Searles Brooks, was less

talented as a writer than Hamilton, but had a much more colourful

imagination.  Originally a straightforward detective in the mold of

Sexton Blake, Nelson Lee had been taken over by Brooks from his

originator, Maxwell Scott, and re-invented as the schoolmaster

detective for whom Brooks is now best remembered.  Lee and his

boy assistant, Nipper, were originally required to take up

residence at St Frank’s school on a temporary basis, in the course

of an investigation.  The consequent combination of the two most

popular genres of the day - school stories and detective stories -

was retained by popular demand.  While pure detective stories still

on occasion made their appearance in the Nelson Lee Library, the

emphasis was on adventure, both in and around the school and in

often-exotic locations overseas.

Touring parties of St Frank’s students encountered

descendants of cut-off Roman legions in the Sahara desert,

forgotten settlers from Elizabethan England in the Antarctic, and

the lost city of Eldorado - complete with a lake of molten gold - in

a region of South America populated in part by dinosaurs.  A

typical holiday series had the students searching for pearls on

Paradise Island in the Pacific, where their luxury yacht, the

Wanderer, was seized by hijackers.  The island was devastated by

a hurricane, which carried out to sea one of the students on the

broken-off top of a palm tree.  Native pearl divers landed by the

hijackers went berserk and attacked the St Frank’s party in their

camp.  Attempts to explore a sunken galleon were interrupted by

an undersea earthquake.  Giant seaweed brought up from the
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depths by the upheaval immobilized the Wanderer, and

sea-serpents and giant squids similarly displaced from their normal

habitats menaced the passengers and crew.  The chief hijacker

was dragged under the weed to his death by an unseen monster

while attempting to make off with the pearls.  Installing a giant

blade on the bow of the Wanderer finally enabled the party to cut

its way through the weed to freedom, and return in triumph for

the new term at St Frank’s.  Domestically, there was a great fire of

St Frank’s, several great floods and periodic destructions of the

school by earthquakes and explosions.  Disruptive newcomers had

to be discouraged from conducting gambling dens in disused

classrooms and engaging in séances and black magic. 

Headmasters were driven mad by scheming rivals or had attractive

young wives who turned out to be drug addicts.  Tyranny - on the

part either of the school authorities or outsiders such as the

renegade German-American millionaire William K Smith - provoked

mutinies and barring-outs. Christmases were spent at country

mansions which could be counted on to be haunted.  My Nelson

Lees were also borrowed eagerly by a number of my

contemporaries.  Sam Wisel - my closest boyhood friend, whose

family lived around the corner from us in Elsternwick - used to

savor them in breaks between his after school Hebrew classes,

and perhaps remembers them kindly in the kibbutz in Israel where

the greater part of his adult life has been spent.

The Old Boys’ Book Club (Australasian Branch)

My taste for the story papers of my father’s generation had

the side effect of involving me for the first time when I was

sixteen in the establishment of a new organization - the Old Boys’

Book Club (Australasian Branch). E S Turner’s Boys Will Be Boys -

published in 1948 and widely reviewed - was the first

comprehensive account of how story-paper collecting was

becoming a widespread hobby, with its own clubs and journals. 

Thanks to Turner, I was able to subscribe to Herbert Leckenby’s

Collector’s Digest from York in England, Bill Gander’s Story Paper

Collector from Manitoba in Canada and the distinctively American

Reckless Ralph’s Dime Novel Roundup. Leckenby put me in touch

with Bill Martin, a London milkman with a profitable sideline in

supplying story papers to a worldwide clientele, and also with the

secretaries of the London, Midlands and  Northern  branches of

the British Old Boys’ Book Club.  Meanwhile, my local search for

further copies of Chums and the Nelson Lee Library - and for the

Magnets and Gems I had never actually seen - led me to the

Reference Room at the Melbourne Public Library. The librarian to

whom my inquiries were directed - Gordon Kirby - turned out to

have a story-paper collection of his own, focused largely on

weeklies for girls such as those featuring Billy Bunter’s sister

Bessie and the Cliff House school.  Gordon was also an aspiring

playwright, who later had an adaptation of Zola’s Nana produced

commercially by the Melbourne Theater Company.  Other local

collectors I met included Sheila Stevens and Tom Dobson -

respectively a PMG telephonist and a local postmaster - Howard

Sharpe who worked for the Wright Stephenson pastoral agency

and Don Wicks who was self-employed, perhaps as an accountant. 

A classmate of mine at Melbourne Grammar - Jim Merralls, now a

QC - turned out unexpectedly to be a collector of the Union Jack

and the Sexton Blake Library, which featured Blake and his boy

assistant, Tinker.  The upshot of all this was a meeting at my home

on 24 August 1951, where the Old Boy’s Book Club (Australasian
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Branch) was formed.  Don Wicks became the president, and I was

the secretary.  A regular meeting venue at the Victorian Railways

Institute was acquired, four issues of the Old Boys’ Book Club

(Australasian Branch) Newsletter were produced and

corresponding members from as far away as New Zealand and

South Africa were recruited.  The Newsletter lapsed when I

stepped down as secretary in 1952, but the meetings continued. 

The episode foreshadowed in the diversity of the ages and

occupations of those involved and the manner of their coming

together the establishment of the Melbourne Science Fiction

Group with which it briefly overlapped.

Earlier on, in the middle 1940s, I had been introduced

through the library at Grimwade House to Erich Kastner’s Emil and

the Detectives, Van Loon’s Lives by Hendrik Van Loon, Arkadi

Gaidar’s Timur and His Team - an exotic Soviet import - and the

Biggles and Gimlet books by Captain W E Johns.  John Bunyan’s

The Pilgrim’s Progress and Dickens’ David Copperfield, Oliver Twist

and Nicholas Nickleby were other favorites, which I read

repeatedly.  A tobacconist in the main street of Middle Brighton

operated a commercial lending library, where I borrowed thrillers

by Leslie Charteris, John Creasey, Manning Coles and Denis

Wheatley, and the Tarzan and John Carter novels by Edgar Rice

Burroughs.  My father had given me Rider Haggard’s The Ivory

Child and Alan Quartermain, and there was a circuit of secondhand

bookshops - Bird’s, Hanley’s, Franklin’s and Hall’s in the city,

Quaine’s in Commercial Road and Hall’s in Chapel Street - which I

visited regularly in search of such harder-to-get Rider Haggard

titles as Nada the Lily and Maiwa’s Revenge.  At the same time, I

was on the watch increasingly for the American comic books

whose color print so largely set them aside from their drab

wartime British counterparts.  Comics such as Captain Marvel,

Superman, Batman, Torch and Torro and Green Lantern were highly

prized at school, and jealously guarded by the relatively few

students who had access to them through links with American

servicemen or fathers whose businesses took them overseas. 

Such copies as found their way into the secondhand shops were

usually priced at 2/6, which was my entire week’s pocket money.

First contact with science fiction

It was in the course of window-shopping for American

comics that I came in touch for the first time with science fiction. 

The circumstances of the encounter were much the same as for

Amis or Pohl.  The year was 1944.  I, too, was nine years old. 

Traveling to school involved a change of trams at the junction of

Balaclava Road and High Street in St Kilda.  Close by the tram stop,

second-hand comics and magazines were sold by a down-at-heel

shop with a verandah which carried in faded letters the word

‘Saddler’, alongside a lifesize wooden horsehead.  ‘Saddler’ in due

course - became my name for the equally down-at-heel proprietor. 

At first the daily wait for my change of trams was passed simply

staring at such publications as found their way into Saddler’s

window.  American comics - when available - were given pride of

place, on a special display stand.  One Thursday, room had had to

be made for a thicker magazine, with untrimmed edges.  The

cover featured a couple of bulbous red bipeds, directing

something like an old-fashioned movie camera at a man and

woman dressed for tropical exploration and confined in a cage. 

It was the tenth anniversary issue of Thrilling Wonder Stories,

published five years earlier, in 1939.  As in the case of the American
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comics, the price was

2/6.

The effect on me

was instantaneous.  No

glittering prize in later

life has ever beckoned

me quite so alluringly. 

I lived on tenterhooks

for the next two days,

hoping against hope

that no other buyer

would appear before

my pocket money

came due on Saturday

morning.  In the event,

no such disaster

eventuated.  The

precious 2/6 passed

across the counter to

Saddler, and I walked

back up High Street to the tram stop, engrossed in John Taine’s

‘The Ultimate Catalyst’.  The issue also contained ‘Dawn of Flame’

by Stanley Weinbaum, ‘The Man Without a World’ by two sons of

Edgar Rice Burroughs, and one of the ‘Via’ series by Gordon A.

Giles, which for years afterwards exercised a special grip on my

imagination.  As the weeks went by, further pre-war issues of

Thrilling Wonder Stories made their appearance in Saddler’s

window, along with occasional copies of Amazing, Startling

Stories, Astounding and Famous Fantastic Mysteries. I bought all

that I could afford,

and, where all else

failed, endured the

exquisite agony of

swapping from the

among the least

f a v o r e d  i t e m s

a l r e a d y  i n  m y

possession.

T h e  g r e a t

M c C o m a s / H e a l y

a n t h o l o g y

Adventures in Time

and Space and Groff

Conklin’s The Best of

Science Fiction were

among my 1947

Christmas presents.

N e w s a g e n t s ,  I

discovered. stocked

the pitifully thin

B r i t i s h  r e p r i n t

editions of Astounding and Unknown Worlds from which,

unbeknown to Australian readers, the great serials of the 1940s -

novels such as Slan, The Weapon Makers, The Children of the Lens

and a dozen or so more of comparable quality - were consistently

omitted.  What remained was magical.  For thirty and more years

the memory has remained with me of savoring for the first time

stories such as Clifford Simak’s ‘City’ series; ‘Vintage Season’,
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‘Mimsy Were the Borogroves’ and the ‘Baldy’ series by Henry

Kuttner; ‘Rescue Party’ by Arthur C. Clarke; ‘Child’s Play’ by

William Tenn; ‘Tomorrow’s Children’ by Poul Anderson; ‘Hobbyist’

by Eric Frank Russell; ‘He Walked Around the Horses’ by H. Beam

Piper; ‘In Hiding’ by Wilmar H. Shiras; and Murray Leinster’s ‘The

Strange Case of John Kingman’.  It became my strong conviction

that the test of a good piece of science fiction was whether the

editor of Astounding, John W. Campbell Jnr, had a place for it in

his magazine.

By 1950, I was buying my science fiction by mail from Britain. 

My suppliers were the Science Fantasy Service (SFS) - later

Milcross Book Service - in Liverpool, and G Ken Chapman of 23

Farnley Road, South Norwood, in London.  SFS did business on a

strictly impersonal basis, through addressograph plates and

invoices on colored duplicating paper.  Ken by contrast was a

bookseller of the old school, who corresponded voluminously in

the style subsequently immortalized by Helene Hanff in her 84

Charing Cross Road. As with Frank Doel of Hanff’s Marks & Co,

nothing was too much trouble for Ken, and I looked forward

almost as much to his letters as to his parcels.  Thirty years after

our dealings lapsed in the early 1960s, I wrote to him again for

some item which I was finding hard to get, and received an

immediate response which took up where we had left off.  We

remained in touch until his death a year or so later.

Fellow fans

An advertisement in one of my purchases introduced me to

Ken Slater’s ‘Operation Fantast’ network.  Slater was a captain

with the British Army on the Rhine.  His purpose in life was putting

science fiction readers in touch with one-another.  He also

supplied American magazines and paperbacks to countries where

the postwar dollar shortage meant they were otherwise

un-available.  Operation Fantast linked me with Roger Dard in

Perth, who was Slater’s Australian representative.  Roger turned

out to be a fellow admirer of the Nelson Lee Library and also of the

Aldine Press Dick Turpin Library, which had been a favorite of my

grandfather’s generation.  I loaned him my Lees and was loaned in

return prewar issues of Astounding and Thrilling Wonder Stories. 

Roger was also my introduction to fanzines - magazines produced

on an amateur basis by science fiction enthusiasts, and devoted to

reviews, gossip and creative writing - through his sporadically

published Star Rover.  His interests as a collector included the

American Weird Tales, which for some inscrutable reason the

Customs authorities had classified as a prohibited import.  Roger’s

efforts to reverse or circumvent the ban earned him a blacklisting

on the part of officialdom, with the effect that his overseas

parcels were routinely searched and items from them wherever

possible confiscated.  The persecution extended to the raiding of

Roger’s home and seizure of parts of his collection.  The aim

plainly was to cower him into submission.  Observing his

difficulties and frustrations was a significant contribution to my

education in the need for constant vigilance against censorship

and petty bureaucracy in all their forms.

Roger in his turn gave me the address of Don Tuck, a

29-year-old Tasmanian fan who was boarding in Footscray.  Don,

Roger told me, had a collection of more than 1200 magazines,

which was one of the biggest outside Britain and America.  The

first letter I received from him was written on the letterhead of

the American National Fantasy Fan Federation.  It described such
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meager contact with other Melbourne fans as he had been able to

establish:

I get a lot of interest out of just meeting one at a time and

yarning with them.  I met Gordon McDonald about six months ago

and have a pow-wow with him every month or so now ...  I know

of two others of the older mold - prewar but neither is active

these days.  Hockley in South Yarra I lend my books, and he is now

quite keen on getting a few Astoundings. The other chap is

McLennan, East Brunswick, who has every mag bar 2 up to the ban

in 1940 but hasn’t much since; he’s a peculiar chap, very

henpecked, and it is no pleasure seeing him so I haven’t dropped

over for a couple of years.

Don, Gordon McDonald and I had a happy evening together

in Gordon’s home at 40 Lees Street, Mackinnon, browsing over a

collection of Astoundings which was nearly complete.  Less

happily, Don was shortly posted back to Tasmania, where his

energies were devoted subsequently to the preparation of the

mammoth Handbook of Science-Fiction - the precursor of Peter

Nicholls’ Encyclopedia of Science Fiction - for which his place in fan

history is forever assured.  Gordon continued to collect

magazines, but refused resolutely to involve himself in fandom. 

My appetite for contact having once been whetted, I hungered for

more.

It was by Roger again that I was put in touch with Graham

Stone, who was running the Australian Science Fiction Society

(ASFS) from Box 61 in the Student Union House at Sydney

University.  Graham was the most diligent Australian fan organizer

of the day.  His ASFS was formed in 1951, as ‘a loose affair, without

constitution, rules or planned activities beyond locating fans

introducing them to each other and issuing a more or less regular

news sheet to keep  them posted’.  A typical monthly mailing to

members  might include a copy of  Graham’s fanzine Stopgap,

publicity material about forthcoming books from science fiction

publishers such as Gnome Press and Fantasy Press and other

Australian fanzines such as Science Fiction Review and Vertical

Horizons. The annual subscription was initially 2/6 and later 5/-.  I

was enrolled as member number 47, and attended the first

postwar Australian science fiction convention, which the ASFS

organized in Sydney on 22 March 1952.

In due course - on 28 August 1952 - I became the ASFS Local

Secretary for Melbourne. Graham’s duty statement for the

position read in part:

To enrol new members of ASFS.  Please forward addresses

promptly to me, when serial numbers will be allotted and

membership cards issued.

To collect all new and renewed subscriptions of 5/- per year

from members in the Melbourne metropolitan area; to retain these

moneys as a fund to defray expenses of office; to recommend

cancellation of expired memberships.

To distribute to members in the metropolitan area all ASFS

publications.

To make the benefits of the Society known to readers of

science fiction in general.

To represent science fiction fandom in Melbourne externally:

that is, to keep me advised of its activities, to act as a spokesman

and contact bureau operative in connection with external

correspondence, and in general to assume responsibility for its

public relations as required.
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By December 1952, membership Australia-wide stood at 132. 

Graham commented that that was ‘not bad going’: ‘On a straight

population basis a national organization in the US would have

2600 at least; in the UK, over 900’.  My personal experiences with

the ASFS were less than uniformly satisfactory, through nobody’s

fault but my own.  My attendance at the 1952 convention had to

be cut short when I left my wallet in a taxi and had only my small

change to tide me over until I could scramble on to the earliest

possible return flight for Melbourne.  My appointment as Local

Secretary for Melbourne was resigned on 19 September 1953,

following sustained - and justified - complaints from Graham that

my studies and other activities were causing me to devote

insufficient time to the job.

Meanwhile, in August 1951, a middle-aged schoolteacher

named Bob McCubbin struck up a conversation with me while we

were browsing side by side over the Franklin Lending Library’s

stock of pre-war science fiction magazines in the Eastern Market,

now long since replaced by the Southern Cross Hotel.  As recalled

by Lee Harding, an aspiring professional photographer at the time,

who has since become a notable science fiction writer:

Old Man Franklin kept a booming paperback and

marriage-manual business.  At the rear of his shop, he also ran the

largest lending library in the city.  Some time prior to 1952 he bought

up a lot of pre-war pulps from somewhere and had them

individually bound, and opened a special SF section of the said

library.  The joining fee was a whopper, and indicated the

importance placed upon ‘American Magazines’ in those days: £2/10/0

as against 10/6 for regular library membership.  In those dry days

before the 1959  deluge (when  most publishers must have dumped

in Australia the accumulated backlog of five years publishing),

dozens and dozens of eager fans must have found their way to

Franklin’s and cavorted happily amongst the hundreds of volumes

to be had ... I can remember weekends - and WHAT weekends! -

struggling home on a tram loaded up with five or six hardcover

Startlings or Thrilling Wonders.

My monthly copies of Astounding were passed to me across

the counter at the McGill’s newsagency in Elizabeth Street by a

shop assistant who ultimately introduced himself as Mervyn Binns. 

Through Graham Stone, I renewed acquaintances with Dick

Jenssen, a student at the school I had just left, who subsequently

credited me with having introduced him to the Nelson Lee Library,

American comics and science fiction.  Dick’s given name was more

formally ‘Ditmar’, and it was as ‘Ditmars’ that Australia’s annual

science fiction awards - counterparts of the American ‘Hugo’ and

‘Nebula’ awards - were ultimately introduced.  A memoir of the

times to which he has contributed reads in part:

It was the ubiquitous Race Thorson Mathews who first

seduced me into the delights of the never-never world of science

fiction, just as earlier, much earlier, he had corrupted my mind with

the garish, and much-sought after publications known as (hush)

American comics.  Race, I recall, had a large collection of English

penny dreadfuls - the Nelson Lee Library - and I had a father in

Shanghai, and then in Hong Kong, who supplied me with American

comics.  We arranged a swap, and matters progressed satisfactorily

until the Customs began to clamp down on the dreadful influx of

corrupting literature threatening to engulf our youth in a decadent

tide of Nyokas and Captain Marvels, and Batmen, and Sheenas, and

Heaps, and Airboys, and Stu Taylors, and Dr Sivanas, and Mr
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Mxyztplks, and etc. Nelson Lees dwindled as did the heady wonders

of Buck Rogers in Fulcolour.

Trust Race, though. Before you could say SHAZAM! twice he

had discovered a tiny place, quite near school and the St Kilda

Junction, which had a supply, small it is true, but a supply

nonetheless, of the forbidden fruits.  Life was again livable.  Well,

Race was in the class below me at school, and I soon had to leave

Grimwade House to enter the ‘Big School’.  St Kilda Junction was out

of bounds for a boarder, and I no longer had the pocket money I had

been accustomed to, so I stopped frequenting the shop. But not

Race.

About 18 months later, I was taken away from school on a

whim of my father’s and whirled around the world to the East and

England for a year, to absorb God knows what, and when I returned

Race and I were in the same classes together. He re-introduced me

to the little shop, this time not for comics, but for a far more

insidious poison, one which still courses through my veins - science

fiction.  Astounding, Planet, Super Science ... ah! even the British

titles were hued with wonder, drenched in the promise of

interplanetary orgies.  Life was again worth living.  I remember

distinctly the first true SF magazine I ever read - a present from Race

- Galaxy for May 1951, with ‘The Wind Between the Worlds’ by Lester

Del Rey, ‘Tyrann’ by Asimov, ‘Goodnight Mr James’ by Simak, plus

many others.  I have never been the same since.  It would also have

been Race who introduced me to Franklin’s library - I doubt if I

would have found it myself - and I know he put me on to Slater,

Chapman, and the other big sellers of the stuff.

Graham Stone also passed on my name to Lee - or, as he was

then known, Leo - Harding. Lee’s letter introducing himself to me

in April 1952 read in part:

I’m fifteen years of old age, a stf fan for five and an intelligent

one for two.  Get what I mean?  I know the difference between a

Bradbury and a Kuttner.  I know my pen names too ... At the

moment I’m just a newcomer to Fandom, but in three months I’ve

(1) joined Ken Slater’s ‘Operation Fantast’, (2) subscribed to Stone’s

Stopgap, etc., (3) become a member of the Australian Science

Fiction Society, (4) subscribed to Woomera, (5) have made

arrangements to get good US magazines regularly, and all the

British dittoes, except of course the four Spencer mags (ugh!), (7)

(Am I boring you?) Stopped getting Thrills Inc. (again, ugh!), made

contact with book-sellers Carnell and Chapman, (9) (Phew!) Begun

my career of collecting rejection slips from stf magazines, under the

guidance of Roger Dard.

Recalling our first meeting years later, he wrote:

I cleaned myself up one Sunday and went - in suit and collar

and tie on an exceedingly warm summer’s day - to meet Mr

Mathews.  Race was sitting on the front lawn when I arrived,

engrossed in ‘The Onslaught from Rigel’ in Wonder Stories Annual,

and after a rather uncertain handshake was exchanged, he took off

his dark glasses and escorted me inside. He was a remarkably

baby-faced youth of eighteen, long and lean and lanky, with legs

that sprawled upon carpets like a tarantula.  We chatted of things

SFictional for a few hours, and I left with a vague promise that I

would attend a fannish gathering he had planned at his home in a

few weeks time - this was to be the unofficial inaugural meeting of

what became known as the Melbourne Science Fiction Group.

Lee and I became good friends. This did not mean that we

were uncritical of one another. When I failed to answer his letters
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regularly enough or at acceptable length, he remonstrated:

I’ve just about had it.  If you don’t want your books back,

okay.  If you don’t want to correspond with me, okay again, but I

still think its a dirty show.  There’s plenty of important fans who

don’t think its going out of their way to write to me regularly - Dard,

Stone, Haddon, Solnsteff, Slater, Carnell and the rest.  Tell me, how

important are you?

A week later peace was restored.  A further letter from Lee

commenced:

I’m a cad!  I’m a bounder.  I’m ungrateful.  I’m a Yank.  I’m a

no-hoper ... Please, tear up or atomise that letter I wrote you. I’ve

buried yours!

Lee was not alone in bringing a certain frenzy to everything

he did.  All our activities were colored by the frenetic quality which

prompted Sam Moskowitz to title his history of early American

fandom The Immortal Storm.

The sheer frustration of dealing with fellow fans sometimes

drove to distraction those who were at heart serious-minded

organizers.  In December 1951, Graham Stone poured out his

feelings in a letter to me which read in part:

There can be no doubt that many readers of science fiction

are inadequate individuals - what used to be called ‘escapists’,

although the term is unsatisfactory.  They make up for their defects

in ordinary life by building themselves up in their own estimation.

And you can’t think of yourself as superman very effectively if you

admit others as your equals.

Graham continued:

Many fans, while living more or less well-adjusted lives and

not tending to paranoid superiority, are extreme intellectual snobs;

ever critical of others, finding faults which might well be

over-looked and so on ... such fans are likely to adopt a reserved

attitude to other fans, which will be reinforced by inspection of

escapists, who are usually painfully obvious second-raters.

It may well be that these attitudes explain why the affairs of

Sydney fans were conducted frequently in an atmosphere

reminiscent of the Wars of the Roses.

A representative rift in the ranks of Sydney fandom

concerned the Futurian Society of Sydney library.  Graham

supposed the library to be vested in a trust of which he was a

member, and resigned on the grounds that the rules had been

being broken since its inception, and breaches were continuing to

occur.  Others no less familiar with the facts of the matter

adopted an opposite interpretation.  The merits of the argument

were less important than the heat and vituperation which it

generated, or the fact that the effectiveness of the library was

compromised throughout and beyond the duration of the dispute. 

Graham’s critics - notably Arthur Haddon, David Cohen and Bill

Veney - attributed the fracas to an excess of ambition on Graham’s

part, while the Stone camp - notably Graham and Vol Molesworth -

saw similar flaws as characterizing the critics.  ‘Graham’, Bill Veney

wrote, ‘has done a lot to help fandom in Australia and there will

always be a big and important place for him but he seems to be

obsessed with a queer idea of making out that he is a ‘big name

fan’ and other fans just don’t exist’.  ‘It is believed’, wrote David

Cohen at a later stage in the protracted controversy, ‘that Stone-

Molesworth would like to get their claws on the Library, but from

what my spies tell me, some people would sooner burn it all up

first’:
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Do you know that there is more hate for these two among the

Futurians than there is among all the rest put together?  They were

barred from the Futurian committees in the end and told that if

they put up for positions they would be voted out.

Unsurprisingly, the library issue was seen by Graham as

involving misconceptions which were in part ‘falsehoods

deliberately spread’.  The situation in reality was that the

protagonists were friendly correspondents and associates with

fans in other states on an individual basis, but competitive and

combative in the extreme with one another in the bearpit of

Sydney fan politics.  An attempt at conciliation on my part was

rejected out of hand by Graham.  ‘I don’t know’, he wrote, ‘what

this reconciliation line is in aid of.  Why should I try to cultivate the

favor of fandom’s disruptive elements?’

The Melbourne Science Fiction Group

Melbourne tackled matters in a different spirit. The five of

us - Bob McCubbin, Mervyn Binns, Dick Jenssen, Lee Harding and

myself - made up the core of the Melbourne Science Fiction

Group.  The inaugural meeting of the MSFG took place in the living

room of my home in Hampton on 9 May 1952.  Lee records the

occasion as having been instigated by ‘a sort of collaboration

between Bob McCubbin and Race Mathews’.  In Dick’s

characteristically tongue- in-cheek view:

Race, I’m sure, was the guiding light in the foundation of the

Melbourne Science Fiction Group, for it was he who brought

together those who would constitute its nucleus.  (If it seems

remarkable that a 16-year-old could accomplish this - that is, the

formation of the club, not the seduction to science fiction of a youth

of but 15 tender years (me) - it must be remembered that Race was

a boy of remarkable precocity.  He always seemed old to me - an

Olympian of wisdom.  Baby-faced he was, Lee, but rather in the

manner I’ve always imagined Odd John would be).

Turning to the inaugural meeting, Dick continued:

The fen of Melbourne began to meet in each other’s houses

sometime in 1951, I believe, and the first I attended was at Race’s. 

That bus trip from the station, Middle Brighton, was a focal point of

space-time, for on my journey I met Bob McCubbin.  We were, as I

recall, the only two on the vehicle and somehow as these things

happen, began to talk and discuss our common passion.  I soon

discovered, however, that Bob had many another passion, and by

the time we had reached Race’s I had learned that Japanese women

had beautiful (the word conveys most inadequately Bob’s look of

remembered joy) purple nipples, firm and delightful to touch, hold

and squeeze.  My mind had been opened up to whole new worlds,

for Bob had been loquacious on subjects whose delicacy forbids my

mentioning them here ...

Bob’s tendency to hold forth at length at the drop of the

proverbial hat on the sexual attributes of women in Japan - where

he had served as an Army Education Officer with the occupying

forces - was to assume legendary status in fan circles. Exposed to

it - albeit in modified form - on the occasion of his first visit to my

home shortly after our initial encounter in Franklin’s, my parents

concluded that he was a pedophile, with designs on my body, and

further meetings with him were for a time forbidden.  In fact,

Bob’s proclivities were in my experience exclusively heterosexual

and theoretical.  Asked on one occasion how she felt about

science fiction, his wife replied that it kept him away from chasing

other women.  If at that stage of his life he harbored any active
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Keith McLelland, Etherline 24, 16 February 1954

aspiration to stray - as opposed to relishing past episodes in

retrospect - it remained a well-kept secret.

By Lee’s account, the inaugural meeting was ‘a great

success’:

Many of the

oldtimers turned up:

Bob McCubbin was

there, and I’m pretty

s u r e  M a r s h a l

McLennan and Wog

Hockley were, too. 

From then on the

group held monthly

m e e t i n g s  a t

members’ houses in

rotation - those members who had decent homes and whose

wives/parents et al were tolerant enough to allow the onslaught of

eighteen to twenty fans plus supper afterwards.

Lee had missed out on the inaugural meeting as he did on

those immediately following it because his work as a

photographer was constantly taking him to country areas remote

from Melbourne.  Vol Molesworth’s A History of Australian Fandom

1935–1963 adds to the list of those present Gordon Kirby from the

OBBC.  The overlap between story-paper collecting and fandom

was illustrated again when Jack Murtagh - an OBBC member from

New Zealand, and the owner of one of the largest story-paper

collections in the world, the largest collection of cigarette cards

outside Britain and New Zealand’s largest collection of movie

memorabilia - attended the fourth Sydney SF Convention.

Melbourne exemplified the unfractious face of Australian

fandom.  Meetings revolved around talk, letters, barter and chess. 

Puritanism too was pervasive.  At a relatively early stage -

following a night when 19 fans packed into the modest living room

of Bob’s house in Auburn - proceedings transferred to a Swanston

Street cafe called Val’s.  Shock and horror prevailed when Val’s

turned out to be a meeting place for some of the more

courageous lesbians of the day, whose coming-out from the closet

was just getting underway.  Dick has recalled being taken aside by

his family’s landlady and warned in a conspiratorial whisper ‘Be

careful, Dick, they’re a bunch of queens’.  His account continued

‘I didn’t know what a queen was, but if she had said “poofters” I

should have caught her meaning instantly’. Bob McCubbin was

insistent that ‘Extroverts and introverts we may be, but perverts

never’.  Given that the membership of the MSFG at that stage was

exclusively male, its interest for Val’s clientele is unlikely to have

been other than minuscule.  Nevertheless, future meetings were

held in the austerely asexual surroundings of the basement room

of the Latrobe Street Manchester United Order of Oddfellows

(MUOOF) hall, in comforting proximity to the Russell Street police

headquarters.

A letter of 17 December 1952 over the signature of the Grand

Secretary and Past Grand Master of the MUOOF - a Mr G L Coulter

- confirmed fortnightly bookings throughout 1953, at a nightly cost

of 12/6. According to Lee:

We had the basement room and the use of a cupboard for the

library in the hall outside.  Hardly convivial, but in those days we

weren’t particularly interested in the comforts of the home.  Despite

the endeavors of the more voracious fans - myself included - the
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Don Latimer, Etherline 62, undated

Group staunchly resisted any attempt to ‘organize’ itself in any way,

and still manages to do so until this day.  Bob McCubbin was the

self-elected Chairman at all times, but there were no organized

evenings and no minutes were kept.  We were just a bunch of guys

getting together and swapping yarns - and trading a few magazines

at the same time.

A further activity was arranging to have magazines bound

professionally by Don Latimer, whose family had a binding

business.  Although Don’s bindings in many instances were works

of art, the niceties of collecting were neglected sometimes by his

workmates.  My set of the Arkham Sampler was returned to me

resplendent in three full leather volumes, but with the original

magazine covers carefully removed.  Such were the passions of

the day that, prior to Don’s arrival on the MSFG scene, I had had

magazines such as my set of Famous Fantastic Mysteries and my

British Reprint Edition copies of Unknown Worlds bound for me by

a fan in Wales.  Bob McCubbin as I recall followed a policy of

having Don bind everything he owned.  Personalized bookplates

by professional SF illustrators such as those whose work featured

regularly in Astounding were available from overseas suppliers,

but MSFG members preferred the local product from Keith

MacLelland, a fellow fan and talented commercial artist.  The

content of some collections seemed at times to be secondary in

the eyes of their owners to their often opulent appearances.

MSFG members went together at times to such SF films as

were screened commercially, but that the MSFG might arrange

screenings of its own had as yet not occurred to us.  Remo Parlanti

and Tony Santos became the first MSFG members who reflected

in name at least the changing ethnic composition of Australian

society.  A less welcome recruit was Gordon Walkenden, who sold

me my first LP records - the ‘Forest Murmurs’ from Siegfreid and

the Rienzi overture - and shortly moved to Adelaide.  A

subsequent letter from a leading Adelaide fan of the day - a Mrs

Joyce - to Graham Stone read in part:

Gordon Walkenden of Melbourne now lives at 153 South

Terrace, Adelaide, and oh! how we all wish he was back in

Melbourne!  He has a

voice like a foghorn

and loves to hear it

raised in song.  In the

last three meetings

we have had him to

the point that, if he

keeps it up the

others will either

gang up on him or

stop coming.  Never

have I seen such a

pill!  I even told him

to shut up, a thing I didn’t think I was capable of saying to a guest,

and he continued merrily on!

The Val’s episode illustrated a further quirk of Australian

fandom. Women were not only largely absent from our activities

but mostly unsought.  When Rosemary Simmons applied for

membership of the Futurian Society of Sydney in 1952, her

application was rejected on the grounds that, in Vol Molesworth’s

words: ‘... the admission of women had caused trouble in the

pre-war days of the club’.  The poet Lex Banning intervened with
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the query ‘Are we Futurians or are we Vic-torians?’ but the

Society’s all-male membership went ahead to vote down Ms

Simmons by a two-thirds majority.  Extensive organization was

required to reverse the decision at a subsequent meeting and

dispel as much as possible the richly merited ignominy. 

Melbourne’s first woman member - Betty Garbutt - was

accompanied to her first meeting by her sister, as a chaperon or

source of moral support.  The sister, to the best of my

recollection, did not reappear.  Betty remained the sole

representative of her sex until I began bringing along Jill

McKeown, to whom I shortly became engaged.

Amateur Fantasy Publications of Australia

The creative side of the MSFG was instigated by Lee and

Dick.  ‘We’, Lee told Dick in 1952, ‘must put out a fanzine.’  What

resulted after lengthy gestation was not one fanzine but five,

titled respectively Perhaps, Bacchanalia, Etherline, Question Mark

and Antipodes. The vehicle for all this activity was Amateur

Fantasy Publications of Australia (AFPA), which owned the

group’s stencils, paper and ink, and in due course - after extensive

experimentation with less satisfactory devices - had the carriage

of its purchase of a Roneo 500 duplicator.  The initial membership

of AFPA was Lee, Dick and Mervyn Binns.  I was a latecomer, and

two new arrivals in the MSFG, Ian Crozier and Kevin Whelahan,

joined later again. By Dick’s account:

Leo not only provided the push, but he did most of the work. 

He wrote letters, contacted people, suggested story ideas and cover

illustrations, solved layout problems, told Mervyn when to turn the

duplicator handle, and in short was the driving force (spiritual)

behind Perhaps.  Mervyn Binns was the driving force (material): he

f o u n d  u s  a

duplicator, fixed it

when it went wrong,

forced it into action

and was, in short,

indefatigable on the

production side.  I? I

obeyed orders, and

produced all the little

fillers designed to

round out those big

b l a n k  s p a c e s

between the high

powered stories and

articles.  Anyway,

most of my stuff was

rejected.

It was Lee’s

dream that Perhaps,

the publication for

which he was primarily responsible, would live up to its subtitle,

as ‘The International Magazine of Fantasy and Science Fiction’.  I

hoped to make my Bacchanalia an antipodean counterpart for two

outstanding American fanzines, Nekromantikon and Fanscient,

which I had accepted on loan from Graham Stone, unwarily

allowed Kevin Whelahan to borrow from me and - to Graham’s

rage and my enduring shame - never been able to induce Kevin to

return.  Inevitably, reality in the case of both Lee’s first issue and

my own fell short by far of our aspirations.  ‘At the time’ Lee has
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recorded, ‘I was dismally disappointed’. He to his great credit

persisted.  An incomparably more polished Perhaps 2 - and

ultimately a Perhaps 3 - appeared, laying in part the foundations

for his success as a professional writer.  My enthusiasm waned,

and the Bacchanalia 2 which finally came out was the work of a

new editor.  AFPA’s outstanding success story turned out

ironically to be the publication in which fewest hopes and least

foresight had been invested.  Etherline - a newszine produced

largely on a collective basis - established what may well have been

a record for the fan publishing circles of the day, by appearing

regularly at fortnightly intervals for 100 issues, from 1953 until

1958.

Well before the appearance of Bacchanalia 2 in 1956, my

active involvement in fandom had ceased.  My courtship of my

future wife had been funded largely by the selling-off of the

greater part of my science-fiction collection at successive MSFG

meetings over the best part of a two-year period.  I was reading

much more widely.  The Melbourne Grammar library and

Parliamentary Society had already fanned my long-standing

interest in politics, and the lecturers at Toorak Teachers’ College

were further developing my liking for music and theatre.  My three

months national service training in early 1954 and my marriage

two years later were circuit-breakers, marking the point where I

moved on irrevocably from the world of science fiction to the

preoccupations which subsequently shaped my life.  The ties

which held together our little circle of friends were likewise

loosening.  Bob McCubbin died before his time, while Dick Jenssen 

was detached ultimately by the demands of teaching and research

in the Science Faculty at Melbourne University.  It remained for

Lee Harding to become the author of a series of outstanding

science fiction novels which includes - to date - Displaced Person

and Future Sanctuary, and for Mervyn Binns to establish - and,

sadly, later close down - Melbourne’s Space Age Bookshop. 

Meanwhile, the MSFG has endured, in forms re-invented by

successive generations of fans to serve their changing emphases,

and the expanding opportunities held out to them by new

technologies.  Along with many like us, virtually in every country

on earth, we remain endebted deeply to science fiction for the

pleasures to which it has introduced us, the enduring friendships

it has enabled us to establish and the additional edge which it has

imparted to our curiosity, imagination and pursuit of ideas.

Race Mathews, 1994.
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My life in SF Fandom
Dick Jenssen

Preamble

Inherently lazy, I am attracted to actions which produce

more than one result, and so have a predilection for puns and

double entendres. I mention this because I hope that in what

follows, phrases such as ‘being a science fiction fan’ may be

replaced by ‘being gay’ without the contextual surrounds being

changed. It seems to me, at least in my life, that both aspects of

myself share similar features.

The substitution of the

phrases will not always be

applicable, but, then, that is
part of the challenge...

Being an SF fan

I am a science fiction

fan, as opposed to merely a

reader or viewer, because I

find great joy in the stories,

films, and discussions of this

genre. And that pleasure is

the result of the interaction

between what is read or seen

and my personality. In other

words, I am a fan simply

because it is my nature to be

so. It is not an active choice

on my part. Indeed, to

misquote Theodore Sturgeon very slightly, ‘Why must we love

where the lightning strikes, and not where we choose? But I'm glad

it's you, science fiction, I'm glad it's you’. But this means I must try

to define what my nature is, in respect to SF. And here I will

assume that my specific characteristics have, in fact, a wider

applicability.

In Edgar Allen Poe's words:

From childhood's hour I have not been

As others were; I have not seen

As others saw; I could not bring

My passions from a common spring.
(from Childhood's Hour)

To which we could add Robert Frost's:

Two roads diverged in a wood, and I -

I took the one less traveled by,

And that has made all the difference.

(from The Road Not Taken)

or even Melville's:

...as for me, I am tormented with an everlasting itch for things

remote. I love to sail forbidden seas, and land on barbarous coasts.

Not ignoring what is good, I am quick to perceive a horror, and could

still be social with it...since it is well to be on friendly terms with all

the inmates of the place one lodges in.

(from Moby Dick)

Which means that I believe an SF fan is someone who lives

slightly askew from those who inhabit the drab everyday world,
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someone who sees things from a modified perspective. Someone

who can perceive the extraordinary in the ordinary, the ultra-

mundane in the mundane, and the wonder which resides in the

ubiquity of the commonplace. But there's even more to a fan.

Most everyone will respond to the natural beauty of a

rainbow, but most, even some scientists, will hold that the

scientific explanation of the phenomenon etiolates that beauty to

the point of extinction. Most scientists will appreciate the natural

beauty and also that of the physics, but will believe that the latter

is of another kind, inasmuch as it appeals to the intellect rather

than to the senses. The science fiction fan (and the true scientist)

will appreciate both the rainbow and the physical explanation, and

will, moreover, see that the two together produce a new beauty

more wondrous than either. They will respond to the defining

characteristics of SF - to the sense of wonder and to the underlying
science, even if that science is, all too often in SF, highly flawed, if

not downright incorrect. But it must always be plausible...

Abraham Merritt expressed the combination of  beauty of

emotion and logic masterfully in The Metal Monster:

In this great crucible of life we call the world - in the vaster one

we call the universe - the mysteries lie close packed, uncountable as

grains of sand on ocean's shores. They thread gigantic, the star-flung

spaces; they creep, atomic, beneath the microscope's peering eye.

They walk beside us, unseen and unheard, calling out to us, asking

why we are deaf to their crying, blind to their wonder. Sometimes

the veil drops from a man's eyes, and he sees - and speaks of his

vision.

And this is why that veil-less man comes to write science

fiction.

But, and of course, there is more to SF than a sense of

wonder...

Life before Science Fiction

I was born, on July 6, 1935, in Shanghai, China, of a British

father - Tia Jenssen - and a Russian mother - Gail, nee Bredihina.

Mother, father and child were moved to Sydney in 1941 by Tia's

employer - the Shell Oil Company. Gail and I left first, and Tia was

lucky enough to be on the last ship out of Shanghai before the

Japanese moved in. The rest of the family, apart from two of Gail's

sisters, were interned during the war. British aunts, uncles,

cousins, Russian aunts and cousins, Norwegian grandfather,

Polish/Jewish grandmother all sat out the war in camps.

All survived, but the family never really got back together -

split amongst the US, Canada, England and Singapore...

That name Ditmar
I was christened Martin James Ditmar Jenssen, and, as

usual, my father did not remember the correct form of my naming,

because for many years he thought, and told the world in every

official document he signed on my behalf (school legal papers, for

example), that I was Ditmar James Martin Jenssen. It was only

when I had to use my birth certificate to obtain a passport and

immigrant visa to the U.S. in 1963 that the correct ordering of my

Christian names was discovered. There is more to say concerning

'Ditmar' below, but for now it must be pointed out that my

father's family was one in which the individuals were known by

names quite other than those given them. Dad was Matthew

Albert, but answered only to 'Tia'; my uncle was George William,

but was 'Dede' at home; my aunts were 'Tommy' and 'Lala' -

names which would never have been given them. And so, I was
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never 'Ditmar', nor 'Martin' nor 'James', but always 'Dick'. Why I

do not know. My poor mother apparently had no say in the matter

- she once confided to me that she would have preferred me to

have been a 'Donald Alan’.

A first glimpse of Science Fiction Art

For as long as I can remember, I have been an SF fan. I have

always responded to SF in words and images, even though until I

was about fifteen, I didn't know that what I liked should be called

‘Science Fiction’. Unfortunately, growing up in Australia in the

1940's and 50's meant that what was available was almost only

comics and movie serials, and in turn that meant that SF was

inevitably described as ‘that Buck Rogers stuff’ - a description

which had intensely derogatory overtones when used by those

who spoke from a position of ignorance, bias and prejudice.

But two events, both when I was about eight years old, and
both in the same classroom, made me realize just how wrong, and

how stupid, such a negative view was.

The first was when one of the boys brought a large picture-

book of astronomical paintings into class - he had either just

returned from America, or had just been sent the book. Now, he

was seated on the opposite side of the room to me, and was

about forty-five degrees toward the front of the class, but I still

could see the book with extreme clarity, and so beheld a view of

Saturn from just outside its rings, in breathtaking colour. I mean

breathtaking quite literally. I can remember gasping at the beauty

of the painting which may, or may not, have been by Chesley

Bonestell. Now I could never have imagined this for myself at the

time, because any depiction of Saturn I had encountered was

either a bad sketch in a comic, or a poor special effect in a serial,

and in black and white. But having seen the painting, I could now

not only imagine it, but could visualize variations of it, could

change the colors, the viewpoint, add details or hardware - in

short, that one painting suddenly opened up a world I never knew,

expanded my imagination, and threw off some of the shackles

which constrained it.

The other was a reading by our teacher of a story. What the

story's title was, or who wrote it, I can not remember (it might

even have been a Professor Branestawm yarn by Norman Hunter),

but it dealt with a professor who had invented a time machine and

who, accompanied by his nephew and niece, had used it to travel

back into the Triassic age. Perhaps the teacher was a great reader,

perhaps the story was so well told, perhaps it was my thus-

stimulated imagination, or a combination of all three, but I saw the

dinosaurs, the huge trees, the great ferns, heard the sounds, and
moved with the small party of three through a new landscape.

Again, I could never have imagined this for myself, but, once

exposed to the ideas, could now embellish them. 

The joy, the beauty, of these two experiences told me that SF

would bring me pleasure, that it would enhance my life, would open

me to new experiences, and that this was right, proper and correct.

This was perfect enmeshment with my personality. And anyone

who sneered at "that Buck Rogers stuff" was not only ignorant,

but proud of their ignorance. In short, I never had any trouble with

being a science fiction reader, but only with those who thought

that I should have trouble.

Real Science Fiction

Some seven years later, my school friend Race Mathews

further enriched my life and influenced it forever by giving me a
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digest sized magazine, dated October 1950 and which bore on its

cover, in blocky letters, the words ‘Science Fiction’. Above these

words, and in a different and smaller typeface - which meant it

was not as significant - was ‘Astounding’. I read every word, and

discovered that what I had responded to in the past was called

Science Fiction, that this magazine was for adults, that many

people took it seriously (the letter column was a mixture of

enthusiasm and vaguely comprehensible science), and that there

were ideas in the stories which made me think. And think deeply.

SF was not only wonder, a goad to the imagination, but it also

offered intellectual pleasures.

Race also let me know that the school library had a copy of

Groff Conklin's The Best of Science Fiction (the first hard cover

anthology of SF ever published), and told me where I could buy a

copy of Healy & McComas's Adventures in Time and Space (the
second hard cover anthology, and still one of the best ever).

Many of the stories - those which involved time travel

paradoxes in particular - forced me to think very hard indeed in

order to resolve the seeming inconsistencies. They forced me to

apply logic and rigor when I thought about the stories - they made

me exercise not only my imagination but my intellect. Such as it

was. Other stories had a mathematical bent - how to imagine a

fourth space dimension, how a one-sided, one-edged, surface

could exist...

And it was Race, yet again, who gave me what remains after

fifty-six years my most read and second favorite novel - Abraham

Merritt's The Ship of Ishtar. (The top favorite is Marcel's Proust's

Remembrance of Things Past, which is also - by far - the best novel

I have read. The third favorite is Henry Kuttner's Fury…). 

The early Melbourne Science Fiction Club

Race was fifteen at this time, very mature, of a strong

personality, and possessed of what appeared to be unlimited

energy - which he still has. So it was not surprising that he

discovered other SF fans in Melbourne, and arranged meetings

where we all could get together - I was included because of the

accident of knowing Race. Initially, we met in each others' houses,

but the group soon grew so large that less confined spaces had to

be found. The first meeting place was a coffee lounge called Val's

in Swanston Street between Little Collins and Bourke Streets.

Leaving home one night, I said goodnight to my Mother,

who had a guest for dinner, told her that I was off for the SF

meeting, and that I'd be back late. ‘Where are you going?’, I was

asked by the guest, and when I responded ‘Val's’, was cautioned

with - ‘You be careful, Dick, a lot of queens go there’. ‘Right!’, I
said, and left, not having the vaguest idea of what a queen was.

Now if it seems odd, and unbelievable, that a sixteen year old boy

was ignorant of queens, you must realise that in the early 1950's

in Australia, sex was something which was never openly discussed

(except in medical or scientific circles), but merely sniggered over

by adolescents or guffawed at in dirty jokes told by the blokes in

the pubs. Anything even remotely sexual, or which to the censors

(of which there were many) was suggestive, was eliminated from

films and radio, or banned outright in books. I seem to remember

that even some of Tolstoy was therefore banned.

To my eyes, the other patrons of Val's seemed not in the

least strange, and, perhaps unfortunately, I met with no

adventures which might have enlarged, so to speak, my

experiential horizons. But someone in the SF group must have
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recommended Val's - though I never discovered who. A pity - I

have always been fond of racy gossip.

It was at a Val's meeting that Bob McCubbin suggested we

call ourselves a Club, but without any formal rules or brief, or

office-bearers - and so, again simply by the serendipitous fact of

being in the right place at the right time, I found myself a founding

member of the Club.

They're not (such) a weird mob

SF, I have said, brought me wonder, goaded and stimulated

both my imagination and intellectual capabilities, and introduced

me to new scientific and mathematical concepts - all the while

entertaining me royally. Even though - if I listened to those who

weren't ‘dreamers’ and who didn't need such ‘escapism’ - what I

read was supposedly barely literate. Though it was J R R Tolkien

who pointed out that the people most frightened of escape are
the jailers of this world - those who believe in the power and

necessity of shackles. Dreamers, say the warders, are also those

who live in ivory towers, quite forgetting the fact that from the

top of such a tower one can see further and much more clearly

than can the grunting hogs at its base, who eye only the mire and

ordure through which they snuffle their lives away.

The members of the Club seemed to be neither illiterate nor

intellectually challenged. They had imagination (which is necessary

for dreams) and they questioned the world around them (because

the view from the tower exposed more to their intellect). They

may have viewed the universe aslant, but they seemed to me to

be freer because of it.

An example. At the age of seventeen I was probably even

more obnoxious than I am now - being possessed of ideas which

I knew were right and unassailable - and unstoppable in my desire

to give others the benefit of my knowledge. And so I was

expounding to a friend on the virtues of Progress. Democracy was

the pinnacle of government, Christianity was the summit of

religion (and the Church Of England was perched above all others

on the peak), humanity was the noblest creature ever to inhabit

the earth, the British Empire (though it had slipped to a

Commonwealth) was the most benevolent power ever to have

been, and...the list goes on. All of this was due, so I said, because

of Progress. 

‘Ah, Dick’, said my friend Rod, ’I think you should read Bury's

book The Idea of Progress’. Which shut me up, but left my jaw

hanging. I knew of J B Bury, an historian whom I had read, and the

thought that such a respected authority could write a book on the

idea of Progress, when everyone knew it was a fact, was, to me,
unimaginable. But I respected Rod, and so I read the book.

It changed my life. My life, and likely no one else's, because

it came at the right time, and addressed my very personal

prejudices. Bury showed convincingly and unequivocally that

Progress - which was now in my mind just the lower case progress

- was an idea whose form had fluctuated with time and differing

civilizations. But if were so (the implication was so forceful that I

could not avoid it), then I had been lied to by my parents, by my

teachers, by my priests, by my government, by all in authority.

They had conspired - even if they were not in conscious  collusion -

to fill my mind with propaganda, bias and prejudice. It was they

who were the jailers, who put shackles on me, who manacled my

mind with insidious, invisible chains, and who may never have

realised what they were doing because they themselves were so
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bound and constricted.

And so, after the book, I had replaced my enthusiasm for

the Fact of Progress by the idea of progress. Just as obnoxious as

ever, when I next saw Rod I was desperate to disgorge my half-

digested appraisals.

‘Rod, thank you so much for suggesting Bury's book - we

really must discuss it...’ But Rod merely laughed, and said: ‘I

haven't read the book, Dick - I just thought you should’.

Which encapsulates SF and the SF fans for me - both are

purveyors of subversion.

SF as Subversion

The ideas which the fans at the club threw around were

sometimes half-baked, downright wrong, or on the fringe of

sanity, but most were not, most gave one pause, and made one

think, perhaps, as in the anecdote above, about the hidden
assumptions we all live by. Science fiction itself has this subversive

quality, which is one possible reason why the fans, those

passionate about the genre, are attracted to it.

In the early 1950's, a new writer, Phillip Jose Farmer, burst

into prominence with a novella The Lovers which appeared in

Startling Stories for August 1952. The plot was simple - an

Earthman on a far distant planet has fallen in love with a girl,

native to the planet. They live together, cohabit, and she becomes

pregnant. But since she is not human, the pregnancy has

unforeseen consequences, which, not to spoil the story, won't be

revealed here. The novella was a romance and a study of passion

and its aftermath - it seemed at the time, to express the growing

new maturity of SF, moving away from crashing planets, bug-eyed

monsters and other dimensions towards an exploration of

character and emotion. In fact, this story is so well-regarded that,

as Ansible 183 reports, ‘Farmer was presented with a plaque at a

Peoria public library on 10 August, 2002, celebrating the 50th

anniversary of his once controversial alien-sex story The

Lovers...which helped him win a Hugo in their first year of

presentation, as Best New Author’.

But if one thought about The Lovers for a moment, there

was a very subversive subtext. It was, it is true, about love and

passion and sexuality, but the sex was between a human and

another species. She was human in appearance, but was no closer

to us than a vicuna, or a sheep, or a chicken. In short, the novella

was about bestiality. And it was accepted, and praised, at a time

when many countries of the world, and some states in the US

prescribed the death penalty for such an activity. (In fact, some

countries still do, as I suspect is the case in Texas). The story
presented aspects of bestiality in a positive light - it was a

disguised plea for tolerance. Now perhaps this was not Farmer's

intent, but the subtext is there, and many readers, I feel certain, 

will pick up on it subconsciously.

In the 1950's there were many books and stories dealing

with homosexual characters (the specialized word ‘gay’ didn't

exist in Australia then), but very few had happy homos, and even

fewer had happy resolutions. Even such positive novels as

Quatrefoil by Stephen Barr ended in death, and the only novel I

can think of in which the gay pair survive, just as happy as when

the story began, was The Heart in Exile by Rodney Garland. The

same bias held in short stories. Writers such as Graham Greene

and John O'Hara wrote intensely homophobic stories, which were

approvingly published. Exceptions were E. M. Forster (whose
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stories remained unpublished until after his death) and Tennessee

Williams (in The Mysteries of the Joy Rio). So it was again

subversive of SF to publish a gay-themed, and positive, story by

Theodore Sturgeon The World Well Lost (in Universe Science

Fiction, June '53).  Remember this was at a time when, in Australia,

one could go to jail simply for being gay - as a friend of mine

discovered.

For those who read between the lines, or perhaps indulge

in wish-fulfillment, there were gay characters in SF, but not overtly

so. Some of my favorite stories are the Ransom and McTate stories

by Homer Nearing Jr. which appeared in Fantasy and Science

Fiction, again in the early 50's, and most of which were loosely

joined together into the ‘novel’ The Sinister Researches of C P

Ransom. The two main characters, Cleanth Penn Ransom of the

Mathematics Department and Archibald McTate of Philosophy
seem to behave like a happily married couple, engaging, every so

often, in rather arch banter. Even if I am wrong and making false

imputations, the stories are too good  to miss. But I find a certain

sensibility in lines like ’...the Dean's wife sat down behind her

bosom...’ and ‘...the congregation surged forward in a babble of

eschatological cries...’ and ‘...the owner of the voice, harsh with

virginal acrimony, loomed behind it...’ and ‘...befetished

nymphophobe and chastitute...’.

A choice of career

If SF had done no more than affect my life as I have just

sketchily outlined, it would have been a powerful shaper of my

days and thoughts. But it helped mould my career. It seems likely

that I would have chosen Science in any event, but the decision

was inevitable given the pleasure SF had bestowed on me. And

with the heavy emphasis in SF at that time on the mathematical

sciences, I had to major in Physics.

Very early in my vocation as a science fiction fan, I had read

F G Rayer's novel Tomorrow Sometimes Comes - a book which was

to have a great influence on me. Not for the prose, since, at

sixteen, I could not distinguish good from bad, nor Vargo Statten

from John Wyndham, but for the ideas and the amazingly

prophetic depiction of an invention which was to change the

world, though few realised it at the time. The plot combined many

disparate themes, Armageddon, the Sleeper awakes, the

Redemption and Restitution of the world, and Time travel. What

brought these together was that the Destroyer who unleashes

Armageddon, is the Sleeper who wakes, who then becomes the

Savior of the world by becoming the Time Traveler.

When Rawson, the Sleeper, regains consciousness in the
future world for which he is responsible, he discovers that pockets

of organized life exist in scattered villages and small cities. 

Rawson finds his way to one of these, and learns it is dominated

by a computer. This is the Mens Magna (which sounds so much

more intimidating than Giant Brain), occupying a huge building -

probably larger than a city block - and which controls all aspects of

the city, and the inhabitants' lives. It is also waging a war against

the ‘barbarian’ hordes outside the gates.  The Mens is capable of

conducting many hundreds (if not thousands) of interviews at

once, while simultaneously running all other control programs,

repairing itself, and adjusting and amending its own programs. It

communicates by keyboard, visual screens, and voice - both

understanding human speech, and responding vocally. It is

massively redundant with many ‘control units’. All newcomers to
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Dick operating CSIRAC
(from The Sun, 22 September 1958, p.6)

the city must be interviewed by the Mens which attempts to elicit

hidden information by asking what are apparently disconnected

questions in the nature of non sequiturs. The computer is thus

self-programming, self-aware, multi-tasking, redundant, and

communicates in a highly sophisticated manner, and seems

possessed of intelligence. 

If the above description sounds familiar, that may be

because the Alpha 60 computer in Jean-Luc Godard's 1965 film

Alphaville shared all these traits. Rayer was not, of course,

credited.  The novel was written in 1951, when probably there

were less than half-a-dozen digital computers in existence, none

of which any any of the capabilities which Rayer had envidaged so

this was mind expanding stuff.

Five years after the Club was formed, I had just completed

my BSc, and was so in love with the academic life that the thought
of facing the whole wide, cruel, world was terrifying. But my third

year results were so spotty and inconsistent - honors and bare

passes - and my experimental abilities so non-existent (I think I

must have been one of the very few who ever failed Practical

Work), that a Master's in Physics was out of the question. But - as

so often has happened in my life - luck stepped in, and a friend of

mine in the final year class told me that Meteorology was looking

for a Master's candidate. Which seemed about as interesting as

the physics and chemistry of doughnuts, but I went to see them

anyway. Again, the fickle finger waved approvingly and I found

that the research topic was The Barotropic Model - a simplified set

of equations governing the behavior of the atmosphere and which

allowed a prediction to be made of the weather using an electronic

digital computer. Australian scientists at CSIR (Council for Scientific

and Industrial Research -

later to become CSIRO)

had built what I believe is

t h e  w o r l d ' s  t h i r d

computer which had its

programs, and data,

stored internally in its

memory. CSIRAC, as the

c o m p u t e r  w a s

acronymed, had just been

installed within the

Physics Department.

So the planned MSc project was going to be, as far as I was

concerned, like living an SF story. Resistance was futile, even if it

had crossed my mind. Were it not for SF and Rayer, (and a very
scrappy undergraduate record, and the desperation of the

Meteorology Department) I would have had a very different

professional career. I would have missed out a job which, for the

most part, was enjoyable and rewarding, and I would never have

known just how much I liked teaching. Research, programming

and lecturing slowly usurped the place SF had occupied in my life,

a place to which I only returned after my retirement, and then not

nearly as passionately as in the early years.

The highlights of my career include moving, after taking my

PhD, to the University of Wisconsin, Madison, in 1963 as an

Assistant Professor in the Meteorology Department. In 1966 I

returned to Australia and to Melbourne University, where I spent

most of my professional life in the Meteorology Department, of

which I have been Chairman. I've authored some 30 papers
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(mainly in the field of computer modeling of large ice masses such

as Antarctica), co-edited a book (Climatic Change and Variability. A

Southern Perspective, Cambridge University Press), been a council

member and Secretary of the Royal Meteorological Society

(Australian Branch) and the Australian Meteorological Society, and

editor of the Australian Meteorological Magazine. My main

professional successes were performing the first computer

weather forecast in the Southern Hemisphere, and pioneering the

use of computer modeling of glacial dynamics and

thermodynamics. I have been a Research Associate at The Scott

Polar Institute, the Bavarian Academy of Sciences, and at CIRES at

the University of Colorado in Boulder.

Graphics

Very early in my life as a real SF fan, I found myself wanting

to express my devotion to the genre and to do so in a way which
I would find rewarding. There was writing, and I tried this, but it

was always a chore, because sitting down to put words on paper,

even if what I wanted to say was clear in my mind and had been

written there, at least in principle, was not a satisfying experience.

And I was not - it was very, very clear, very, very soon - a competent

scribbler. What gave me the greatest satisfaction was pen on

paper, graphically. I was, as I've said, a great fan of Buck Rogers,

and so drawing comics, from the age of 7 or so, was inevitable. I

remember at that time telling a friend of mine that when I reached

legal maturity - twenty-one, that is - I was going to change my

name, by deed poll, to Buck Rogers. It seemed perfectly sane at

the time, and Ken Hayward, to whom I confessed this ambition,

regarded it also as nothing unusual. I never did, of course, effect

the change, but with time I transformed my primitive comics into

drawings for fanzines.

There were essentially three of these - Bacchanalia from

Race Mathews; Perhaps from Lee Harding, Merv Binns and myself;

and Etherline from Harding, Ian Crozier and myself. I did covers

and interior illustrations for all three. Etherline was a Roneoed,

digest-sized publication, typed onto waxed master sheets. These

were then placed on a drum containing ink, a handle was cranked

(Merv was always co-opted for this task as he seemed to spray the

least amount of ink on the surrounds) and paper fed through

under the drum. Drawing on these waxed sheets was done using

a metal stylus - which had the unfortunate effect of all too readily

tearing the surface apart. It was always a challenge.

Now, my memory is faulty - it always has been - I seem to

have a facility to remember trivia; useless facts about words (for

example that abstemious and caesious are words which contain
the vowels a, e, i, o and u once and once only in their correct

order, or that duoliteral and prunoidean contain all the vowels

once only but in reverse order); or numbers; or film credits - but

important facts, and names, and faces keep evaporating. So when

I say that I remember a digest-sized American fanzine in the 50s

titled Science Fiction Advertiser, I'm almost certainly wrong. I also

remember that some of its covers were done by a Morris Scott

Dollens - but that, too, is likely a figment of my mismemory. These

covers, whoever they were by, and wherever they appeared, were

in black and white - stunning space and planetary scenes (perhaps

they were photographed models?) in rich chiaroscuro. They

inspired me to try to create some of my own, and when I went to

the downtown artists' supplier - Dean's - and asked how I could go

about such a program, it was suggested to me that I try 
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Dick’s scraperboard cover illo for Perhaps 3, 1953

scraperboard. This was a thin plaster, or something akin to it, such

as cohesive chalk, bonded to a cardboard base. The white surface

could be painted (usually black), then scraped away with a scalpel

to reveal the white underlay: it was a method of drawing in

negative. I used this method for covers for Bacchanalia and

Perhaps. Interior graphics were standard pen and black ink on

paper (I liked an onion paper for these).

When I went to the US in 1963, I found myself not only away

from my circle of SF fans, but so heavily involved in work - which

was enjoyable, satisfying and rewarding - that I had no time to

pursue my graphics. The work became even more demanding (and

enriching) as I moved up the academic ladder and had to add

administrative duties to my work day, so that, even though I was

now back in Melbourne, I drifted away from the SF scene. Only

when I took early retirement at the end of 1992, did I segue back
into the field and renew my friendships with Race Mathews (fifty-

eight years of it), Lee Harding and Merv Binns (both fifty-one

years), Bill Wright (fifty years), Bruce Gillespie (forty years)…

Science fiction friendships have a quality, it would seem, of long-

term sustainability.

My career had been intimately connected with computers,

starting with my MSc work in 1957, and then in climate and

glaciological modelling research, so that when I found myself

away from work, the best way I could think of filling in the time as

I slid down the razor-blade of life into total senescence, was to

explore my discarded interest in graphics. There were no

conscious influences at work here, no artists which I could truly

say were my guides or exemplars, because I knew that what little

facility I possessed, if I truly had any, was of an exquisitely minor
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nature. Perhaps, however, my graphics have been shaped

inadvertently by those artists whom I admire - Botticelli, Tiepolo,

Redon, Tapies, Alma-Tadema, Leighton, Dali, Puvis de Chavannes,

Rembrandt, Vermeer, Lautrec…the list goes on. And of course,

Virgil Finlay, Hannes Bok, Maxfield Parrish and Winsor McKay. But

I cannot, no matter how hard I try, see their influences on my

work.

Since I always had trouble when using pen, or brush, to

transfer, what I vaguely had in mind, on to paper (and the initial

image was indeed vague), and since I usually always wanted to

redo what I had created, in order to reorganize the compositional

elements, and/or the coloring, and/or the elements themselves, it

seemed that graphic packages would be ideal. Software which

would allow me to generate three-dimensional objects in a virtual

world, to organize their spatial distribution and relations, to color
them as I wished, to manipulate them in unreal ways, to… The

problem was that, as a retiree, I had limited funds to play with,

and so what I bought would not only need to be powerful but

inexpensive. I settled on Metatools' Bryce 2. 

I rejoined the SF scene partly by accident, and once again it

was Race Mathews who was responsible. He gathered together

some old-time fans - Lee Harding, Bruce Gillespie, John Foyster,

myself - for dinner at his place, and we discovered that even

though we all still read SF, but for most of us in a rather desultory

manner, we all were confirmed cinema buffs. Race suggested that

we get together on a monthly basis to watch films. Which we did.

With the SF contingent strong at these evenings, and since we

were later joined by Bill Wright who like me had moved back into

the SF fold and was resurrecting his apazine Interstellar Ramjet

Scoop, it seemed inevitable that I would proffer my graphics to

fanzine editors - Bill and Bruce in particular. Bill, especially, has

been most generous in his use of my efforts, inasmuch as except

for the first, coverless, IRS reissue (December 1996), and that for

December 2004, he has used my work on every subsequent cover.

Bruce Gillespie also has had my work on his 'zines - brg,

Metaphysical Review, SF Commentary, and Cosmic Donut of Life. His

wife, Elaine Cochrane, had used some illustrations of mine in her

gardening 'zine Weeders' Digest. Other places where people have

been fearless enough to use Ditmar work have been Thyme (Alan

Stewart), and 'zines by U.S. fans Bill Bowers (Outworlds 70),

Michael Waite and Tim Marion. Even Earl Kemp has been bold

enough to not only use some images of mine, but has 'published'

on his eZine a Ditmar Portfolio - a collection of some recent efforts

of mine.
I said that I initially used Bryce 2, and as it went through

successive metamorphoses, I moved with it to Bryce 3, then 4,

then 5. Corel had taken the software over by then, and for two

years just sat on it. Then they discontinued supporting it for the

MAC, and it seemed to me that its days were numbered. But, by

one of those Jungian synchronistic events, I received an email

from Eon software to tell me that, as a legitimate and registered

user of Poser, I was entitled to a massive discount on Eon's Vue

d'Esprit 4 - an alternative to Bryce. So I moved to Vue, which was

quite an improvement from Bryce in many respects. Then came -

a few months apart - Vue 4 Professional, Vue Esprit 5, and now Vue

Infinite. As each incarnation was a good step beyond the last, the

latest (Infinite) is well beyond Bryce. DAZ has now taken over Bryce

and the latest is version 5.5, which is still well behind Vue.
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Ditmar and the Ditmar

For most of my life I have been lucky - I knew Race Mathews

at school and so was part of the group he organized and which

eventually became the Melbourne Science Fiction Club.  In fact,

because of this coincidence I became a Founding Member. At

work, when I was a PhD student, we had in the department a

Visiting Fellow for a year, and we two played chess at morning and

afternoon coffee breaks. When Schwerdtfeger left, the game

score was 50-all, and I take this as the reason that I was invited to

Wisconsin as an Assistant Professor at the end of my studies - that

is, so we could continue our matches.

And so it was again that when I was part of an organizing

committee for a Convention to be held in Melbourne in 1969,

there came another serendipitous occurrence. It was at this

convention that the first Australian Science Fiction Awards were
to be given. The committee met on a particularly stifling summer's

day in the clubroom's oppressively hot confines. There came the

usual (for anyone who is used to the way committees work, which

is certainly slowly and very mysteriously) protracted and

meandering discussion trying to fix on a popular name for the

awards - Constellation, Southern Cross, DownUnders…  Finally,

thirst overwhelmed me, and my frivolous nature erupted, with the

result that I facetiously suggested that they be called 'Ditmars'. To

my surprise, this found favor; with Merv Binns being the most

vociferous in support. Many years later Merv claimed that he did

not know that 'Ditmar' was my Christian name - a claim of which

I have trouble acknowledging the veracity. However, if anyone

had asked for an explanation of why the Australian Science Fiction

Awards should be colloquially called Ditmars, I was ready to say

that I was intending to analyze the statistics of the voting forms

on a Melbourne University computer known as a Digital

Integrating and Tabulating Mechanism for the Advancement of

Research. But no one ever inquired.

Things of which I am proud

If I look back at my life and career, there are things which I

think I might be proud of, but which, on reflection, are not quite

so. For example, there are those in the 'highlights of my career'

paragraph above. But these 'accomplishments' fell into my lap, so

to speak, because of my luck - and even if they were my efforts,

they were not uniquely mine, in the sense that anyone could have

accomplished them. If it had not been me, then someone else

would have done so. They are mine because I was in the right

place at the right time.

Only four things belong in the category of 'what I would not
want my life to have been without' - and even if these, too, were

freaks of fortune, of stochastic serendipity, and due to

circumstances beyond my control, they are mine alone, and could

not belong to another's life.

The major one is finding the love of my life and having that

love returned and multiplied many times over.

As Dowson says:

They are not long, these days of wine and roses

Out of a misty dream

Our path emerges for a while, then closes

Within a dream.

But short as my life with my love was - a tad less than fifteen

years - it was a dream from which ‘…when I waked I cried to dream

again…’. But now I am descending into the maudlin, and into that
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Dick with his own Ditmar
(photo by Cath Ortlieb)

A Jenssen fillo from Etherline 46

state of too much unnecessary

information…

The other never-to-be-lost

events are having the Ditmars

bear my name, no matter how

undeserved that may be; winning

Ditmars myself in 2002 and 2010

in the category of Best Fan Artist,

as well as four Chronos Awards in

2009, 2010 and 2012 (two that

year); in receiving the Rotsler

Award in 2016; and being made a

Life Member of the Melbourne

Science Fiction Club in April,

2005.
It all still works

To summarise then: when

I came to SF it was because it

exposed the wonder of both the constituents of the universe and

the constituents of the intellect; it promoted and fed the

imagination and the ideas; it fostered a critical appraisal of societal

mores and conventions; and it was subversive.

Nothing has changed. Stephen Baxter's Titan gives us

technological and hard SF for most of its length, and then

suddenly shifts into Stapledonian wonder for its glorious ending.

Mary Doria Russell in The Sparrow and its continuation Children of

God exposes us to alien ideas and behaviours, then turns the

conceptions of the first novel upside down in the second, leaving

us to challenge our preconceptions and biases - in SF which is

character based and driven. And Greg Egan floods our minds with

startling, new, scientifically-based concepts in Schild's Ladder, in

which original ideas are given a seemingly solid basis in today's

quantum physics, while exposing us to the visceral beauty of the

mathematical world some of his ‘characters’ inhabit. The old SF is

still there, but more vigorous, more wide-ranging, more

intellectually challenging than ever. And just as suffused with the

natural wonder of all which is about us.

Envoi

Now in the crepuscular years of my life, as the rainbow

bridge and Valhalla loom ever larger, and as I slide down the

razor-blade of life into terminal senescence, I can review the

influence of SF and thank it for making my existence as

pleasurable as it has been.

Martin James Ditmar (Dick) Jenssen
written 2004 to 2010
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John Bangsund in 1966

GLIMPSES OF A GOLDEN AGE
John Bangsund

(For Lee Harding, with fond admiration)

It is said that the Golden Age of Science

Fiction is 13; for me it came a little later.

It's hard to believe now, but from 1961 to 1965 I was

respectably employed as a librarian at the Victorian Railways

Institute. In my spare time, which seemed endless, I read good

books, listened to good music, watched good films, travelled a lot

around Victoria, and wrote about these and other things in a diary.

Something of a republican even then, when Queen Elizabeth

visited Melbourne in 1962 I didn't stay in town for the show but

went off to Portland on Victoria’s south-west coast, stayed in a

cheap pub, and read nothing but Shakespeare for three or four

days. I lived alone, but I had a social life that now seems

extraordinarily active. I joined the ALP, indeed belonged to the

same branch as Barry Jones (then emerging as Australia's greatest

TV quiz champion, now national president of the party). I was

moderately active in Amnesty, writing swingeing letters to foreign

dictators, who never wrote back. I went to concerts and films and

exhibitions, usually with some bright girl I had met in the library.

I did not watch television. I did not read science fiction. At a party

in 1963 I met Lee Harding, a writer of science fiction. I was 24. My

life was about to change in a way I could never have imagined.

"You go through Bayswater and head for The Basin," Lee

said when I accepted his invitation to dinner, "you'll come to a

service station on your right, then our place is the third house

along. You can't see it from the road."

L e e  a n d

Carla's place was

full of books and

music, and I felt at

home the moment I

arrived. And we had

so much to talk

about! I believe I

stayed the night.

Lee was very tactful

a b o u t  s c i e n c e

f i c t i o n ,  b a r e l y

m e n t i o n i n g  i t .

Knowing my background as a theological student, before I left Lee

gave me a copy of Arthur C. Clarke's "The Nine Billion Names of

God" and invited me to comment some time on the theology in it.

The hell with theology! I was suddenly and most unexpectedly

hooked on science fiction. Lee introduced me to the best and

most interesting writers, and I couldn't get enough of them. On a

long trip to Queensland later that year I read nothing but sf. Some

of the places I stayed in are linked still in my mind with the books

I read there.

Lee also introduced me to fanzines and fandom, and

eventually fans. I met the fans' voices first. Lee was part of a

round-robin continuing conversation on tape with John Foyster,

John Baxter and Bob Smith. I think I met John Baxter first, on that
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trip to Queensland. We sat at either end of a sofa in his Sydney

flat, sneaking glances at each other, because Lee had told us that

we looked and talked alike. Apart from agreeing that we didn't, I

remember little of that meeting with John Baxter. His interests

overlapped with Lee's, but not much with mine. I met John

Foyster [1941-2003] about Easter 1964. I couldn't quite relate the

man to his voice or his fanzines, and didn't know what to make of

him at all. He was the youngest of us. He seemed at once shy and

arrogant, considerate and condescending. I had never met anyone

with such a sharp wit. When I read Shelley's comment on his

friend Peacock, "His fine wit makes such a wound the knife is lost

in it," I thought instantly of Foyster. We established a mutual

respect from the start, but it says something about both of us that

I was surprised, years later, to realize that he had long regarded

me as a close friend: such a great honor I thought he bestowed

sparingly.

In 1963 Lee and Carla became, almost literally overnight, my

best friends. Lee was an enthusiast, a man born to make

discoveries and share them as quickly as possible, then move on

to the next. I have something of that in my own nature, so Lee and

I sparked each other off. I spent most weekends at Lee and Carla's

place, and during the week Lee and I had long conversations on

the telephone.

"Are you two lovers or something?" my mother once asked

me -- a question that embarrassed me no end. "Tell her I've got a

bum like a peach," Lee suggested when I told him.

As I recall, Lee didn't actively encourage me to write. In fact

my first fanzine writing appeared in John Foyster's Satura -- a

letter or two, maybe other things. But I had been writing for years,

in my diary and occasionally elsewhere, and I desperately wanted

to convince Lee that I had at least the makings of a real writer, the

sort of writer who could be published, perhaps even for money.

One night I gave him a short story to read. He read it, in total

silence. He finished it, got up quietly from his chair, walked quietly

to the back door, opened it, and shouted into the night:

"Speeee-yew!" Well, I didn't think much of it either, but I was

hoping for some sort of constructive comment. As he came back

into the room and we fell about in convulsive laughter, I knew he

had given me far more than that.

The third Adelaide Festival of Arts was held in March 1964.

I took a fortnight's leave from the library and went to Adelaide. I

had visited Adelaide three times before, during the 1950s, and had

good memories of the place. It is still my favorite Australian capital

city. Sally and I lived there for a while in the late 70s, and would

have stayed indefinitely if there had been work for me. My budget

for that trip in 1964 was minimal, though it seems luxurious now.

I had paid for my train fare and modest accommodation, and for

tickets to the main things I wanted to see, and had a few pounds

left over.

I did a lot of walking in Adelaide, far more than I could

believe when I moved there twelve years later, but I was young

then. It was early autumn. Everything about the place was

luminous, golden: the train's early morning descent through the

glorious Adelaide hills, the trees along the Torrens, the late sun on

the city buildings, the day's memories as I returned to my little

rented house in the caravan park at Hackney.

At the Railways Institute in Adelaide, where I was welcomed

as an emissary from some higher plane of existence (my library
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had thirty branches,

theirs none), I was

given an office and

a typewriter, and

t h e r e  I  w r o t e

another story, "The

Beheading of Basil

Pott". From that

office, and from

Hackney, I also

wrote a lot of

l e t t e r s  t o  L e e

Harding. When I

r e t u r n e d  t o

M e l b o u r n e  I

couldn't believe

Lee's excitement.

H e  w a n t e d  t o

publish my story. He wanted to publish my letters. He wanted to

publish a fanzine. He had published fanzines before, but nothing

like what he had in mind now. This one would be something really

special, and he would call it Canto.

The rest of 1964, outside of working hours, was mainly

taken up with Canto, a lady named Carolyn and a twelve-year-old

car. "Not an Alvis!" Lee cried in some mixture of disbelief and

despair as I drove my limousine up his driveway at The Basin. At

least he knew what it was. I had long admired English grand

touring cars, and in 1952 I had fallen in love with the Alvis TA-21 at

the Melbourne Motor Show. I never thought I would own one, but

there it was, in mid-1964, a snip at 500 pounds. Carolyn liked it. I

had met Carolyn the night before I left for Adelaide, and I saw the

Alvis in a used-car yard in Kew one day on my way to her place.

Lee, I think, never entirely approved of Carolyn or the Alvis.

I can't recall now whether Lee or I cobbled my Adelaide

letters together to make up the piece we called "Sir William and

I in Adelaide", but I suspect I did. The uninspired introduction and

ending are certainly mine. Rereading the piece after all these years

was an unexpected pleasure: on the whole it is embarrassing, but

I like its exuberance -- and the touches of humor that creep in here

and there between the bouts of labored witticism. And I must say

that I have long since become very fond of Walton's music.

Canto 1 appeared early in 1965. As well as my piece on the

Adelaide Festival, it included my Basil Pott story, a fannish comic

strip based on Walt Kelly's Pogo characters that I drew later in

1964, and pieces by Foyster, Bob Smith and Don Symons (a superb

writer, known to the great world, if at all, as father of the musician

Red Symons). For the second issue John Foyster wrote about

Dame Joan Sutherland and Don Symons wrote about his career in

gold smuggling, and other things were written or  planned, but

Canto 2 never appeared.

In 1966 John Foyster organized a science fiction convention,

the first in Australia since 1958. Today's Australian fandom, and

much of its science fiction, has its origins in that convention. In

turn, that convention had some of its origins in a house near The

Basin that you can't see from the road, and a caravan park in

Hackney that has long since gone, and a fanzine that appeared just

once.
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A few members of the Melbourne Science Fiction Group, 2000
Standing: Mervyn Binns & Dick Jenssen

Seated: Bruce Gillespie, Bill Wright & Race Mathews (Bob & Berth having departed)
Photo by Elaine Cochrane
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Index - iOTA issues 01 to 12

Previously I thought that fanzine editors who published
indexes of their fanzines were wankers.  Why would you think that
the stuff in your fanzine was so important that it needed an index?

Of late, however, I’ve found that I’ve been losing track of all
the information that’s been published in iOTA and I’m often reduced
to making vague statements about the location of things that have
been published in previous issues.  Or I’ve read a name and thought
to myself, ‘Where did I see that name before?’  I’ve also started to
worry that I’m repeating the illos from old fanzines that I’m printing
here.

It was getting too much and something had to be done. 
Reluctantly, I realized that I would have to join the ranks of the
wankers and make an index for iOTA, just so I could keep track of
everything in it.

Having done that, it occurred to me that you might find some
interest in it too, particularly those of you who don’t mind a little
egoscanning from time to time.  The other thing is, if I put it here

then I’ll know where I’ve left it when I’m looking for it later.
Let me warn you, however, that I am not a professional

indexer, like some among our number, and that this index is a bit
idiosyncratic because I’ve made it to suit my needs rather than yours. 
Looking at a draft of it now I can see some gaps where I’ve had a
lapse in concentration or I’ve interpreted the information incorrectly,
I’ll have a go at making some changes, but not so much that it takes
me the rest of the year to get it right.  There are also some very vague
entries because I haven’t make up my mind about what some
material is about or means and I don’t want to lose it again, so I’ve
made an entry about it here.

If you spot anything that you think is obviously wrong you
might let me know, but that doesn’t mean that I will be gracious
about it.  Making indexes is hard mental grind and I’m not thinking
very favorably about this one right at the moment.  Still, it’s better
than nothing and I hope you find it interesting if you are a keen index
reader

Adelaide SF Group (Club?)   02/10, 06/17, 07/08-09, 08/09, 09/07,
10/17
AFPA   01/05, 05/02, 05/12, 06/21, 09/07, 10/28, 11/13
A History of Australian Fandom, Vol Molesworth   02/09, 03/07,
05/18, 09/03, 10/30, 11/19, 12/25, 12/31

extract from   02/07
Air Wonder Stories   06/15
All our Yesterdays, Harry Warner Jnr   12/29
Amazing Stories   01/07, 02/06, 03/08, 05/11, 05/17, 05/21, 06/15,

07/15, 07/20, 08/14, 09/21, 10/07, 10/15, 11/10
image of cover of first issue   07/15

Amazing Stories BRE   10/14
Analog   07/20, 09/27, 11/21, 11/26
ANZAPA   01/06, 04/06, 04/08, 08/19

John Foyster on formation of the apa, Ecchh-Toplasm 1   
08/21-23

APA-45   08/21, 12/24
APA-A (see ANZAPA)
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Arcturian Players   08/09
Art of Time Travel, The, Historians and Their Craft, Griffith, Tom

extract, pp129-132  07/12-14
Astounding Stories   02/06, 04/18, 05/11, 06/15, 07/18, 08/03, 11/10,
12/20
Astounding Stories BRE   06/16, 10/14, 10/17
Aussiecon   01/03, 02/11

video recordings   02/02
post-convention in Canberra   02/12-15
Hei There flyer   04/19
site selection bidding   07/25, 11/30
discussion at Syncon 70   09/15, 09/16
Australia in 75 Committee   10/29
bidding strategy, August chosen   12/27-28
Soverign Hill excursion   12/28

Aussiecon, The Long and Winding Road to
1970 - Crossing the Rubicon   06/18-19
1970 - Advertising the bid at Heicon   11/29-30
1970 - ‘Hei There’, the WorldCon bidding rules need changing 

 04/18-19
1970 - WorldCon bidding rules changes, suits Australia
07/24-25
1972 - Organizing and paying for the bid   10/28-30
1973 - ‘We Won’ report in Nortstrilian News   05/10
1973 - John Alderson’s adverse comments, Chao 13   12/28
1975 - Ursula Le Guin in Sydney   09/24-25

Aussiefan
film   02/02

Australia
Credit Squeeze   10/27
culture

relationship to fandom 01/03
censorship 07/21
cultural cringe 09/02, 10/04
role of Whitlam, EG   01/03

isolation
emigration

Foyster plans   01/04, 05/22
Harding plans   04/04

isolation from markets in UK and US   11/21-27
Carnell views of the advantages   11/26

Vietnam War   07-24
Australian Fandom, Adventures in Time   07/03, 07/27, 08/02

cover   07/27
Australian Fantasy Foundation   05/08
Australian prozine

need for one   08/09
attempt by Baxter and Smith   11/23

Australian SF Association (also known as Australian SF Society)  
05/08, 05/09, 05/11, 06/16, 06/17, 06/18, 07/06, 07/09, 08/17, 08/18,
08/23, 09/11, 10/13, 10/18, 10/19, 10/21, 10/27, 11/27, 12/21

debate over role at 1954 convention   07/09-10
criticism by John Bangsund   07/31-34

Australian SF Foundation   11/05, 12/28
Australian SF Society (1960s proposal)   07/32
Australian Tolkien Society   11/32
Australia’s Boldest Experiment, Macintyre, Stuart

comparison with The Berlin Project   08/04
A Wealth of Fable, Harry Warner Jnr   12/29

Berlin Project, The, Greg Benford
comments on alternative history   08/03-06
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Blue Centaur Books   08/09, 10/30
Brisbane SF Group (BSFG)   02/10, 06/16, 06/20, 08/09, 09/06-07,
10/08-09, 10/10

report of meeting in Etherline 56   01/09
Brisbane Fantasy & SF Association (BFSFA)   07/33, 09/32
British Interplanetary Society   10/08

CAPA-Alpha   09/13, 09/14
Captain Future   05/21
Carr, E H   What is History?   08/05

extract from pp.28-30   06/10-12
extract from p.126   08/06
extract from pp.59-62   08/12-13
extract from pp.84-86
extract from pp.103-104   11/15-16
extract from pp.131-132   12/17-19

‘Carter Brown’   11/23
Club libraries

creation and building   05/19
Collaborative Research Center in Australian History (Federation
University)   01/05
Collecting science fiction   05/11
Conferences, Australian

December 1940 - First Sydney Conference   06/08, 12/10
report by Bill Veney, from Melbourne Bulletin 3   10/03-04

April 1941, Second Sydney Conference, 10/03
report in Futurian Observer 33   06/08
report in Futurian Observer 34   06/08-10

Third Sydney Conference   03/13
8-9 August 1953, Albury Conference   09/04, 11/13-14, 11/15
reports by Brian Finch and Loralie Giles in ASFS Circular to 

Members 20 August 1953     12/14-16
1968, April 12-14 Easter conference   03/04, 07/32, 07/33, 09/10,
19/19

attendance by Pat Terry   06/19-20
Contact with overseas fandom   05/11, 05/18-19, 05/20, 05/23,
06/08, 06/09, 06/16, 10/29, 12/11

World SF League   05/18
Torcon (1948) donation to UK and Australian fandom (USD150)
and Cincinatti convention donation   05/19
influence of US fandom in Australia   05/22
contact with the US   06/14 03/08, 03/09, 03/11-12, 04/10, 09/03,
10/18, 12/11

Harry Warner article from Australian SF Monthly   12/29-34
sending material to overseas conventions   07/09
links with Minneapolis   12/24

Conventions
film showings   05/09, 07/08, 07/35, 07/36, 08/08, 09/08, 10/21
masquerades   03/04
plays   07/11, 08/10, 09/06, 10/21

Conventions, Australian
Sydcon (hoax convention, 1941)   06/09, 06/10
1952, 1st national convention   03/16, 11/14

report written by Vol Molesworth in Fantasy Times   05/08-10
1953, 2nd national convention   09/04, 10/30, 11/14

report written by Graham Stone in Science Fiction News 5  
06/13-14
report written by Ian Crozier in Etherline 5   06/15-18

1954, 3rd national convention   03/14, 09/04, 11/14, 12/16, 12/21,
12/31

report written by Ian Crozier in Etherline 28   07/05-11
comparison of Etherline report with Operation Fantast review 
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 10/16-21
photograph of audience   12/23

1955, 4th national convention   09/09, 10/30, 12/31
‘Stone Report, No Sydney Convention in 1955   03/14
bidding for 1955 and 1956 conventions   07/06, 08/07, 10/17
report by Ian Crozier from Etherline 47   08/07-10
group photograph   12/23, 12/24

1956, 5th national convention   01/03, 06/21, 07/10, 09/09, 10/24
cover of Etherline 80, convention report issue   06/25
report of convention from Etherline 80   09/05-08
pre convention publicity release 7   10/25

1958   09/10
site selection for at 1956 convention   09/07-08

1966, 7th national convention   09/10, 09/22, 12/09
report on by John Foyster   01/03-04

1969   09/10
1970 Syncon   06/18, 10/13

report of trip to and at by John Foyster   09/09-18
1970 9th Australian Science Fiction Convention   11/30
1971 Gelaticon   09/29

photos   05/15-16, 06/27-28
1971 Easter convention

photos   10/26-27
1972 Advention I
report by Bruce Gillespie in A75 Bulletin Jan/Feb 1972
07/34-36

photos from Gary Mason   08/19-21
1972 Syncon II   04/08, 04/09, 12/28
1973 Easter convention   03/04
1975 Rosebudcon   06/04
2017, 56th national convention   06/27

report of   07/02-05
Conventions, overseas

Boskone   10/29
Heicon    11/29

(business session)   07/24-25
Eurocon   07/24, 10/29
LACon 2   10/29
Lunacon   10/29
StLouisCon   11/30
Torcon   10/29
Tricon   05/22
Westercon   10/29
Worldcon 75   09/02, 11/34

Customs Department, problems with   05/12

Degraves Tavern   03/02
Dianetics   08/08
Ditmars

2017 nominations, editorial   05/02-05
Down Under Fan Fund   06/04, 10/29
Drugs   09/16
DUSK   07/22

efanzinez.com   01/07, 02/03, 05/17
‘Encountering Science Fiction’

George Turner, from The New Millennial Harbinger 5   07/14-20
John Bangsund, from Apastron   09/19-24
Bob Smith, from Australian SF Review 06   10/13-15

Encyclopedia of Science Fiction, Don Tuck   04/13, 05/23

Face book   06/02, 06/04, 06/06, 09/02
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Famous Fantastic Mysteries   05/11
Fancyclopedia   04/07
Fandom

communicating through writing/fanzines   04/05
practice dictated by available technology   05/03-04
construction of a persona on paper   05/04
media fandom   06/04, 06/05
modern fandom a commercial process   06/05
science fiction has now become mainstream, out of the ghetto  
06/06
diversity of interest groups within fandom   06/06
evolution with changes in technology fans use   06/06
changing experiences and attitudes related to stf   07/31
commentary on the word ‘fan’   09/21
apart from stf, grows out of sf   09/23
the need to organize, why?   10/03
Graham Stone attitude towards stf   10/22-23
nature of   11/04-05
origins of in first prozines   11/05
other kinds of   11/04
treatment by the mundane world   11/05, 11/33
changing realtionship with stf   11/19

Fandom in Australia
Sydney fandom, conflict   01/03, 03/05, 03/10, 03/13, 03/14-15,
04/12, 04/13, 04/14, 04/15, 04/22, 07/06, 07/11, 09/11, 10/02,
10/16-21, 10/30, 12/10, 12/17, 12/19

complaint about Dard writing effecting Australian fandom  
05/12
at 2nd Conference   06/09, 06/17-18
at 1955 convention   08/07, 08/09-10
First Sydney Conference   10/02-04

competition for fanzine material     12/10
Hobart fandom   05/23
organization attempts   02/04, 03/08, 04/15-16, 07/32-33
effect of Pacific War   02/05, 03/13, 04/13, 04/14, 08/14
relations between Melbourne and Sydney fandom   07/31, 09/30,
10/16-17, 12/17
sex, interest in   11/10
state of in 1950   08/17
Stone Report, The, No Sydney Convention in 1955   03-14/15
Western Australian Fandom   02/09, 05/13

Fandom Studies   01/06, 11/34
Fandom, technology innovations

fans experimenting with new media   07/28-29
innovations from 1990s, www, wi-fi, mobile phones   07/30
changes between Aussiecon and WorldCon 75   09/02
tape recording

distribution problems   05/03
Heinlein message to 1954 convention   12/31

Fanmag (see Fanzine)
Fannish get-together February 2017   02/16-17
Fantastic Adventures BRE
Fantastic Stories   10/22
Fantastic Universe   09/05
Fantasy & Science Fiction   07/20, 10/17, 11/24
Fanzines

production techniques   01/05-06, 03/11, 05/04
as heritage   01/05
carbon paper   02/06, 04/10, 04/11
introduction of term   02/07
as a mode of communication   02/10
production for fun   03/07
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hektograph   03/08, 03/11, 04/09, 04/11, 05/17
for egoboo   03/12
letterpress   03/15-16, 05/16-17
drawing on wax stencils   05/02
purpose of reproduction   05/03
right hand justification   05/13
different reproduction of two issues of Woomera   08/16
comparison between 1950s Sydney and Melbourne fanzines  
08/18
difference with zines   11/06-07, 11/09
letter columns   11/09
Fanzine fandom, nature of   11/09
Roneo 500   05/02
Roneo 750   01/05

Fanzines, Australian
A75 Bulletin

Jan/Feb 1972, Bruce Gillespie report on Advention   07/34-36
Robin Johnson on bidding organization and fund raising  
10/29-30

AD    12/04
Altjira

2, John Foyster on trip to and at Syncon 70   09/09-18
Antipodes   11/03, 11/07, 11/20
Apastron

John Bangsund, ‘A Way of Life, The Confessions of an SF
Addict’   09/19-24

Ark
2, illo by Sue Clarke   12/09

Austra-Fantasy   03/10, 03/11, 03/12, 03/13, 04/11, 04/12, 12/11
Australia in Seventy-Five   06/18, 09/16

7 (?), extract   06/19, 11/29-30

Australian Fan News   02/05, 03/08, 04/09-10
Australian SF Newsletter   04/02

1 July 1961, extract   10/27-28
January 1962, extract   12/26-27
April 1962, extract   04/03-04

Australian SF Review   01/03, 01/04, 02/12, 05/14, 05/20, 06/25,
07/03, 07/14, 07/31, 07/33, 07/34, 09/02, 09/22-23, 09/24, 10/21,
10/23, 10/24, 11/09, 11/18, 11/20, 11/21, 11/24, 11/25, 12/04,
12/32-33

2, cover   09/01
2, review   09-26-28
2, back cover   09/33
2, extract from editorial   09/26-27
6, Bob Smith, ‘Smith’s Burst’   10-15
11, Lee Harding, ‘The Cosmological Eye - The tyranny of
Distance’   11/21-27
attitude towards stf   09/26

Australian SF Society, Circular to Members
20 August 1953, report of Albury Conference   12/14-16,
12/25

Bacchanalia   08/18, 09/07, 11/13
Boys Own Fanzine   03/07, 07/28
Bulletin of the Futurian Federation of Australia   04/13
Canberra’s Nini Hii?

8, John Snowden’s article on a Sydney fannish weekend  
04/20-22

Canto   05/14, 09/22, 12/24
Carandaith   11/31
Chao

13, cover   12/01
13, review   12/21-23
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13, extract from about Aussiecon   12/27
13, back cover   12/34

Chunder!
5, Mike O’Brien report of meeting at Tuck’s place   05/22

Cosmic Dustbug, The
April 1967, letter from Walter Murdoch   06/25

Cosmos   03/10, 03/12, 04/11, 12/04, 12/10, 12/12, 12/13
vol 2 no 2, cover   12/10

Ecchh-Toplasm
1, John Foyster on the formation of ANZAPA   8/22-23

eFNAC   02/15, 03/07
19, extract   02/09

Enigma   01/02
vol 10 no 1, cover   10/01

Etherline   01/05, 02/10, 02/16, 03/14, 04/04, 05/12-13, 05/14,
06/02, 07/02, 08/18, 09/05, 09/07, 11/13, 12/05, 12/09, 12/14

Viewpoint, Crozier on Stone’s ‘No Sydney Convention in
1955'   03/14-15
report of 2nd national convention by Ian Crozier   06/14-18
01, cover   06/22
10, cover   06/22
17, cover   06/23
27, photograph of Arthur Clarke and fans   07/27
31, report on Thursday Night Group   10/30
35, cover   06/01
35, review   06/20-21
35, interior pages   06/21
35, back cover   06/30
40, cover   06/23
46, Bill Veney’s, ‘Prewar Fanzines in Australia’   03/07-14
48, Drawing RIP organized Sysnyw fandom   04/22

52 (or 53), cover   06/24
69, cover   06/24
80, cover   06/25
80, report of 1956 national convention   09/05-08
report of 1953 FSS AGM   09/03-05
Riverina Conference report   11/13-14, 12/14

FAA Bulletin 04/12
Fanew Sletter 01/05

12, about Murdoch Special Collection   04/04
20, about John Ham   03/02
22. about John Ham   03/02
27  about Innuendo Inc police visit   06/30
34  about Le Guin in Sydney   09/24-25
43, 02/12-15
report of Arthur Clarke in Brisbane   09/32-33

Forerunner (Nicholson)   06/17, 08/09, 09/04
FSS News (Futurian Society News?)   11/14, 12/14
Futurian Fantasy   12/31
Futurian Observer   02/12, 03/09-10, 03/11, 03/13, 04/11, 06/08,
08/09, 11/10, 12/05, 12/13

1,   02/03-04
7, about FSS 7th meeting   03/05
30,   01/07-08
33. 2nd Sydney Conference   06/08
34, 2nd Sydney Conference   06-08-10
41, ‘Levy Goes Interviewing’   11/10-12

Futurian Spotlight   04/13
Gryphon, The   12/34
Hermes   04/12
Junior Science Club Bulletin   02/05
Journal of the Australian SF Association, The   07/32, 10/02
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4 & 5, reviews   10/21-24
5, cover    10/22

Little SUPO Delux
5, ‘Snip Go The Shears, Snip, Snip, Snip’   07-21-22

Luna   03/09, 03/10, 04/11, 12/04
Martian Chronicles, The

1, illo by anon   12/25
Melbourne Bulletin   03/11, 03/12, 03/13, 04/08, 04/11-12,
05/21, 10/03, 11/10, 12/10, 12/13

January 1941, Veney, a plan for Australian fanzines   12/10
6, cover   12/11

Mentor, The   02/07, 03/07, 09/30, 09/31
Mumblings from Munchkinland   01/07, 02/15, 05/17, 05/19
New Millennial Harbinger

3, Bangsund criticism of ASFA   07/31-34
5, George Turner, ‘Addicts Progress’   07/14-20

Norstrilian News
August 1973, Aussiecon bid victory   05/10

Perhaps, 04/04, 05/05, 08/18
1, autobiographical article by Roger Dard   05/10-12
2, item by Ian Crozier about Sydney   02/10-11

Perth Fan News   08/15
Profan   03/12, 03/13, 04/12

3, cover   12/12
Question Mark   11/14
Rataplan   11/20
Reports & Retorts

1, extract about Aussiecon bid advertising   11/29-30
Satura   09/22
Scansion   08/09, 12/19, 12/25

18,   12/20-21

Science and Fantasy Fan Reporter   03/13, 04/13
Science Fiction News   12/25

5, report of 2nd national convention   06/13-14
Science Fiction Review (Devern)   02/05, 03/08, 04/09
SF Commentary   09/12, 11/02, 12/04

issues 5 & 6 reviewed in Yandro 194   05/20
17, cover   11/01
17, review   11/16-19
17, interior page   11/17
17, back cover   11/32
94, review   11/18-19
94, cover   11/18

Space Age Newsletter   05/14
Somerset Gazette, The

2, illo by Daryl Lindquist   05/20
Spacehounds   03/07, 04/09, 05/17
Spaceward   04/12, 04/13
Stopgap   05/09
Telefan   03/12, 04/12
Telepath   05/16-17, 08/16

1, cover   03/01
1, review   03/15-16
1, back cover   03/17

Terran Times
3, cover   07/01
3, review   07/22-24
3, back cover   07/36

Ugh!   04/13, 03/14
unnumbered issue reprinted   04/14

Ultra   01/08, 03/09, 03/10, 03/11, 03/12, 03/13, 04/10, 05/17,
08/14, 10/03, 11/07, 12/10, 12/12, 12/29
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1, cover    02/01
1, review   02/05-07
5  on display at the State Library of Victoria   11/03
August 1941, cover   12/11

Vertical Horizons   06/17, 08/09
Wastebasket 05/0-5, 08/15, 08/18, 09/26

3, cover   05/01
3, review   05/12-14
3, interior page   05/13
3, back cover   05/24
3, Perth SF Group   08/15-16

Wild Colonial Boy, The   09/21, 12/24
Woomera   05/16, 10/24

1, cover   08/01
1, review,  both issue   08/16-18
1, interior pages   08/17
1, Eric Russell article on discovering stf   08/14-15
1, back cover   08/25

Xanadu   11/14
Zeus   03/11, 03/12, 03/13, 04/12, 05/21, 12/04, 12/10, 12/13

Spring 1942, cover   12/12
Fanzines, overseas

Algol   11/34, 12/24
Amphipoxi   03/07
Fantasy Times   03/16, 05/19

152, Molesworth convention report   05/08-10
Hyphen   07/29
Inside   11/23
Le Zombie   11/20, 12/11

38, on display at the State Library of Victoria   11/03
Lighthouse

15, John Foyster LoC
Locus   02/14
Luna Monthly

17, report on Heicon business session   07/24-25
Mimosa   02/09
Operation Fantast   04/02, 05/18

1/12 cover   04/01
photo, Tuck binding   04/07
1/12, review   04-17-18
16, part of Crozier report on 1954 convention   10/17-21

Riverside Quarterly   11/23
Science Fiction Times   08/17

144, Pat Terry at 1968 conference   06/19
SF Newsletter   08/17
Spacsehip (articles by Roger Dard)   05/12, 0519
Spaceways   03/08, 10/15, 12/11, 12/29, 12/30
Speculation   05/21
Voice of the Imagi-Nation   03/10, 04/11, 11/20, 12/11

10, LoC from Vol Molesworth   05/21
Warhoon   09/21
Yandro

194, review of SF Commentary 5&6   05/20
FAPA   09/09, 09/11, 09/12
Future   04/13
Future BRE   10/14
Futurian Association of Australia (FAA)   04/08, 04/13, 05/17,
06/08, 06/09
Futurian Federation of Australia (FFA)
‘Futurian Press’   03/15, 05/08, 05/16, 08/16
Futurian Society of Canberra   07/08, 08/09, 09/07, 10/17, 10/18
Futurian Society of Melbourne   05/19, 05/21
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Futurian Society of Sydney (FSS)   01/07, 02/04, 02/07, 02/08,
02/09, 02/10, 03/06, 03/13, 03/14, 03/15, 04/08, 04/12 04/13, 04/16,
04/20, 05/09, 05/11, 05/17, 05/18, 05/21, 06/08, 06/10, 06/14, 06/16,
06/17, 07/06, 07/08, 07/09, 07/10, 07/11, 07/14, 07/34, 08/07, 08/09,
08/13, 08/14, 08/17, 08/18, 09/03, 09/04, 09/07, 09/09, 09/11, 09/15-
16, 10/02, 10/03, 10/04, 10/17, 10/18, 10/19, 10/21, 10/30, 11/14,
11/27, 12/08, 12/13, 12/17, 12/19, 12/21, 12/31

report of 7th meeting from Futurian Observer 7   03/05
library   07/07, 09/03
report of 1953 AGM from Etherline 13   09/03-05

Galaxy   05/09, 10/17, 12/20
Galaxy BRE   10/14
Gender

difference between 1954 and 2017   07/05
supper

provided by Don Tuck’s wife   05/23
provided by Betty Tafe and other ladies   10/09

Getting sf from overseas   12/27
Google   11/05
Gordon & Gotch   11/25

Hall’s Book Store   07/16
Handbook of Science Fiction and Fantasy, Don Tuck   04/13, 08/09
History sections

‘In the end we also will be dead’   02/02
What we can’t know about what we don’t know   02/07-10
Writing history from the evidence   03/02-03
Oral history techniques and questions   05/05-06
What is History?   06/10-12
Writing history is creative   07/11-14

Creating hypotheses   08/11-13
The ‘Why’ Question   10/11-13
There’s more to history than facts   11/15-16
Facts and Values   12/17-19

Hospital reading   08/02-06
Horwitz Publications   11/21, 11/23, 11/24, 11/25, 11/26

Ideas
the shape of fandom depends on the technology available to fans 
 05/04, 05/05
energy investment in fanac   05/04
importing stf into Australia in the 1950s   - 05/17-19
what happened to ‘old fandom’?   06/02-07
fandom a source of fun (not sacrifice)   06/03
fandom about collaborative creation, media fandom about
consumption   06/05
the technology fans use shapes how they think about their
communications   06/06
‘Old fandom’ a persecuted minority, made fandom attractive to
some   06/07
conventions haven’t changed, not technological   07/03
rich variety in modern day stf   07/29

If   07/20
Imaginative Stories (proposed by Moxon)   05/21
Immortal Storm, The, Sam Moskowitz,    12/31
Import embargo   02/09

effect   02/04, 03/06, 04/02, 04/14
interweb   11/19

John Foyster Papers (see Monash University Library Special
Collection) 
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John Ryan Collection (see National Library of Australia)
Junior Australian Science Fiction Correspondence Club   04/09,
08/13

Australian Fan News   04/09, 08/14

Katinka (in Pitt Street)   05/09

LASFS   06/08

Magic Pudding Club (Innuendo Inc)   02/12, 03/02, 06/29
report of visit by police from Fanew Sletter 27   06/30

Malian Press   07/07
McGill’s Newsagency   06/21, 07/15, 11/31, 12/26, 12/27
Media fandom 06/28

Terran Times 07/02, 07/22-24
Melbourne fandom, organization philosophy   01/03
Melbourne SF Club (MSFC)   01/07, 02/08, 04/03, 07/21, 07/31,
09/10, 09/11, 09/19, 09/22, 09/28

19 Somerset Place   04/02, 04/03, 12/26
film showings   04/03, 10/28, 11/28, 12/26
constitution proposal   08/23
report from Mervyn Binns, 1 July 1961   10/27-28
report by Mervyn Binns, September 1961   11/27-28
report by Mervyn Binns, January 1962   12/26-27
move from McKillop Street 11/28
fanzine collection at Monash University   12/05
library   12/27

Melbourne SF Group (MSFG)   01/06, 03/17, 04/02, 04/04, 05/18,
06/20, 07/05, 07/09, 08/09, 08/10, 09/05, 09/07, 10/05, 10/18, 11/13,
12/08, 12/19

report on meeting in Etherline 56   01/09-10

Meteor Foundation   02/02, 02/03
Monash University Library, Special Collection   01/07, 02/02, 04/06,
06/05, 06/27, 11/02, 12/03, 12/05, 12/09

visit to   04/04-08, 07/27
John Foyster papers   01/07, 07/24, 11/02, 12/05
Melbourne SF Club fanzine collection   12/05
photographs   07/27

Monash University SF Association   07/33, 09/10
Mundane attitude towards stf   07/34, 11/08, 11/09, 11/33
Murdoch University Library, Special Collection   01/05, 01/07,
02/03, 02/16, 05/17, 06/26, 08/15, 12/05

special promotion event   02/16, 04/07-08
visit to   04/04-08
photos   04/05, 04/06
Don Tuck’s fanzine collection   12/05

N3F   08/17
National Library of Australia   03/07

John Ryan Collection   03/07, 04/07, 12/05
Nebula   08/08, 08/10
New Wave   09/26
New Worlds   05/09, 08/07-08, 08/10, 11/22, 11/24, 12/20
New Zealand   02/05
Newscatle & Hunter Valley SF Club   07/09, 08/09, 10/18
North Shore Futurian Society (NSFS)   03/14, 06/16, 07/06, 07/09,
07/10, 07/11, 08/07, 08/09, 09/09, 10/17, 10/18, 10/19, 10/20, 10/21,
10/30

OMPA   12/30
Operation Fantast   04/02, 04/18, 05/11, 05/17-18, 05/19, 06/17
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Pacific Book of Australian SF, John Baxter (ed)   07/33, 11/21
People, Australians

??, Ann (worked at Space Age)   08/24
anon

The Marshian Chronicles 1 illo  12/25
Ackroyd, Justin   07/03
Adams, John   10/08, 10/09
Addington, Monica   07/34, 07/35
Addison, Carolyn   06/29
Addison, Mr   07/07
Alderson, John   05/16, 12/02

Chao 13 review  12/21-23
comments on Aussiecon in Chao 13   12/28

Anderson, Paul   07/35
ARMAK   06/20

Etherline 43 report of Arthur Clarke visit to Melbourne   10/05
Ashby, Derek   06/29
Ashby, Don   02/12, 06/29, 06/30
Baine, Ian   12/22
Baldwin, Mike   09/08, 09/18
‘Ballarat Gertie”   11/09

mention   10/24
Bangsund, Diane   07/28, 11/20
Bangsund, John   01/03, 02/11, 04/04, 06/04, 06/19, 06/25,
06/26, 07/14, 07/31, 07/35, 09/18, 10/13, 10/24, 10/29, 11/05,
11/18, 11/20, 11/21, 11/31, 11/34, 12/22, 12/23

Fanew Sletter 42, ‘In Canberra’   02/12-15
photo   05/24, 08/20
LoC, about Peter Innocent   06/29
Humphrey Tape   06/29, 07/28
Criticism of ASFA   07/31-34

Apastron, ‘A Way of Life, The Confessions of an SF Addict, 
 09/18-24

ASFR 2, extract from editorial   09/26-27
WAHF   11/20
‘Nova Expresso’ cartoon   11/34
LoC, about ‘Nova Expresso’   12/24

Bangsund, John & Sally   09/24, 09/25
Banning, Lex   05/09
Barrett, Mervyn  09/14, 12/33

WAHF   02/12
Baxter, John   07/33, 09/13, 09/22, 09/26, 09/28, 09/29, 10/13,
11/21, 11/22, 11/24, 11/25, 12/33
Bell, Rosemary   02/14-15
Bennett, Geoff   07/08, 10/17
Bernhouse, Bernie   08/23, 11/20
Binns, Helena

photograph of fan history panel   07/05
WAHF   03/06

Binns, Mervyn   01/06, 01/07, 04/02, 06/04, 06/20, 06/21, 06/25,
07/05, 07/35, 09/05, 09/11-12, 09/22, 10/05, 10/27, 11/13, 11/27,
11/30, 12/22, 12/23, 12/24, 12/26

extract from Australian SF Newsletter   04/03-04
photo    10/27, 12/23
extract from Australian SF Newsletter 1 July 1961   10/27-28
extract from Australian SF Newsletter, September 1961  
11/27/28
extract from Australian SF Newsletter, January 1962   12/26-
27

Binns, Mervyn & Helena   02/16
Blanks, Harvey   09/06
Blatt, John   07/07, 08/08
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Bleeker, Koos   09/19
Bos, Mike   06/16, 07/10, 10/19, 10/20, 10/30

photograph   12/23
Boutland, David (David Rome)   11/16, 11/24, 11/25
Bowden, Robert   07/35
Bragg, John   09/33
Breden, John

photo   03/04
Brenan, Ron   04/09
Broderick, Damien   07/33, 09/25, 11/23

Transmitters   08/04
Brosnan, John   05/20, 09/13, 11/16
Brook, Harry   06/16, 06/17, 09/06
Brown, Andrew   07/31
Brown, Sarah   11/07, 11/09

WAHF   12/25
Brown, Valma   01/05, 03/04, 06/04, 06/30, 12/06, 12/07, 12/08,
12/24

Evelyn Brown photo   05/24
photos   10/26

Brunen, Harry   02/07, 06/14, 07/07, 07/11, 10/20
Bryning, Frank   01/09, 06/14, 09/05, 09/06, 09/33, 10/06, 10/07,
10/08, 10/09, 11/23, 11/24

photo   07/27, 09/30
Bull, Thomas

photo   02/03
Burke, Pat   08/08, 08/09, 09/03, 09/04, 10/30, 12/20
Butt, Ted   07/09, 08/09, 10/18
Campbell, Stephen   09/14, 12/02

illo on cover of Chao 13   12/01
Casterllari, Bert   01/08, 02/03, 02/05, 02/06, 03/05, 03/07,

03/09, 03/12, 03/13, 04/09, 04/10, 04/11, 04/12, 04/14, 05/17,
05/21, 06/08, 06/09, 06/10, 10/03, 11/12, 12/13, 12/32
item from Futurian Observer 30, ‘Australian Fandom Goes to
War’   01/07-08

item from Futurian Observer 1   02/04-05
Castellari, Roma   03/05, 04/12
Chandler, Bert (A Bertram)   01/07, 04/04, 07/33, 09/15, 09/16,
09/17, 09/24, 09/25, 10/04, 10/28, 11/25
Clarke (1955)

photograph   12/23
Clarke, Ron   02/07, 04/20, 04/21, 08/23

photo   08/21
Clarke, Sue

illo from Ark 2   12/09
Cliento, Sir Raphael   10/10
Cochrane, Elaine   02/03
Cockcroft, Tom (NZ)   05/08, 06/14
Cohen, Dave   05/09, 06/17, 08/09, 10/30
Cohen, Neville   0/07
Cook, Stephen   07/33, 11/23
Cooper, Stephen   02/07
Cordner, Alan   10/03, 10/04
Crane, Lyell   07/08, 07/09, 09/03, 10/17, 10/18, 10/19, 11/13
Crozier, Ian   01/07, 01/10, 05/12, 06/16, 06/18, 06/20, 06/21,
08/07, 08/10, 09/05, 09/07, 10/05, 10/17, 11/13, 12/15

MSFG report in Etherline 56   01/09
article about Sydney in Perhaps 2   02/10-11
Viewpoint about ‘No Sydney Convention in 1955' from 

Etherline 33   03/14/15
report of 2nd national convention from Etherline 5   06/14-18
comparison between reports on 1954 convention in Etherline 
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and Operation Fantast   10/16-21
Riverina Conference report from Etherline 11   11/13-14
photograph   12/24

Cohen, Dave   03/06, 05/11, 05/18, 06/16, 07/07, 08/15
Blue Centaur Books   07/07

Cordner, Alan   06/09
Crane, Lyell   06/16, 07/06, 07/07, 07/10, 10/18
Cudden, R   06/09
Curtis, Keith   04/21, 09/25
Dann, Jack   07/04

photo   07/04
Dard, Roger   04/17, 04/18, 05/08, 05/19, 08/15, 08/16, 08/18

autobiographical article, from Perhaps issue 1   05/10-12
letter of comment from Gary Mason   06/29

Darling, Peter   06/18, 09/18, 11/30
David, Bob   10/10
Davis, Lyle   10/09, 10/10
Day, Rick   10/08
Denton, Kit   07/33
Devern, John (full name John D’Auvergne Gregor)   02/05,
04/09, 05/17
Dick, A   02/07
Dillon, Earnest Norman   05/11
Dillon, Kevin   04/20, 04/21, 06/03, 09/03, 09/04, 09/09, 09/18,
09/30, 09/31
Ditmar, John   05/13
Driscoll, Ian   05/08, 05/09
Dixon, John   09/16
Drennan, Fred   10/08
Duggan, Michael

photograph   12/23

Dunk, S   06/17, 07/07
Dwyer, Noel K   03/12, 04/11, 04/12
Earls

photograph   12/23
Edmonds, Leigh   06/30, 09/18, 11/29, 11/30

photos   03/04-05, 04/08, 05/16, 06/28, 07/05, 10/26
extract from Fanew Sletter 12 about Murdoch Special
Collection   04/04
extract from Fanew Sletter 27 about Innuendo Inc police visit 
 06/30

Ellis, James
illo on page 2 of Australian SF Review 2   09/27

Evans, David   01/08, 03/11, 03/12, 06/09, 11/10-12, 12/31,
12/32
Evans, Mrs   11/10-12
Evans, Jack   09/32
Finch, Brian   07/08, 07/10, 08/09, 08/10, 10/17, 10/18, 10/20,
11/13

report of 1953 FSS AGM in Etherline 13   09/03-05
report of Albury Conference   12/14, 12/28

Finch, Margaret   08/09
Flaherty, Frank   03/08, 04/10
Fleay, David   10/06
Ford, Ken   06/29, 06/30
Foyster, Elizabeth   01/03, 07/28, 09/11, 09/13, 09/15, 09/18,
12/02

illo of Gelaticon from eFNAC 15a   05/16
Foyster, John   01/03, 05/20, 06/18, 06/19, 07/26, 08/23, 09/22,
09/28, 09/29, 10/13, 10/22, 10/24, 11/29, 11/30, 11/34, 12/02,
12/24, 12/33, 12/34

Australian SF Review 3, ‘Report to Members of the Seventh 
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Australian Science Fiction Convention’   01/03-04
extract from eFNAC 19 pp.30-31   02/09
photo   05/16, 06/28, 10/25, 10/27
letter of comment published in Lighthouse 15   05/22
report of trip to and at Syncon 70   09/09-18

France, Alan   10/24
Fredrickson

photograph   12/24
Freelander (Freidlander?), Neville   03/05, 05/21
Geappen, Bob   04/12
Gerrand, Rob   06/27, 07/04

photo   07/04
LoC, Gelaticon   07/28
WAHF   09/31, 10/24, 11/20, 12/25

Gilbert, Mike
cover illo from ASFR 19   12/16

Giles, Loralie   11/13
report of Albury Conference   12/16, 12/25

Gillespie, Bruce   01/05, 02/10, 02/11, 02/16, 05/20, 06/27,
07/03, 07/28, 07/35, 08/19, 09/12, 09/13, 09/14, 09/15, 11/02,
11/05, 11/16, 11/18, 11/19, 12/19

photo   02/03, 03/17, 05/15, 06/28, 07/04
letter of comment   02/12
letter of comment, Veney and Graham articles   05/19
LoC, Gelaticon   07/28
WAHF   03/06, 06/29, 08/21, 09/31, 10/24, 11/20, 12/25
report on Advention I published in A75 Bulletin Jan/Feb 1972 

 07/34-36
extract from ANZAPAzine about Apollo 11   11/32

Girvan, Iris   10/08
Glick, Bluey (Phineas)   02/07, 02/08, 03/06, 06/13, 06/15, 06/16,

06/18, 07/07, 07/08, 07/09, 07/10, 07/11, 08/09, 08/10, 09/03,
10/18, 10/19, 10/20

photograph   12/24
Gore, N   07/07
Gore, Nikki   12/20
Graham, Ron   01/07, 04/08, 04/13, 05/19, 05/23, 09/15, 09/16,

09/17, 09/29, 11/32, 12/03, 12/04, 12/05
‘Early Australian Fanzines’   04/09-13

comments from Chris Nelson   05/17
photo   10/27

Gregor, John   03/08, 09/06, 10/07
Gregory, Roy   09/07
Grigg, David   08/24

WAHF   03/06
Gurney, Joyce & John   10/08
Gurney, John   10/09
Haddon, Arthur   03/01, 05/08, 05/09, 05/16-17, 06/18, 07/07,
07/10, 08/07, 08/10, 08/15, 08/16, 09/03, 10/19, 10/20, 10/30,
12/21

Telepath 1 review   03/15-16, 09/29
photograph   12/23

Ham, John   03/02
Handfield, Carey   02/13, 02/14, 02/15, 06/27, 06/30, 07/28,
08/24

photo   02/03
letter of comment   02/11-12

Hardaker, Alec   10/09
Harding, Carla   07/28, 09/20
Harding, Erik

photo   03/17
Harding, Lee   01/04, 01/06, 01/07, 03/04, 03/07, 04/04, 04/18,
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05/10, 06/03, 06/04, 06/22, 06/27, 07/04, 07/33, 07/35, 07/36,
08/15, 08/25, 09/05, 09/14, 09/17, 09/18, 09/19, 09/20, 09/21,
09/22, 09/26, 09/28, 10/13, 11/03, 11/06, 11/07, 11/20, 11/30,
11/34, 12/24, 12/34

photo   03/17, 05/16, 06/28, 07/04, 07/05, 10/26, 10/27
Wastebasket 3 reviewed   05/12-14
LoC, Gelaticon   07/27-28
Report on Perth SF Group in Wastbasket 3   08/15-16
Ursula Le Guin in Sydney in Fanew Sletter 34   09/24-25
LoC about ASFR   11/20
‘The Cosmological Eye - The Tyranny of Distance’ from 
ASFR 11   11/21-27

Harding, Ralph   08/15, 08/16
Harris, Jeff   07/35
Hasler, Frank   05/23, 09/07
Heggie, Sabina (Nomad)   07/02, 07/22, 07/23

photo   05/15, 06/28, 08/20
Hemming, Norma   05/09, 06/16, 08/07, 08/10, 09/06
Henry, John   10/22
Herman, Jack

WAHF   05/20, 06/02
Herrin, Stephen   06/05
Hewitt, John   07/35
Hockley, Warwick   01/08, 03/10-11, 03/12, 04/08, 04/11, 04/12,
05/19, 05/21, 06/09, 10/03, 11/08, 11/10, 11/13, 12/11

‘Wog and Pam’ during the war   04/14
hoax attendance at 2nd Conference   06/09

House, Peter   08/24, 08/25
photo   05/16

Hubble, Bill   07/09, 07/11, 08/07, 08/09, 10/18, 10/20, 10/30
photograph   12/23

Huett, Kim   01/07, 02/03, 03/02, 03/05, 05/17, 05/19
Hutt, Ted   07/09, 10/18
Ikin, Van   10/02
Innocent, Peter
. photo   05/15
Jackson, Nigel   09/10
Jeffreys, Ken   02/05
Jenssen, Dick   01/06, 01/07, 05/13, 06/20, 06/27, 07/04, 07/28,
07/30, 11/03, 11/06, 11/07, 11/20

winner of Rotsler Award   01/10
two illos from Etherline 26   01/10
cover from Etherline 28   01/10
letter of comment   02/11
illo from Etherline 28   06/07
illo from Etherline 56   06/20
cover of Etherline 40   06/23
cover of Etherline 52 or 52   06/24
photo   07/04, 07/05
WAHF   07/31, 09/31
illo from Etherline 64   08/18
illo from Etherline 30   10/10
illo from Etherline 29   12/13

Johnson, Lindsay   04/12
Johnson, Robin   01/06, 02/05, 02/14, 02/15, 05/10, 05/20, 06/18,
06/30, 07/25, 07/35, 10/26, 11/30, 12/24

photo   02/03, 03/17, 09/29, 09-30
WAHF   02/12, 03/06, 07/31, 09/31, 11/20
photos of a Qcon from Robin   09/29-30
extract from A75 Bulletin 8   10/29/30

Johnston, Don   10/06, 10/07, 10/08
Jolly, Michael   08/22
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extract from ANZAPA about Apollo 11   11/30
Joyce, Mrs   06/16, 07/08-09, 09/07, 10/17
Judd, Wally   03/14, 07/07, 07/10, 07/11, 09/03, 09/04, 10/19,
10/20
Keating, Jack   01/10, 06/20, 07/09, 07/11, 08/09, 10/05, 10/18,
10/20

photograph   12/24
Kerr, Noel   07/22

photo   06/27
Kewlwy, Doug   09/19
Kinnard, Liz   06/29
LaCoste, Charles   01/08, 02/04, 02/05, 04/14, 06/09, 10/03
Lane, Ron   04/09
Latimer, Don   06/21, 10/05

image of cover of Etherline 69   06/24
illo from Etherline 57   08/06
illo from Etherline 62   09/25
illo from Etherline 67   10/15

Lawson, Don   06/17, 07/07, 09/03, 09/04, 11/13, 12/14
Leggett, Jack   06/16, 08/10, 09/03, 11/13
Lenehan, Carey   07/04
Lennon, Harold   02/07
Levy, Ron (Ronald B)   01/08, 03/05, 03/12, 03/13, 04/11, 04/12,
05/21, 06/08, 06/09, 10/03

‘Levy Goes Interviewing’ reprinted from Futurian Observer
41   11/10-12

Lindsay, Eric   03/16, 04/02, 04/20, 04/21, 04/22, 09/24, 09/25
photo   03/17

Lingard, Gordon
photo   03/17

Lindquist, Daryl

illo from The Somerset Gazette 2   07/20
L Vague De Damp (pseudonym)    see Bruce Sawyer
Lynagh, Bob   10/08
Lymn, Jessie   01/04-05, 03/16, 04/05, 04/06, 04/07

photograph, with Louis Lymn and Cassandra   01/05
photo   04/08
WAHF   08/21, 10/24

MacBride, Peter   01/08, 05/21
McCormack, Shayne   04/20, 04/21, 04/22, 05/19, 07/02, 07/22,
07/23, 09/24, 09/25

photos   05/15, 06/27, 06/28, 09/30
McCubbin, Bob   02/12, 03/14, 04/03, 05/12, 06/20, 07/06,
07/09, 07/10, 07/11, 08/04, 09/05, 09/07, 09/08, 10/05, 10/18,
10/19, 10/20, 11/13, 12/16

Report on Melbourne SF Group activities in Etherline 56  
01/09-10
photograph   12/23

McGuinnes, Michael   08/16, 09/03, 09/04, 11/13
McIntyre, Ken

illo from Etherline 72 p.10   01/02
illo from Etherline 71   09/31

McKeown, Geraldine   01/09, 11/13, 12/25
McKenna, Jock   06/14
Mackenzie, Sandra   06/29
McLaughlin, Elaine & Jim   10/09
McLelland, Keith   01/10, 06/20, 09/05

cover illo from Etherline 35   06/01
illo from Etherline 46   06/12
cover illo from Etherline 17   06/23
illo from Etherline 68   09/08
illo from Etherline 61   11/14
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MacLennan, Marshall   01/08, 05/19, 05/21, 11/13, 12/32
McMullen, Sean

WAHF   03/06
photo   07/04

Martin, Ken   06/15, 07/09, 07/10, 08/09, 09/03, 09/04, 10/18,
10/19, 10/20
Mason, Gary   05/19, 06/19, 07/22, 07/24, 08/22, 09/14, 09/18,
11/29, 11/30

LoC, Sydney conflict personalities   04/16
background to ‘Hei There’   04/18
photographs of Gelaticon   06/27-28
photographs of Advention   08/19-21
LoC, Roger Dard   06/28-29
extract from Reports and Retorts 1 about Worldcon bidding  
11/29-30
WAHF   03/06, 08/21, 10/24

Mathews, Race   01/06, 01/07, 01/09, 07/05, 08/04, 09/05, 09/30,
11/13, 12/25
Maxwell, Darren

LoC, would like a chronology   03/05
Meleksi, Bob   04/09
Mellor, Clive   09/03
Meyer, Rex   06/13, 06/15, 07/07, 07/08, 09/03, 11/13
Modder, Jan   09/33
Molesworth, Laura   02/07, 04/16, 05/08, 08/09, 09/03, 09/04,
09/09, 09/15-16
Molesworth, Vol   01/08, 02/05, 02/07, 03/05, 03/06, 03/09,
03/10, 03/11, 03/12, 03/13, 03/15, 03/16, 04/11, 04/12, 04/13,
04/16, 05/04, 05/08, 05/09, 05/11, 05/16, 05/19, 05/20, 06/09,
06/10, 06-13, 06/15, 06/16, 06/18, 07/07, 07/10, 08/02, 08/09,
08/14, 08/16, 08/18, 09/03, 09/04, 09/29, 10/18, 10/19, 10/20,

12/12, 12/30-31
revive fandom after the war, from Ugh   04/15
report of first national convention in Fantasy Times   05/08-10
letter published in Voice of the Imagi-Nation 10   05/21-22
photograph, The Stratosphere Patrol front page   12/07

Morphett, Tony & Inga   09/24, 09/25
Murdoch, Walter

letter from in The Cosmic Dustbug, April 1967   06/25-26
Morrisby, John   05/23
Mustchin, Charles   09/06, 09/32, 10/06, 10/07, 10/09

photo   07/07
Moxon, Keith   01/08, 05/21
Moyse, Ian   06/16, 06/17
Muldowney, Phil   10/24
Mustchin, Charles   01/08, 03/11, 05/21
Nelson, Chris   01/07, 02/05, 05/19, 12/14, 12/19

LoC, Thursday Night Group   03/06
LoC, letterpress machines owned by Molesoworth and
Haddon, early Australian fanzines,  FSS and overseas sources
of stf   05/16-19
LoC, Scansion, Albury Conference   12/25
WAHF   02/12

Nicholson, Doug   06/13, 06/15, 06/16, 06/17, 07/11, 08/07,
08/09, 09/04, 09/18, 10/20, 12/02, 12/05, 12/19, 12/23, 12/25

Report on Sydney SF Group in Etherline 31   10/30
visit with   12/07-08
Scansion 18   12/20-21
photograph  12/23, 12/24

Nicholson, M R (Perth)  06/17
O’Brien, Michael   05/22-23

Report of gathering at Don Tuck’s place in Chunder! 5   05/22
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Extract from ANZAPAzine about Apollo 11   11/31-32
O’Keefe, Kevin  04/09
Olson, Mark

WAHF   05/20
Orszanski, Roman   03/17, 07/03, 07/04

WAHF   03/06, 08/21
LoC, old and new fandoms   07/08-29

Ortlieb, Marc   07/03
LoC, enjoys reading iOTA   07/30-31

O’Shaugnessy, John (Jack)   11/13, 12/15, 12/16
Ozanne, Ken   09/25
Pagram, Irene   08/24, 08/25
Pavleitch, Mary   09/19
Pettingill, Mel   05/02
Phillips, Mr   07/07
Pitt, Stanley   09/16
Polack, Gillian   07/03
Porter, Arthur   07/08, 10/17, 10/18
Price, Julie   12/03, 12/25

photograph   12/03
Purdy, Bruce  05/08, 07/09, 09/03, 10/18
Raeburn, Boyd  12/33
Raethel, Les  06/17, 09/03, 09/04
Ramage, Blair  04/20, 04/22, 07/35, 09/25
Rayner, Eric  05/23, 09/07
Reip, Bob & Margaret

WAFH   04/17
Roberts, Al P   05/21
Robin Dave   11/28, 12/26
Roden, Colin   03/11, 03/13, 04/13, 06/09, 09/10, 10/03
Rowley, Cedric

photo   10/26
Runic, Donna

photos   05/15
Russell, Bill   05/09
Russell, Eric   01/08, 02/02, 02/05, 03/05, 03/08, 03/09, 03/10,
03/11, 04/09, 04/10, 04/12, 04/13, 04/15, 06/08, 06/09, 06/10,
06/14, 08/13-12, 08/17, 10/03, 11/12, 12/29, 12/32

Encountering science fiction, ‘A Glance Over My Shoulder’
from Woomera 1   08/14/15

Russell, Ted (Edward)  01/08, 02/06, 03/05, 03/08, 03/10, 03/13,
04/09, 04/10, 04/12, 06/09, 06/10, 08/14, 10/03, 11/12, 12/32
Ryan, John   06/28, 08/22, 09/12, 09/13, 09/14, 09/17, 09/18,
11/29

photo   09/30
Ryde, Laurel  04/18
Salgram, Barry   07/09, 09/06, 09/07, 10/18
Sandercock, Alan   07/35, 07/36
Santos, Marjorie   06/20, 10/05
Santos, Tony   06/20, 09/07
Sawyer, Bruce   01/08, 03/11, 03/12, 03/13, 04/14, 06/09, 10/03
Saxby. Bobby   02/14
Scott, Wing Commander   08/08
Serrano, Joan   02/14
Shannon, William   09/25
Simmons, Rosemary   06/16, 06/17, 07/10, 09/03, 09/04, 10/20

photograph   12/23
Slater, John   11/25-26
Smith, Bhob   04/03, 05/20, 09/14, 09/15, 09/16, 09/17, 09/18,
09/22, 1 0/13, 12/33

‘Smith’s Burst from Australian SF Review 6   10/13-15
Smith, Bob & Lyn   10/13
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Smith, Cindy   11/25
Smith, Ralph A   03/05, 03/09, 03/11, 03/13, 04/12, 12/31
Smith, Ron   06/20, 09/16, 09/17, 11/21, 11/23, 11/24, 11/26

photo   10/27
letter to ASFR about Australian publishing   11/24-26

Smith, Sue   04/21
Snowden, John   04/21, 05/19

1973 - A Report on The Australia Day Weekend Sydney
Minicon in Canberra’s Nini Hii? 08   04/20

Solntseff, Nick   05/09, 05/16, 08/02, 08/16, 10/24, 11/13
Solomon, Stephen   08/24, 08/25
Spence, John   08/08
Stathopolos, Nick

cover art for Enigma vol 10 no 1   10/01
Steel, Colin   11/19
Stephensen, Jenny   07/31

photo   05/15, 06/27, 06/28
Stevens, Paul   06/04, 07/36, 09/12, 11/34

‘Snip Go The Shears Boys, Snip, Snip, Snip’ from Little
SUPO Delux 5   07/21-22
‘Paul Stevens Show’   07/21
‘My Holidays’ from Fanew Sletter 23   08/23-25

Stocks, Del & Dennis   09/32, 09/33
Stocks, Dennis

Photos   09/30
report of Arthur Clarke in Brisbane in Fanew Sletter23  
09/32/33

Stone, Graham   01/07, 03/06, 04/11, 04/13, 04/14, 04/16, 05/08,
05/09, 05/11, 06/09, 06/14, 06/16, 06/17, 06/18, 07/07, 07/09,
07/10, 08/07, 08/15, 08/17, 08/18, 09/03, 09/11, 09/15, 09/30,
09/31, 10/03, 10/13, 10/18, 10/19, 10/21, 10/22, 10/23, 10/24,

10/27, 11/13, 11/27, 12/16, 12/20, 12/25, 12/26
report on 2nd national convention from Science Fiction News 5  
06/13-14

criticism of ASFA by John Bangsund   07/31-34
extract about the state of fandom in Woomera 1   08/17-18
review of ‘Sword of Lankor’ from The Journal of the ASFA 4 

 10/23
attitude to fandom   12/34

Stone, Grant   01/05, 03/16, 04/04, 04/05, 04/06, 04/08, 04/18,
08/15

photograph   04/06, 04/08
Sussex, Lucy   07/04
Symonds, John   04/12
Tafe, Betty   10/09
Tafe, George   10/09
Tate, George & Betty   01/09, 10/08
Taylor, Keith (Steve?)   01/08, 04/11, 04/12, 05/09, 05/21
Terry, Pat   04/16, 06/25

attendance at 1968 Conference, report in Science Fiction Times 
 06/19/20

Thomas, Ray   08/16
Tipper, John

LoC   09/30-31
Tuck, Don   01/07, 01/08, 03/12, 03/16, 04/04, 04/07, 04/12-13,
04/14, 04/18, 05/22, 05/23, 08/09, 08/15, 08/17, 09/07, 12/32,
12/33

fanzine collection at Murdoch University   12/05
Turner, George   01/07, 01/08, 02/12, 05/05, 05/20-21, 06/29,
07/04, 07/14, 07/25, 08/06, 11/14, 11/18

‘Addicts Progress’ from The New Millenial Harbinger   5/07-
20
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Tyrrell, Bill   10/05
Urquhart, Reg & Val   01/09, 10/08
van der Poorten, Alf   06/18, 11/30
Veney, Bill (William F)   01/08, 02/03, 02/05, 02/06, 03/05,
03/07, 03/13, 04/08, 04/09, 04/11, 04/12, 04/13, 05/09, 05/17,
05/19, 05/21, 06/09, 09/10, 06/16, 06/17, 06/18, 08/07, 08/09,
08/10, 08/14, 08/15, 08/17, 09/06, 10/03, 10/04, 10/08, 11/12,
12/10, 12/24, 12/32

‘Prewar Fanzines in Australia’ reprinted from Etherline 46  
03/7-14
comments from Chris Nelson   05/17
‘By Way of Introduction’, fandom after World War 2, from 
Ugh!   03/14
Report of First Sydney Convention in Melbourne Bulletin 3  
10/03-04
Plan for Australian fanzines, 1941 from Melbourne Bulletin
January 1941   12/11-13
photograph   12/24

Volynksy, N   04/03
WARREGO

report on BSFG meeting in Etherline 56   01/09
report on Arthur Clarke in Coolangatta from Etherline 49  
10/06-08
report on Arthur Clarke in Brisbane from Etherline 48   10-08-
09

Webb, Janeen   07/04
photo   07/04

Weber, Jean   03/16
photo   03/17

Wheelahan, Kevin   06/21
Whiteford, Wynne   09/06, 11/23, 11/24

Widdershins, K U F   09/26, 09/28, 10/23
Wilder, Cherry   09/24, 09/25
Williams, Joyce & Eric   09/25
Williams, Norma   06/16, 07/34
Williams, Roy   02/07, 05/08, 05/09, 08/18
Window, Joy   07/34
Wodhams, Jack   05/16, 09/15, 09/17, 09/33, 11/21
Woodman, Gary   08/22, 09/19
Woodman, Russ   09/16
Wright, Bill   01/06, 01/07, 02/02, 07/35, 07/36, 10/30, 12/24

photo   02/02, 02/03, 07/04
photo   08/21

Yeoland, Sally   02/12, 02/13, 02/14, 02/15
WAHF   02/12, 11/20, 12/25

People, Foreigners
Ackerman, Forry   02/06, 04/11, 05/18, 05/21, 06/10, 11/20,
12/11
Aldiss, Brian   09/27
Anderson, Poul   09/27
Ballard, Jim   09/237
Benford, Greg   07/12

WAHF   08/31
Bergeron, Richard   09/21
Berry, John   02/13. 02/14, 02/15
Birkhead, Sheryl   02/13, 02/14, 02/15
Bixby, Jerry   05/12
Blish, James   09/27
Bloch, Robert   05/12, 07/30, 09/23
Bowie-Read, Jack   05/18
Brackett, Leigh

Australian visit   06/19, 07/33
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Brooks, Ned   02/14
Bucklin, Nate   12/24
Bulmer, Ken   11/23
Busby, F M and Elinore   06/04
Carnell, John E G   05/11, 09/26, 11/21, 11/22

letter to ASFR about publishing Australian sf   11/26-27
Carol, Avedon   06/05
Carr, Terry   05/22, 11/24, 11/25
Carter, Lin   06/20
Chalker, Jack   02/13, 02/14
Chapman, Ken G   05/11
Clarke, Arthur   01/09, 08/08, 09/06, 12/31

Photographs   07/27
Visit to Brisbane in 1974, report by Dennis Stocks in Fanew
Sletter23   09/32-33
Visit to Australia in 1954 from Etherline 43   10/04-10

Coulson, Buck & Juanita   05/20
Davidson, Steve   06/02-03, 06/04, 06/07
Dick, Philip K   05/22, 11/16
Dickson, Gordon   06/20
Feder, Moshe   06/07
Fitch, Don   02/14, 02/15
Fletcher, Ken   12/24

WAHF   07/31
Forsgen, Rune   02/14
Gernsback, Hugo   03/06, 09/21
Glicksohn, Mike   02/13, 02/14
Hamilton, Edmund

Australian visit   06/19, 07/33
Hamilton, Peter   05/12
Heinlein, Robert   07/08, 12/31

Heydemann, Becky   06/04
Hevelin, Rusty   06/04
Hinge, Mike   12/34
Hughes, Terry   01/01
Jeeves, Terry

illo in Rataplan 7   07/25
Johnson, Brad   06/03
Kapture, Ruby   06/05
Laumer, Keith   06/20
Le Guin, Ursula   09/24-25
Lichtenberg, Jacqueline   06/05
Lundry, Don & Grace   02/15
McCaffrey, Anne   06/20

report on Pat Terry attendance at 1968 Conference, in Science
Fiction Times 455   06/19

Metzger, George   05/22
Moskowitz, Sam   07/15, 12/30, 12/31
Norton, Andre   06/19
Parr, Julian   12/30
Patten, Fred   02/14, 02/15
Pelz, Bruce   07/24-25
Pettit, Bill   03/07
Phillips, Rog   05/12
Porter, Andy   11/34, 12/24
Priest, Chris   09/26
Purcell, John

LoC   12/24
Reinsberk, Mark   04/09
Rest, Neil   06/04
Reuter, Adam   06/06
Rottensteiner, Franz   09/11, 11/16
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Shaw, Greg   11/04
Silverberg, Bob   05/19
Slater, Ken (Captain)   04/02, 05/11, 05/18, 08/15
Strelkov, Danny   12/22

illo in Chao 13   12/22
Strelkov, Mae   12/22
Tait, Stu (foreigner)   02/14
Temple, Bill   07/29
Tubb, Ted (E C)   10/05, 11/23
Tucker, Bob (Wilson)   02/13, 04/10, 06/03, 06/04, 06/10, 11/03,
11/07, 11/20, 12/11
Vondruska, Toni   12/30
Walman, Jake   02/14
Warner, Harry, Jnr   02/06, 03/08, 04/09, 04/10, 09/16, 12/11,
12/29

reproduction of article in Ultra 1   02/07
Reminiscences of Australian fandom in Australian SF Monthly
4   12/29-34

Wayne, Taral   06/05
Weber J D   06/03
Weston, Peter   05/21
Williams, Paul   11/04
Willis, Walt   05/12, 07/29-30
Wilson, Mike   01/09, 07/27, 09/06, 10/05, 10/06, 10/07, 10/08,
10/09, 10/10
Wolheim, Don   11/24, 12/30
Wood, Ed   05/23
Wood, Susan   02/13, 02/14, 02/15
Zitt, Joseph   06/04

Perth   01/05
Trip to   03/16

Perth SF Group   08/15-16
Planet   10/15
Podcast   07-28
Port Philip Futurians (of Melbourne)   06/16
Poverty of Theory, The, Thompson, E P, extract from p.57   02/02
Practice of History, The, G R Elton   03/02, 08/05

extract from pp.20-21   02/08-09
extract from pp.82-83   03/03
extract from, pp-29-31   05/06-08

Press, mentions of stf or fandom   06/14
Progress Report

01   01/06
02   02/15-16
03   03/16
04   04/04-08
05   05/14
06   06/26-27
07   07/25-27
08   08/19
09   09-28-29
10   10/24
11   11/19-20
12   12/02-09

Project Apollo
Apollo 11   12/25
response by Michael Jolly, Michael O’Brien and Bruce Gillespie 
 11/30-32
Apollo 13 07/28

Prozine letter columns   01/07, 07/17
effect on Australian fans   03/07
sale at convention auctions 07/08
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Quality Inn, The   02/07, 02/08, 02/10

Randwick Intermediate High School   03/07, 03/08, 04/09
The Meteorite Club   04/09

Rock music fanzines 11/04

SAPS   08/21, 08/22, 09/12
Science Fictioneers   05/21
Science fiction coming true   04/15
Science fiction, hunting for   04/20, 07/16
Science fiction in public libraries   07/16
Science Fiction International   08/17
Science Fiction League   03/08, 05/11, 10/03

Sydney Chapter   02/04, 02/05, 03/06
Adelaide   04/09, 05/17

Science fiction on television
Lost in Space   05/23
Star Trek   07/21

Sci-fi
use in mundane world   11/04

Scientifiction (stf contraction)   03/06
SF Quarterly BRE   10/14
Space Flight   08/08

fan interests in   10/08, 11/30-32
Southern Cross Futurian Association   04/13
Squire   11/23, 11/26
Space Age Books   02/16, 08/23
State Library of Victoria   11/08, 11/20

‘Zines and Artist Books’ display   11/02-09, 11/33-34
placard at   11/03-05

Sticky Institute   11/06

photos   02/16
Super Science Stories   10/15
Sydney

 research visit to   12/02-09
Sydney Imaginative Film Society   11/14
(Sydney) Science-Fantasy Club   05/21, 12/33
Sydney SF Foundation (SSFF)   04/21, 06/19, 07/24, 07/33, 09/09,
09/11, 09/16, 09/31
Sydney University Library Special Collection   02/03, 04/06, 09/29,
12/09, 12/10, 12/14

Ron Graham collection   11/20, 12/03, 12/25
research visit too   12/02-05
photographs   12/03, 12/04
Graham Stone material 12/25

Sydney University SF Association   10/02

Then, Rob Hansen   05/06, 07/29
Thrilling Wonder Stories   03/06, 07/08, 04/18, 05/17, 05/21, 08/16,
08/18, 10/15, 10/17
Thrills Inc   03/06, 05/09, 08/17
Thursday Night Group (Sydney SF Group)   02/07, 02/08, 02/10,
03/06, 05/18, 06/17, 08/09, 09/03, 09/04, 09/07, 10/30, 12/08, 12/17,
12/19

University of Western Australia   10/02

Victoria Hotel   03/04
Vision of Tomorrow   09/15, 09/17, 12/22

Wagga Wagga   01/05
Weird Tales   04/18, 07/21
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Weird Tales BRE   10/14
Wonder Stories   05/11, 05/17, 06/15, 08/15
World SF League   05/18
World Science Fiction Society   11/30

Zines and zine culture   04/07, 11/06, 11/08, 11/09
‘Self made: zines and artist books’ display at the State Library of
Victoria   11/02-09
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